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Chapter 1

Week 02: Language

1.1 Language

This article is about human language in general. For other uses, see Language (disambiguation).

A mural in Teotihuacan, Mexico (c. 2nd century) depicting a person emit-
ting a speech scroll from his mouth, symbolizing speech

Cuneiform is the first known form of written language, but spoken lan-
guage predates writing by at least tens of thousands of years.
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Two girls learning American Sign Language

Braille writing, a tactile variant of a writing system

Language is the ability to acquire and use complex systems of communication, particularly the human ability to do
so, and a language is any specific example of such a system. The scientific study of language is called linguistics.
Questions concerning the philosophy of language, such as whether words can represent experience, have been de-
bated since Gorgias and Plato in Ancient Greece. Thinkers such as Rousseau have argued that language originated
from emotions while others like Kant have held that it originated from rational and logical thought. 20th-century
philosophers such as Wittgenstein argued that philosophy is really the study of language. Major figures in linguistics
include Ferdinand de Saussure and Noam Chomsky.
Estimates of the number of languages in the world vary between 5,000 and 7,000. However, any precise estimate
depends on a partly arbitrary distinction between languages and dialects. Natural languages are spoken or signed,
but any language can be encoded into secondary media using auditory, visual, or tactile stimuli – for example, in
whistling, signed, or braille. This is because human language is modality-independent. Depending on philosophical
perspectives regarding the definition of language and meaning, when used as a general concept, “language” may refer
to the cognitive ability to learn and use systems of complex communication, or to describe the set of rules that makes
up these systems, or the set of utterances that can be produced from those rules. All languages rely on the process of
semiosis to relate signs to particular meanings. Oral, manual and tactile languages contain a phonological system that
governs how symbols are used to form sequences known as words or morphemes, and a syntactic system that governs
how words and morphemes are combined to form phrases and utterances.
Human language has the properties of productivity and displacement, and relies entirely on social convention and
learning. Its complex structure affords a much wider range of expressions than any known system of animal com-
munication. Language is thought to have originated when early hominins started gradually changing their primate
communication systems, acquiring the ability to form a theory of other minds and a shared intentionality.[1][2] This
development is sometimes thought to have coincided with an increase in brain volume, and many linguists see the
structures of language as having evolved to serve specific communicative and social functions. Language is pro-
cessed in many different locations in the human brain, but especially in Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas. Humans
acquire language through social interaction in early childhood, and children generally speak fluently when they are
approximately three years old. The use of language is deeply entrenched in human culture. Therefore, in addition
to its strictly communicative uses, language also has many social and cultural uses, such as signifying group identity,
social stratification, as well as social grooming and entertainment.
Languages evolve and diversify over time, and the history of their evolution can be reconstructed by comparing
modern languages to determine which traits their ancestral languages must have had in order for the later develop-
mental stages to occur. A group of languages that descend from a common ancestor is known as a language family.
The Indo-European family is the most widely spoken and includes languages such as English, Russian, and Hindi;
the Sino-Tibetan family, which includes Mandarin and the other Chinese languages, and Tibetan; the Afro-Asiatic
family, which includes Arabic, Somali, and Hebrew; the Bantu languages, which include Swahili, and Zulu, and hun-
dreds of other languages spoken throughout Africa; and the Malayo-Polynesian languages, which include Indonesian,
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Malay, Tagalog, and hundreds of other languages spoken throughout the Pacific. The languages of the Dravidian
family that are spoken mostly in Southern India include Tamil and Telugu. Academic consensus holds that between
50% and 90% of languages spoken at the beginning of the 21st century will probably have become extinct by the
year 2100.

1.1.1 Definitions

Main article: Philosophy of language

The English word language derives ultimately from Proto-Indo-European *dn̥ǵʰwéh₂s “tongue, speech, language”
through Latin lingua, “language; tongue”, and Old French language.[3] The word is sometimes used to refer to codes,
ciphers, and other kinds of artificially constructed communication systems such as formally defined computer lan-
guages used for computer programming. Unlike conventional human languages, a formal language in this sense is a
system of signs for encoding and decoding information. This article specifically concerns the properties of natural
human language as it is studied in the discipline of linguistics.
As an object of linguistic study, “language” has two primary meanings: an abstract concept, and a specific linguistic
system, e.g. "French". The Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, who defined the modern discipline of linguistics,
first explicitly formulated the distinction using the French word langage for language as a concept, langue as a specific
instance of a language system, and parole for the concrete usage of speech in a particular language.[4]

When speaking of language as a general concept, definitions can be used which stress different aspects of the
phenomenon.[5] These definitions also entail different approaches and understandings of language, and they inform
different and often incompatible schools of linguistic theory.[6] Debates about the nature and origin of language go
back to the ancient world. Greek philosophers such as Gorgias and Plato debated the relation between words, concepts
and reality. Gorgias argued that language could represent neither the objective experience nor human experience, and
that communication and truth were therefore impossible. Plato maintained that communication is possible because
language represents ideas and concepts that exist independently of, and prior to, language.[7]

During the Enlightenment and its debates about human origins, it became fashionable to speculate about the origin
of language. Thinkers such as Rousseau and Herder argued that language had originated in the instinctive expression
of emotions, and that it was originally closer to music and poetry than to the logical expression of rational thought.
Rationalist philosophers such as Kant and Descartes held the opposite view. Around the turn of the 20th century,
thinkers began to wonder about the role of language in shaping our experiences of the world – asking whether lan-
guage simply reflects the objective structure of the world, or whether it creates concepts that it in turn imposes on
our experience of the objective world. This led to the question of whether philosophical problems are really firstly
linguistic problems. The resurgence of the view that language plays a significant role in the creation and circulation
of concepts, and that the study of philosophy is essentially the study of language, is associated with what has been
called the linguistic turn and philosophers such as Wittgenstein in 20th-century philosophy. These debates about
language in relation to meaning and reference, cognition and consciousness remain active today.[8]

Mental faculty, organ or instinct

One definition sees language primarily as the mental faculty that allows humans to undertake linguistic behaviour:
to learn languages and to produce and understand utterances. This definition stresses the universality of language to
all humans, and it emphasizes the biological basis for the human capacity for language as a unique development of
the human brain. Proponents of the view that the drive to language acquisition is innate in humans argue that this is
supported by the fact that all cognitively normal children raised in an environment where language is accessible will
acquire language without formal instruction. Languages may even develop spontaneously in environments where peo-
ple live or grow up together without a common language; for example, creole languages and spontaneously developed
sign languages such as Nicaraguan Sign Language. This view, which can be traced back to the philosophers Kant and
Descartes, understands language to be largely innate, for example, in Chomsky’s theory of Universal Grammar, or
American philosopher Jerry Fodor's extreme innatist theory. These kinds of definitions are often applied in studies
of language within a cognitive science framework and in neurolinguistics.[9][10]
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Formal symbolic system

Another definition sees language as a formal system of signs governed by grammatical rules of combination to com-
municate meaning. This definition stresses that human languages can be described as closed structural systems
consisting of rules that relate particular signs to particular meanings.[11] This structuralist view of language was
first introduced by Ferdinand de Saussure,[12] and his structuralism remains foundational for many approaches to
language.[13]

Some proponents of Saussure’s view of language have advocated a formal approach which studies language structure
by identifying its basic elements and then by presenting a formal account of the rules according to which the elements
combine in order to formwords and sentences. Themain proponent of such a theory is NoamChomsky, the originator
of the generative theory of grammar, who has defined language as the construction of sentences that can be generated
using transformational grammars.[14] Chomsky considers these rules to be an innate feature of the human mind and
to constitute the rudiments of what language is.[15] By way of contrast, such transformational grammars are also
commonly used to provide formal definitions of language are commonly used in formal logic, in formal theories
of grammar, and in applied computational linguistics.[16][17] In the philosophy of language, the view of linguistic
meaning as residing in the logical relations between propositions and reality was developed by philosophers such as
Alfred Tarski, Bertrand Russell, and other formal logicians.

Tool for communication

A conversation in American Sign Language

Yet another definition sees language as a system of communication that enables humans to exchange verbal or sym-
bolic utterances. This definition stresses the social functions of language and the fact that humans use it to express
themselves and to manipulate objects in their environment. Functional theories of grammar explain grammatical
structures by their communicative functions, and understand the grammatical structures of language to be the result
of an adaptive process by which grammar was “tailored” to serve the communicative needs of its users.[18][19]

This view of language is associated with the study of language in pragmatic, cognitive, and interactive frameworks,
as well as in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology. Functionalist theories tend to study grammar as dynamic
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phenomena, as structures that are always in the process of changing as they are employed by their speakers. This
view places importance on the study of linguistic typology, or the classification of languages according to structural
features, as it can be shown that processes of grammaticalization tend to follow trajectories that are partly dependent
on typology.[17] In the philosophy of language, the view of pragmatics as being central to language and meaning is
often associated with Wittgenstein’s later works and with ordinary language philosophers such as J. L. Austin, Paul
Grice, John Searle, and W. O. Quine.[20]

Unique status of human language

Main articles: Animal language and Great ape language

Human language is unique in comparison to other forms of communication, such as those used by non-human animals.
Communication systems used by other animals such as bees or apes are closed systems that consist of a finite, usually
very limited, number of possible ideas that can be expressed.[21]

In contrast, human language is open-ended and productive, meaning that it allows humans to produce a vast range
of utterances from a finite set of elements, and to create new words and sentences. This is possible because human
language is based on a dual code, in which a finite number of elements which are meaningless in themselves (e.g.
sounds, letters or gestures) can be combined to form an almost infinite number of larger units of meaning (words and
sentences).[22] Furthermore, the symbols and grammatical rules of any particular language are largely arbitrary, so
that the system can only be acquired through social interaction.[23] The known systems of communication used by
animals, on the other hand, can only express a finite number of utterances that are mostly genetically determined.[24]

Several species of animals have proved to be able to acquire forms of communication through social learning: for
instance a bonobo named Kanzi learned to express itself using a set of symbolic lexigrams. Similarly, many species
of birds and whales learn their songs by imitating other members of their species. However, while some animals
may acquire large numbers of words and symbols,[note 1] none have been able to learn as many different signs as are
generally known by an average 4 year old human, nor have any acquired anything resembling the complex grammar
of human language.[25]

Human languages also differ from animal communication systems in that they employ grammatical and semantic
categories, such as noun and verb, present and past, which may be used to express exceedingly complex meanings.[25]
Human language is also unique in having the property of recursivity: for example, a noun phrase can contain another
noun phrase (as in "[[the chimpanzee]'s lips]") or a clause can contain another clause (as in "[I see [the dog is
running]]").[2] Human language is also the only known natural communication system whose adaptability may be
referred to as modality independent. This means that it can be used not only for communication through one channel
or medium, but through several. For example, spoken language uses the auditive modality, whereas sign languages
and writing use the visual modality, and braille writing uses the tactile modality.[26]

Human language is also unique in being able to refer to abstract concepts and to imagined or hypothetical events as
well as events that took place in the past or may happen in the future. This ability to refer to events that are not at the
same time or place as the speech event is called displacement, and while some animal communication systems can
use displacement (such as the communication of bees that can communicate the location of sources of nectar that are
out of sight), the degree to which it is used in human language is also considered unique.[22]

1.1.2 Origin

Main articles: Origin of language and Origin of speech
See also: Proto-Human language
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"The Tower of Babel" by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. Oil on board, 1563.
Humans have speculated about the origins of language throughout history. The Biblical myth of the Tower of Babel
is one such account; other cultures have different stories of how language arose.[27]

Theories about the origin of language differ in regard to their basic assumptions about what language is. Some theories
are based on the idea that language is so complex that one cannot imagine it simply appearing from nothing in its
final form, but that it must have evolved from earlier pre-linguistic systems among our pre-human ancestors. These
theories can be called continuity-based theories. The opposite viewpoint is that language is such a unique human trait
that it cannot be compared to anything found among non-humans and that it must therefore have appeared suddenly
in the transition from pre-hominids to early man. These theories can be defined as discontinuity-based. Similarly,
theories based on Chomsky’s generative view of language see language mostly as an innate faculty that is largely
genetically encoded, whereas functionalist theories see it as a system that is largely cultural, learned through social
interaction.[28]

One prominent proponent of a discontinuity-based theory of human language origins is linguist and philosopher
Noam Chomsky.[28] Chomsky proposes that “some random mutation took place, maybe after some strange cosmic
ray shower, and it reorganized the brain, implanting a language organ in an otherwise primate brain.”[29] Though
cautioning against taking this story too literally, Chomsky insists that “it may be closer to reality than many other
fairy tales that are told about evolutionary processes, including language.”[29]

Continuity-based theories are held by a majority of scholars, but they vary in how they envision this development.
Those who see language as being mostly innate, for example psychologist Steven Pinker, hold the precedents to be
animal cognition,[10] whereas those who see language as a socially learned tool of communication, such as psychologist
Michael Tomasello, see it as having developed from animal communication in primates: either gestural or vocal
communication to assist in cooperation.[24] Other continuity-based models see language as having developed from
music, a view already espoused by Rousseau, Herder, Humboldt, and Charles Darwin. A prominent proponent of
this view is archaeologist Steven Mithen.[30] Stephen Anderson states that the age of spoken languages is estimated
at 60,000 to 100,000 years[31] and that:

Researchers on the evolutionary origin of language generally find it plausible to suggest that lan-
guage was invented only once, and that all modern spoken languages are thus in some way related,
even if that relation can no longer be recovered ... because of limitations on the methods available for
reconstruction.[32]

Because language emerged in the early prehistory of man, before the existence of any written records, its early
development has left no historical traces, and it is believed that no comparable processes can be observed today.
Theories that stress continuity often look at animals to see if, for example, primates display any traits that can be seen
as analogous to what pre-human language must have been like. And early human fossils can be inspected for traces of
physical adaptation to language use or pre-linguistic forms of symbolic behaviour. Among the signs in human fossils
that may suggest linguistic abilities are the size of the brain relative to body mass, the presence of a larynx capable
of advanced sound production and the nature of tools and other manufactured artifacts.[33]

It is mostly undisputed that pre-human australopithecines did not have communication systems significantly different
from those found in great apes in general, but scholarly opinions vary as to the developments since the appearance
of the genus Homo some 2.5 million years ago. Some scholars assume the development of primitive language-
like systems (proto-language) as early as Homo habilis (2.3 million years ago) while others place the development
of primitive symbolic communication only with Homo erectus (1.8 million years ago) or Homo heidelbergensis (0.6
million years ago), and the development of language proper with Anatomically ModernHomo sapiens with the Upper
Paleolithic revolution less than 100,000 years ago.[34][35]
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1.1.3 The study of language

William Jones discovered the family relation between Latin and Sanskrit, laying the ground for the discipline of Historical linguistics.

Main articles: Linguistics and History of linguistics

The study of language, linguistics, has been developing into a science since the first grammatical descriptions of
particular languages in Indiamore than 2000 years ago, after the development of the Brahmi script. Modern linguistics
is a science that concerns itself with all aspects of language, examining it from all of the theoretical viewpoints
described above.[36]
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Ferdinand de Saussure developed the structuralist approach to studying language.

Subdisciplines

The academic study of language is conducted within many different disciplinary areas and from different theoreti-
cal angles, all of which inform modern approaches to linguistics. For example, descriptive linguistics examines the
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Noam Chomsky is one of the most important linguistic theorists of the 20th century.

grammar of single languages, theoretical linguistics develops theories on how best to conceptualize and define the
nature of language based on data from the various extant human languages, sociolinguistics studies how languages
are used for social purposes informing in turn the study of the social functions of language and grammatical descrip-
tion, neurolinguistics studies how language is processed in the human brain and allows the experimental testing of
theories, computational linguistics builds on theoretical and descriptive linguistics to construct computational models
of language often aimed at processing natural language or at testing linguistic hypotheses, and historical linguistics
relies on grammatical and lexical descriptions of languages to trace their individual histories and reconstruct trees of
language families by using the comparative method.[37]
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Early history

The formal study of language is often considered to have started in India with Pāṇini, the 5th century BC grammarian
who formulated 3,959 rules of Sanskrit morphology. However, Sumerian scribes already studied the differences
between Sumerian and Akkadian grammar around 1900 BC. Subsequent grammatical traditions developed in all of
the ancient cultures that adopted writing.[38]

In the 17th century AD, the French Port-Royal Grammarians developed the idea that the grammars of all languages
were a reflection of the universal basics of thought, and therefore that grammar was universal. In the 18th century,
the first use of the comparative method by British philologist and expert on ancient India William Jones sparked the
rise of comparative linguistics.[39] The scientific study of language was broadened from Indo-European to language in
general by Wilhelm von Humboldt. Early in the 20th century, Ferdinand de Saussure introduced the idea of language
as a static system of interconnected units, defined through the oppositions between them.[12]

By introducing a distinction between diachronic and synchronic analyses of language, he laid the foundation of the
modern discipline of linguistics. Saussure also introduced several basic dimensions of linguistic analysis that are still
fundamental in many contemporary linguistic theories, such as the distinctions between syntagm and paradigm, and
the Langue-parole distinction, distinguishing language as an abstract system (langue), from language as a concrete
manifestation of this system (parole).[40]

Contemporary linguistics

In the 1960s, Noam Chomsky formulated the generative theory of language. According to this theory, the most basic
form of language is a set of syntactic rules that is universal for all humans and which underlies the grammars of all
human languages. This set of rules is called Universal Grammar; for Chomsky, describing it is the primary objective
of the discipline of linguistics. Thus, he considered that the grammars of individual languages are only of importance
to linguistics insofar as they allow us to deduce the universal underlying rules from which the observable linguistic
variability is generated.[41]

In opposition to the formal theories of the generative school, functional theories of language propose that since
language is fundamentally a tool, its structures are best analyzed and understood by reference to their functions.
Formal theories of grammar seek to define the different elements of language and describe the way they relate to
each other as systems of formal rules or operations, while functional theories seek to define the functions performed
by language and then relate them to the linguistic elements that carry them out.[17][note 2] The framework of cognitive
linguistics interprets language in terms of the concepts (which are sometimes universal, and sometimes specific to a
particular language) which underlie its forms. Cognitive linguistics is primarily concerned with how the mind creates
meaning through language.[42]

1.1.4 Physiological and neural architecture of language and speech

Speaking is the default modality for language in all cultures. The production of spoken language depends on sophisti-
cated capacities for controlling the lips, tongue and other components of the vocal apparatus, the ability to acoustically
decode speech sounds, and the neurological apparatus required for acquiring and producing language.[43] The study
of the genetic bases for human language is at an early stage: the only gene that has definitely been implicated in
language production is FOXP2, which may cause a kind of congenital language disorder if affected by mutations.[44]

The brain and language

Main articles: Neurolinguistics and Language processing in the brain
The brain is the coordinating center of all linguistic activity; it controls both the production of linguistic cognition
and of meaning and the mechanics of speech production. Nonetheless, our knowledge of the neurological bases
for language is quite limited, though it has advanced considerably with the use of modern imaging techniques. The
discipline of linguistics dedicated to studying the neurological aspects of language is called neurolinguistics.[45]

Early work in neurolinguistics involved the study of language in people with brain lesions, to see how lesions in specific
areas affect language and speech. In this way, neuroscientists in the 19th century discovered that two areas in the brain
are crucially implicated in language processing. The first area is Wernicke’s area, which is located in the posterior
section of the superior temporal gyrus in the dominant cerebral hemisphere. People with a lesion in this area of the
brain develop receptive aphasia, a condition in which there is a major impairment of language comprehension, while
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Language Areas of the brain. The Angular Gyrus is represented in orange, Supramarginal Gyrus is represented in yellow, Broca’s
area is represented in blue, Wernicke’s area is represented in green, and the Primary Auditory Cortex is represented in pink.

speech retains a natural-sounding rhythm and a relatively normal sentence structure. The second area is Broca’s area,
located in the posterior inferior frontal gyrus of the dominant hemisphere. People with a lesion to this area develop
expressive aphasia, meaning that they know what they want to say, they just cannot get it out.[46] They are typically
able to understand what is being said to them, but unable to speak fluently. Other symptoms that may be present
in expressive aphasia include problems with fluency, articulation, word-finding, word repetition, and producing and
comprehending complex grammatical sentences, both orally and in writing. Those with this aphasia also exhibit
ungrammatical speech and show inability to use syntactic information to determine the meaning of sentences. Both
expressive and receptive aphasia also affect the use of sign language, in analogous ways to how they affect speech,
with expressive aphasia causing signers to sign slowly and with incorrect grammar, whereas a signer with receptive
aphasia will sign fluently, but make little sense to others and have difficulties comprehending others’ signs. This shows
that the impairment is specific to the ability to use language, not to the physiology used for speech production.[47][48]

With technological advances in the late 20th century, neurolinguists have also incorporated non-invasive techniques
such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electrophysiology to study language processing in indi-
viduals without impairments.[45]
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Anatomy of speech

Main articles: Speech production, Phonetics, and Articulatory phonetics

The human vocal tract.

Spectrogram of American English vowels [i, u, ɑ] showing the formants f1
and f2

Real time MRI scan of a person speaking in Mandarin Chinese.

Spoken language relies on human physical ability to produce sound, which is a longitudinal wave propagated through
the air at a frequency capable of vibrating the ear drum. This ability depends on the physiology of the human speech
organs. These organs consist of the lungs, the voice box (larynx), and the upper vocal tract – the throat, the mouth,
and the nose. By controlling the different parts of the speech apparatus, the airstream can be manipulated to produce
different speech sounds.[49]

The sound of speech can be analyzed into a combination of segmental and suprasegmental elements. The segmental
elements are those that follow each other in sequences, which are usually represented by distinct letters in alphabetic
scripts, such as the Roman script. In free flowing speech, there are no clear boundaries between one segment and the
next, nor usually are there any audible pauses between words. Segments therefore are distinguished by their distinct
sounds which are a result of their different articulations, and they can be either vowels or consonants. Suprasegmental
phenomena encompass such elements as stress, phonation type, voice timbre, and prosody or intonation, all of which
may have effects across multiple segments.[50]

Consonants and vowel segments combine to form syllables, which in turn combine to form utterances; these can be
distinguished phonetically as the space between two inhalations. Acoustically, these different segments are character-
ized by different formant structures, that are visible in a spectrogram of the recorded sound wave (See illustration of
Spectrogram of the formant structures of three English vowels). Formants are the amplitude peaks in the frequency
spectrum of a specific sound.[50][51]
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Vowels are those sounds that have no audible friction caused by the narrowing or obstruction of some part of the
upper vocal tract. They vary in quality according to the degree of lip aperture and the placement of the tongue
within the oral cavity.[50] Vowels are called close when the lips are relatively closed, as in the pronunciation of the
vowel [i] (English “ee”), or open when the lips are relatively open, as in the vowel [a] (English “ah”). If the tongue is
located towards the back of the mouth, the quality changes, creating vowels such as [u] (English “oo”). The quality
also changes depending on whether the lips are rounded as opposed to unrounded, creating distinctions such as that
between [i] (unrounded front vowel such as English “ee”) and [y] (rounded front vowel such as German "ü").[52]

Consonants are those sounds that have audible friction or closure at some point within the upper vocal tract. Consonant
sounds vary by place of articulation, i.e. the place in the vocal tract where the airflow is obstructed, commonly at
the lips, teeth, alveolar ridge, palate, velum, uvula, or glottis. Each place of articulation produces a different set of
consonant sounds, which are further distinguished by manner of articulation, or the kind of friction, whether full
closure, in which case the consonant is called occlusive or stop, or different degrees of aperture creating fricatives
and approximants. Consonants can also be either voiced or unvoiced, depending on whether the vocal cords are set
in vibration by airflow during the production of the sound. Voicing is what separates English [s] in bus (unvoiced
sibilant) from [z] in buzz (voiced sibilant).[53]

Some speech sounds, both vowels and consonants, involve release of air flow through the nasal cavity, and these are
called nasals or nasalized sounds. Other sounds are defined by the way the tongue moves within the mouth: such as
the l-sounds (called laterals, because the air flows along both sides of the tongue), and the r-sounds (called rhotics)
that are characterized by how the tongue is positioned relative to the air stream.[51]

By using these speech organs, humans can produce hundreds of distinct sounds: some appear very often in the world’s
languages, whereas others are much more common in certain language families, language areas, or even specific to a
single language.[54]

1.1.5 Structure

When described as a system of symbolic communication, language is traditionally seen as consisting of three parts:
signs, meanings, and a code connecting signs with their meanings. The study of the process of semiosis, how signs
and meanings are combined, used, and interpreted is called semiotics. Signs can be composed of sounds, gestures,
letters, or symbols, depending on whether the language is spoken, signed, or written, and they can be combined into
complex signs, such as words and phrases. When used in communication, a sign is encoded and transmitted by a
sender through a channel to a receiver who decodes it.[55]

Some of the properties that define human language as opposed to other communication systems are: the arbitrariness
of the linguistic sign, meaning that there is no predictable connection between a linguistic sign and its meaning;
the duality of the linguistic system, meaning that linguistic structures are built by combining elements into larger
structures that can be seen as layered, e.g. how sounds build words and words build phrases; the discreteness of the
elements of language, meaning that the elements out of which linguistic signs are constructed are discrete units, e.g.
sounds and words, that can be distinguished from each other and rearranged in different patterns; and the productivity
of the linguistic system, meaning that the finite number of linguistic elements can be combined into a theoretically
infinite number of combinations.[55]

The rules by which signs can be combined to form words and phrases are called syntax or grammar. The meaning
that is connected to individual signs, morphemes, words, phrases, and texts is called semantics.[56] The division of
language into separate but connected systems of sign and meaning goes back to the first linguistic studies of de
Saussure and is now used in almost all branches of linguistics.[57]

Semantics

Main articles: Semantics, Semiotics, and Meaning (linguistics)

Languages express meaning by relating a sign form to a meaning, or its content. Sign forms must be something
that can be perceived, for example, in sounds, images, or gestures, and then related to a specific meaning by social
convention. Because the basic relation of meaning for most linguistic signs is based on social convention, linguistic
signs can be considered arbitrary, in the sense that the convention is established socially and historically, rather than
by means of a natural relation between a specific sign form and its meaning.
Thus, languages must have a vocabulary of signs related to specific meaning. The English sign “dog” denotes, for
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Ancient Tamil inscription at Thanjavur

example, a member of the species Canis familiaris. In a language, the array of arbitrary signs connected to specific
meanings is called the lexicon, and a single sign connected to a meaning is called a lexeme. Not all meanings in a
language are represented by single words. Often, semantic concepts are embedded in the morphology or syntax of
the language in the form of grammatical categories.[58]

All languages contain the semantic structure of predication: a structure that predicates a property, state, or action.
Traditionally, semantics has been understood to be the study of how speakers and interpreters assign truth values to
statements, so that meaning is understood to be the process by which a predicate can be said to be true or false about
an entity, e.g. "[x [is y]]" or "[x [does y]]". Recently, this model of semantics has been complemented with more
dynamic models of meaning that incorporate shared knowledge about the context in which a sign is interpreted into
the production of meaning. Such models of meaning are explored in the field of pragmatics.[58]

Sounds and symbols

Main articles: Phonology and Writing

A spectrogram showing the sound of the spoken English word “man”, which is written
phonetically as [mæn]. Note that in flowing speech, there is no clear division between segments, only a smooth tran-
sition as the vocal apparatus moves.
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The syllable “wi” in the Hangul script.

The sign for “wi” in Korean Sign Language (see Korean manual alphabet)

Depending on modality, language structure can be based on systems of sounds (speech), gestures (sign languages),
or graphic or tactile symbols (writing). The ways in which languages use sounds or signs to construct meaning are
studied in phonology.[59] The study of how humans produce and perceive vocal sounds is called phonetics.[60] In
spoken language, meaning is produced when sounds become part of a system in which some sounds can contribute
to expressing meaning and others do not. In any given language, only a limited number of the many distinct sounds
that can be created by the human vocal apparatus contribute to constructing meaning.[54]

Sounds as part of a linguistic system are called phonemes.[61] Phonemes are abstract units of sound, defined as the
smallest units in a language that can serve to distinguish between the meaning of a pair of minimally different words, a
so-called minimal pair. In English, for example, the words bat [bæt] and pat [pʰæt] form a minimal pair, in which the
distinction between /b/ and /p/ differentiates the two words, which have different meanings. However, each language
contrasts sounds in different ways. For example, in a language that does not distinguish between voiced and unvoiced
consonants, the sounds [p] and [b] (if they both occur) could be considered a single phoneme, and consequently, the
two pronunciations would have the same meaning. Similarly, the English language does not distinguish phonemically
between aspirated and non-aspirated pronunciations of consonants, as many other languages like Korean and Hindi
do: the unaspirated /p/ in spin [spɪn] and the aspirated /p/ in pin [pʰɪn] are considered to be merely different ways
of pronouncing the same phoneme (such variants of a single phoneme are called allophones), whereas in Mandarin
Chinese, the same difference in pronunciation distinguishes between the words [pʰá] 'crouch' and [pá] 'eight' (the
accent above the á means that the vowel is pronounced with a high tone).[62]

All spoken languages have phonemes of at least two different categories, vowels and consonants, that can be com-
bined to form syllables.[50] As well as segments such as consonants and vowels, some languages also use sound in
other ways to conveymeaning. Many languages, for example, use stress, pitch, duration, and tone to distinguish mean-
ing. Because these phenomena operate outside of the level of single segments, they are called suprasegmental.[63]
Some languages have only a few phonemes, for example, Rotokas and Pirahã language with 11 and 10 phonemes
respectively, whereas languages like Taa may have as many as 141 phonemes.[62] In sign languages, the equivalent to
phonemes (formerly called cheremes) are defined by the basic elements of gestures, such as hand shape, orientation,
location, and motion, which correspond to manners of articulation in spoken language.[64][65][66]

Writing systems represent language using visual symbols, which may or may not correspond to the sounds of spoken
language. The Latin alphabet (and those on which it is based or that have been derived from it) was originally
based on the representation of single sounds, so that words were constructed from letters that generally denote a
single consonant or vowel in the structure of the word. In syllabic scripts, such as the Inuktitut syllabary, each sign
represents a whole syllable. In logographic scripts, each sign represents an entire word,[67] and will generally bear no
relation to the sound of that word in spoken language.
Because all languages have a very large number of words, no purely logographic scripts are known to exist. Written
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language represents the way spoken sounds and words follow one after another by arranging symbols according to a
pattern that follows a certain direction. The direction used in a writing system is entirely arbitrary and established
by convention. Some writing systems use the horizontal axis (left to right as the Latin script or right to left as the
Arabic script), while others such as traditional Chinese writing use the vertical dimension (from top to bottom). A
few writing systems use opposite directions for alternating lines, and others, such as the ancient Maya script, can be
written in either direction and rely on graphic cues to show the reader the direction of reading.[68]

In order to represent the sounds of the world’s languages in writing, linguists have developed the International Pho-
netic Alphabet, designed to represent all of the discrete sounds that are known to contribute to meaning in human
languages.[69]

Grammar

Main article: Grammar

Grammar is the study of how meaningful elements called morphemes within a language can be combined into utter-
ances. Morphemes can either be free or bound. If they are free to be moved around within an utterance, they are
usually called words, and if they are bound to other words or morphemes, they are called affixes. The way in which
meaningful elements can be combined within a language is governed by rules. The rules for the internal structure of
words are called morphology. The rules of the internal structure of phrases and sentences are called syntax.[70]

Grammatical categories Main article: Grammatical category

Grammar can be described as a system of categories and a set of rules that determine how categories combine to form
different aspects of meaning.[71] Languages differ widely in whether they are encoded through the use of categories
or lexical units. However, several categories are so common as to be nearly universal. Such universal categories
include the encoding of the grammatical relations of participants and predicates by grammatically distinguishing
between their relations to a predicate, the encoding of temporal and spatial relations on predicates, and a system of
grammatical person governing reference to and distinction between speakers and addressees and those about whom
they are speaking.[72]

Word classes Languages organize their parts of speech into classes according to their functions and positions rela-
tive to other parts. All languages, for instance, make a basic distinction between a group of words that prototypically
denotes things and concepts and a group of words that prototypically denotes actions and events. The first group,
which includes English words such as “dog” and “song”, are usually called nouns. The second, which includes “run”
and “sing”, are called verbs. Another common category is the adjective: words that describe properties or qualities
of nouns, such as “red” or “big”. Word classes can be “open” if new words can continuously be added to the class, or
relatively “closed” if there is a fixed number of words in a class. In English, the class of pronouns is closed, whereas
the class of adjectives is open, since an infinite number of adjectives can be constructed from verbs (e.g. “saddened”)
or nouns (e.g. with the -like suffix, as in “noun-like”). In other languages such as Korean, the situation is the opposite,
and new pronouns can be constructed, whereas the number of adjectives is fixed.[73]

Word classes also carry out differing functions in grammar. Prototypically, verbs are used to construct predicates,
while nouns are used as arguments of predicates. In a sentence such as “Sally runs”, the predicate is “runs”, because
it is the word that predicates a specific state about its argument “Sally”. Some verbs such as “curse” can take two
arguments, e.g. “Sally cursed John”. A predicate that can only take a single argument is called intransitive, while a
predicate that can take two arguments is called transitive.[74]

Many other word classes exist in different languages, such as conjunctions like “and” that serve to join two sentences,
articles that introduce a noun, interjections such as “wow!", or ideophones like “splash” that mimic the sound of some
event. Some languages have positionals that describe the spatial position of an event or entity. Many languages have
classifiers that identify countable nouns as belonging to a particular type or having a particular shape. For instance,
in Japanese, the general noun classifier for humans is nin ( ), and it is used for counting humans, whatever they are
called:[75]

san-nin no gakusei ( ) lit. “3 human-classifier of student” — three students

For trees, it would be:
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san-bon no ki ( ) lit. “3 classifier-for-long-objects of tree” — three trees

Morphology In linguistics, the study of the internal structure of complex words and the processes by which words
are formed is called morphology. In most languages, it is possible to construct complex words that are built of several
morphemes. For instance, the English word “unexpected” can be analyzed as being composed of the threemorphemes
“un-", “expect” and "-ed”.[76]

Morphemes can be classified according to whether they are independent morphemes, so-called roots, or whether they
can only co-occur attached to other morphemes. These bound morphemes or affixes can be classified according to
their position in relation to the root: prefixes precede the root, suffixes follow the root, and infixes are inserted in
the middle of a root. Affixes serve to modify or elaborate the meaning of the root. Some languages change the
meaning of words by changing the phonological structure of a word, for example, the English word “run”, which in
the past tense is “ran”. This process is called ablaut. Furthermore, morphology distinguishes between the process of
inflection, which modifies or elaborates on a word, and the process of derivation, which creates a new word from an
existing one. In English, the verb “sing” has the inflectional forms “singing” and “sung”, which are both verbs, and
the derivational form “singer”, which is a noun derived from the verb with the agentive suffix "-er”.[77]

Languages differ widely in how much they rely on morphological processes of word formation. In some languages,
for example, Chinese, there are no morphological processes, and all grammatical information is encoded syntacti-
cally by forming strings of single words. This type of morpho-syntax is often called isolating, or analytic, because
there is almost a full correspondence between a single word and a single aspect of meaning. Most languages have
words consisting of several morphemes, but they vary in the degree to which morphemes are discrete units. In many
languages, notably in most Indo-European languages, single morphemes may have several distinct meanings that
cannot be analyzed into smaller segments. For example, in Latin, the word bonus, or “good”, consists of the root
bon-, meaning “good”, and the suffix -us, which indicates masculine gender, singular number, and nominative case.
These languages are called fusional languages, because several meanings may be fused into a single morpheme. The
opposite of fusional languages are agglutinative languages which construct words by stringing morphemes together
in chains, but with each morpheme as a discrete semantic unit. An example of such a language is Turkish, where for
example, the word evlerinizden, or “from your houses”, consists of the morphemes, ev-ler-iniz-den with the mean-
ings house-plural-your-from. The languages that rely on morphology to the greatest extent are traditionally called
polysynthetic languages. They may express the equivalent of an entire English sentence in a single word. For exam-
ple, in Persian the single word nafahmidamesh means I didn't understand it consisting of morphemes na-fahm-id-
am-esh with the meanings, “negation.understand.past.I.it”. As another example with more complexity, in the Yupik
word tuntussuqatarniksatengqiggtuq, which means “He had not yet said again that he was going to hunt reindeer”, the
word consists of the morphemes tuntu-ssur-qatar-ni-ksaite-ngqiggte-uqwith the meanings, “reindeer-hunt-future-say-
negation-again-third.person.singular.indicative”, and except for the morpheme tuntu (“reindeer”) none of the other
morphemes can appear in isolation.[78]

Many languages use morphology to cross-reference words within a sentence. This is sometimes called agreement.
For example, in many Indo-European languages, adjectives must cross-reference the noun they modify in terms of
number, case, and gender, so that the Latin adjective bonus, or “good”, is inflected to agree with a noun that is
masculine gender, singular number, and nominative case. In many polysynthetic languages, verbs cross-reference
their subjects and objects. In these types of languages, a single verb may include information that would require an
entire sentence in English. For example, in the Basque phrase ikusi nauzu, or “you saw me”, the past tense auxiliary
verb n-au-zu (similar to English “do”) agrees with both the subject (you) expressed by the n- prefix, and with the
object (me) expressed by the -zu suffix. The sentence could be directly transliterated as “see you-did-me”[79]

Syntax Main article: Syntax
Another way in which languages convey meaning is through the order of words within a sentence. The grammatical
rules for how to produce new sentences from words that are already known is called syntax. The syntactical rules of
a language determine why a sentence in English such as “I love you” is meaningful, but "*love you I” is not.[note 3]
Syntactical rules determine howword order and sentence structure is constrained, and how those constraints contribute
to meaning.[80] For example, in English, the two sentences “the slaves were cursing the master” and “the master was
cursing the slaves” mean different things, because the role of the grammatical subject is encoded by the noun being
in front of the verb, and the role of object is encoded by the noun appearing after the verb. Conversely, in Latin,
both Dominus servos vituperabat and Servos vituperabat dominus mean “the master was reprimanding the slaves”,
because servos, or “slaves”, is in the accusative case, showing that they are the grammatical object of the sentence,
and dominus, or “master”, is in the nominative case, showing that he is the subject.[81]
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Predicate /

In addition to word classes, a sentence can be analyzed in terms of grammatical functions: “The cat” is the subject of the phrase, “on
the mat” is a locative phrase, and “sat” is the core of the predicate.

Latin uses morphology to express the distinction between subject and object, whereas English uses word order. An-
other example of how syntactic rules contribute to meaning is the rule of inverse word order in questions, which
exists in many languages. This rule explains why when in English, the phrase “John is talking to Lucy” is turned
into a question, it becomes “Who is John talking to?", and not “John is talking to who?". The latter example may be
used as a way of placing special emphasis on “who”, thereby slightly altering the meaning of the question. Syntax
also includes the rules for how complex sentences are structured by grouping words together in units, called phrases,
that can occupy different places in a larger syntactic structure. Sentences can be described as consisting of phrases
connected in a tree structure, connecting the phrases to each other at different levels.[82] To the right is a graphic
representation of the syntactic analysis of the English sentence “the cat sat on the mat”. The sentence is analyzed
as being constituted by a noun phrase, a verb, and a prepositional phrase; the prepositional phrase is further divided
into a preposition and a noun phrase, and the noun phrases consist of an article and a noun.[83]

The reason sentences can be seen as being composed of phrases is because each phrase would be moved around as
a single element if syntactic operations were carried out. For example, “the cat” is one phrase, and “on the mat” is
another, because they would be treated as single units if a decision was made to emphasize the location by moving
forward the prepositional phrase: "[And] on the mat, the cat sat”.[83] There are many different formalist and func-
tionalist frameworks that propose theories for describing syntactic structures, based on different assumptions about
what language is and how it should be described. Each of them would analyze a sentence such as this in a different
manner.[17]

Typology and universals

Main articles: Linguistic typology and Linguistic universal

Languages can be classified in relation to their grammatical types. Languages that belong to different families
nonetheless often have features in common, and these shared features tend to correlate.[84] For example, languages
can be classified on the basis of their basic word order, the relative order of the verb, and its constituents in a normal
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indicative sentence. In English, the basic order is SVO: “The snake(S) bit(V) the man(O)", whereas for example,
the corresponding sentence in the Australian language Gamilaraay would be d̪uyugu n̪ama d̪ayn yiːy (snake man
bit), SOV.[85] Word order type is relevant as a typological parameter, because basic word order type corresponds
with other syntactic parameters, such as the relative order of nouns and adjectives, or of the use of prepositions or
postpositions. Such correlations are called implicational universals.[86] For example, most (but not all) languages that
are of the SOV type have postpositions rather than prepositions, and have adjectives before nouns.[87]

All languages structure sentences into Subject, Verb, and Object, but languages differ in the way they classify the
relations between actors and actions. English uses the nominative-accusative word typology: in English transitive
clauses, the subjects of both intransitive sentences (“I run”) and transitive sentences (“I love you”) are treated in the
same way, shown here by the nominative pronoun I. Some languages, called ergative, Gamilaraay among them, dis-
tinguish instead between Agents and Patients. In ergative languages, the single participant in an intransitive sentence,
such as “I run”, is treated the same as the patient in a transitive sentence, giving the equivalent of “me run”. Only in
transitive sentences would the equivalent of the pronoun “I” be used.[85] In this way the semantic roles can map onto
the grammatical relations in different ways, grouping an intransitive subject either with Agents (accusative type) or
Patients (ergative type) or even making each of the three roles differently, which is called the tripartite type.[88]

The shared features of languages which belong to the same typological class type may have arisen completely indepen-
dently. Their co-occurrence might be due to universal laws governing the structure of natural languages, “language
universals”, or they might be the result of languages evolving convergent solutions to the recurring communicative
problems that humans use language to solve.[18]

1.1.6 Social contexts of use and transmission

The Wall of Love in Paris, where the phrase “I love you” is featured in 250 languages of the world.[89]

While humans have the ability to learn any language, they only do so if they grow up in an environment in which
language exists and is used by others. Language is therefore dependent on communities of speakers in which children
learn language from their elders and peers and themselves transmit language to their own children. Languages are
used by those who speak them to communicate and to solve a plethora of social tasks. Many aspects of language use
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can be seen to be adapted specifically to these purposes.[18] Due to the way in which language is transmitted between
generations and within communities, language perpetually changes, diversifying into new languages or converging due
to language contact. The process is similar to the process of evolution, where the process of descent with modification
leads to the formation of a phylogenetic tree.[90]

However, languages differ from a biological organisms in that they readily incorporate elements from other languages
through the process of diffusion, as speakers of different languages come into contact. Humans also frequently speak
more than one language, acquiring their first language or languages as children, or learning new languages as they
grow up. Because of the increased language contact in the globalizing world, many small languages are becoming
endangered as their speakers shift to other languages that afford the possibility to participate in larger and more
influential speech communities.[91]

Usage and meaning

Main article: Pragmatics

The semantic study of meaning assumes that meaning is located in a relation between signs and meanings that are
firmly established through social convention. However, semantics does not study the way in which social conventions
aremade and affect language. Rather, when studying the way in which words and signs are used, it is often the case that
words have different meanings, depending on the social context of use. An important example of this is the process
called deixis, which describes the way in which certain words refer to entities through their relation between a specific
point in time and space when the word is uttered. Such words are, for example, the word, “I” (which designates the
person speaking), “now” (which designates the moment of speaking), and “here” (which designates the position of
speaking). Signs also change their meanings over time, as the conventions governing their usage gradually change.
The study of how the meaning of linguistic expressions changes depending on context is called pragmatics. Deixis
is an important part of the way that we use language to point out entities in the world.[92] Pragmatics is concerned
with the ways in which language use is patterned and how these patterns contribute to meaning. For example, in all
languages, linguistic expressions can be used not just to transmit information, but to perform actions. Certain actions
are made only through language, but nonetheless have tangible effects, e.g. the act of “naming”, which creates a new
name for some entity, or the act of “pronouncing someone man and wife”, which creates a social contract of marriage.
These types of acts are called speech acts, although they can of course also be carried out through writing or hand
signing.[93]

The form of linguistic expression often does not correspond to the meaning that it actually has in a social context.
For example, if at a dinner table a person asks, “Can you reach the salt?", that is, in fact, not a question about the
length of the arms of the one being addressed, but a request to pass the salt across the table. This meaning is implied
by the context in which it is spoken; these kinds of effects of meaning are called conversational implicatures. These
social rules for which ways of using language are considered appropriate in certain situations and how utterances are
to be understood in relation to their context vary between communities, and learning them is a large part of acquiring
communicative competence in a language.[94]

Language acquisition

Main articles: Language acquisition, Second-language acquisition, Second language, and Language education

All healthy, normally developing human beings learn to use language. Children acquire the language or languages
used around them: whichever languages they receive sufficient exposure to during childhood. The development is
essentially the same for children acquiring sign or oral languages.[95] This learning process is referred to as first-
language acquisition, since unlike many other kinds of learning, it requires no direct teaching or specialized study. In
The Descent of Man, naturalist Charles Darwin called this process “an instinctive tendency to acquire an art”.[10]
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A lesson at Kituwah Academy on the Qualla Boundary in North Carolina,
where the Cherokee language is the medium of instruction from pre-school on up and students learn it as a first lan-
guage.

First language acquisition proceeds in a fairly regular sequence, though there is a wide degree of variation in the
timing of particular stages among normally developing infants. From birth, newborns respond more readily to human
speech than to other sounds. Around one month of age, babies appear to be able to distinguish between different
speech sounds. Around six months of age, a child will begin babbling, producing the speech sounds or handshapes
of the languages used around them. Words appear around the age of 12 to 18 months; the average vocabulary of an
eighteen-month-old child is around 50 words. A child’s first utterances are holophrases (literally “whole-sentences”),
utterances that use just one word to communicate some idea. Several months after a child begins producing words,
he or she will produce two-word utterances, and within a few more months will begin to produce telegraphic speech,
or short sentences that are less grammatically complex than adult speech, but that do show regular syntactic structure.
From roughly the age of three to five years, a child’s ability to speak or sign is refined to the point that it resembles
adult language.[96][97] Studies published in 2013 have indicated that unborn fetuses are capable of language acquisition
to some degree.[98][99]

Acquisition of second and additional languages can come at any age, through exposure in daily life or courses. Chil-
dren learning a second language are more likely to achieve native-like fluency than adults, but in general, it is very rare
for someone speaking a second language to pass completely for a native speaker. An important difference between
first language acquisition and additional language acquisition is that the process of additional language acquisition is
influenced by languages that the learner already knows.[100]

Language and culture

See also: Culture and Speech community
Languages, understood as the particular set of speech norms of a particular community, are also a part of the larger
culture of the community that speaks them. Languages differ not only in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar,
but also through having different “cultures of speaking.” Humans use language as a way of signalling identity with one
cultural group as well as difference from others. Even among speakers of one language, several different ways of using
the language exist, and each is used to signal affiliation with particular subgroups within a larger culture. Linguists and
anthropologists, particularly sociolinguists, ethnolinguists, and linguistic anthropologists have specialized in studying
how ways of speaking vary between speech communities.[101]

Linguists use the term "varieties" to refer to the different ways of speaking a language. This term includes geograph-
ically or socioculturally defined dialects as well as the jargons or styles of subcultures. Linguistic anthropologists
and sociologists of language define communicative style as the ways that language is used and understood within a
particular culture.[102]

Because norms for language use are shared by members of a specific group, communicative style also becomes a
way of displaying and constructing group identity. Linguistic differences may become salient markers of divisions
between social groups, for example, speaking a language with a particular accent may imply membership of an ethnic
minority or social class, one’s area of origin, or status as a second language speaker. These kinds of differences are
not part of the linguistic system, but are an important part of how people use language as a social tool for constructing
groups.[103]

However, many languages also have grammatical conventions that signal the social position of the speaker in relation
to others through the use of registers that are related to social hierarchies or divisions. In many languages, there are
stylistic or even grammatical differences between the ways men and women speak, between age groups, or between
social classes, just as some languages employ different words depending on who is listening. For example, in the
Australian language Dyirbal, a married man must use a special set of words to refer to everyday items when speaking
in the presence of his mother-in-law.[104] Some cultures, for example, have elaborate systems of “social deixis", or
systems of signalling social distance through linguistic means.[105] In English, social deixis is shown mostly through
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Arnold Lakhovsky, The Conversation (circa 1935)

distinguishing between addressing some people by first name and others by surname, and in titles such as “Mrs.”,
“boy”, “Doctor”, or “Your Honor”, but in other languages, such systems may be highly complex and codified in the
entire grammar and vocabulary of the language. For instance, in languages of east Asia such as Thai, Burmese, and
Javanese, different words are used according to whether a speaker is addressing someone of higher or lower rank than
oneself in a ranking system with animals and children ranking the lowest and gods and members of royalty as the
highest.[105]

Writing, literacy and technology

Main articles: Writing and Literacy
Throughout history a number of different ways of representing language in graphic media have been invented. These
are called writing systems.
The use of writing has made language even more useful to humans. It makes it possible to store large amounts of
information outside of the human body and retrieve it again, and it allows communication across distances that would
otherwise be impossible. Many languages conventionally employ different genres, styles, and registers in written and
spoken language, and in some communities, writing traditionally takes place in an entirely different language than the
one spoken. There is some evidence that the use of writing also has effects on the cognitive development of humans,
perhaps because acquiring literacy generally requires explicit and formal education.[106]

The invention of the first writing systems is roughly contemporary with the beginning of the Bronze Age in the late 4th
millennium BC. The Sumerian archaic cuneiform script and the Egyptian hieroglyphs are generally considered to be
the earliest writing systems, both emerging out of their ancestral proto-literate symbol systems from 3400–3200 BC
with the earliest coherent texts from about 2600 BC. It is generally agreed that Sumerian writing was an independent
invention; however, it is debated whether Egyptian writing was developed completely independently of Sumerian, or
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An inscription of Swampy Cree using Canadian Aboriginal syllabics, an abugida developed by Christian missionaries for Indigenous
Canadian languages

was a case of cultural diffusion. A similar debate exists for the Chinese script, which developed around 1200 BC.
The pre-Columbian Mesoamerican writing systems (including among others Olmec and Maya scripts) are generally
believed to have had independent origins.[68]

Language change

Main articles: Language change and Grammaticalization
All languages change as speakers adopt or invent new ways of speaking and pass them on to other members of their
speech community. Language change happens at all levels from the phonological level to the levels of vocabulary,
morphology, syntax, and discourse. Even though language change is often initially evaluated negatively by speakers
of the language who often consider changes to be “decay” or a sign of slipping norms of language usage, it is natural
and inevitable.[107]

Changes may affect specific sounds or the entire phonological system. Sound change can consist of the replacement
of one speech sound or phonetic feature by another, the complete loss of the affected sound, or even the introduction
of a new sound in a place where there had been none. Sound changes can be conditioned in which case a sound
is changed only if it occurs in the vicinity of certain other sounds. Sound change is usually assumed to be regular,
which means that it is expected to apply mechanically whenever its structural conditions are met, irrespective of any
non-phonological factors. On the other hand, sound changes can sometimes be sporadic, affecting only one particular
word or a few words, without any seeming regularity. Sometimes a simple change triggers a chain shift in which the
entire phonological system is affected. This happened in the Germanic languages when the sound change known as
Grimm’s law affected all the stop consonants in the system. The original consonant *bʰ became /b/ in the Germanic
languages, the previous *b in turn became /p/, and the previous *p became /f/. The same process applied to all stop
consonants and explains why Italic languages such as Latin have p in words like pater and pisces, whereas Germanic
languages, like English, have father and fish.[108]

Another example is the Great Vowel Shift in English, which is the reason that the spelling of English vowels do
not correspond well to their current pronunciation. This is because the vowel shift brought the already established
orthography out of synchronization with pronunciation. Another source of sound change is the erosion of words as
pronunciation gradually becomes increasingly indistinct and shortens words, leaving out syllables or sounds. This kind
of change caused Latin mea domina to eventually become the French madame and American English ma'am.[109]

Change also happens in the grammar of languages as discourse patterns such as idioms or particular constructions
become grammaticalized. This frequently happens when words or morphemes erode and the grammatical system is
unconsciously rearranged to compensate for the lost element. For example, in some varieties of Caribbean Spanish
the final /s/ has eroded away. Since Standard Spanish uses final /s/ in the morpheme marking the second person
subject “you” in verbs, the Caribbean varieties now have to express the second person using the pronoun tú. This
means that the sentence “what’s your name” is ¿como te llamas? [ˈkomo te ˈjamas] in Standard Spanish, but [ˈkomo
ˈtu te ˈjama] in Caribbean Spanish. The simple sound change has affected both morphology and syntax.[110] Another
common cause of grammatical change is the gradual petrification of idioms into new grammatical forms, for example,
the way the English “going to” construction lost its aspect of movement and in some varieties of English has almost
become a full-fledged future tense (e.g. I'm gonna).
Language change may be motivated by “language internal” factors, such as changes in pronunciation motivated by
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certain sounds being difficult to distinguish aurally or to produce, or through patterns of change that cause some rare
types of constructions to drift towards more common types.[111] Other causes of language change are social, such
as when certain pronunciations become emblematic of membership in certain groups, such as social classes, or with
ideologies, and therefore are adopted by those who wish to identify with those groups or ideas. In this way, issues of
identity and politics can have profound effects on language structure.[112]

Language contact

Main article: language contact

One important source of language change is contact and resulting diffusion of linguistic traits between languages. Lan-
guage contact occurs when speakers of two ormore languages or varieties interact on a regular basis.[113]Multilingualism
is likely to have been the norm throughout human history and most people in the modern world are multilingual. Be-
fore the rise of the concept of the ethno-national state, monolingualism was characteristic mainly of populations
inhabiting small islands. But with the ideology that made one people, one state, and one language the most desirable
political arrangement, monolingualism started to spread throughout the world. Nonetheless, there are only 250 coun-
tries in the world corresponding to some 6000 languages, which means that most countries are multilingual and most
languages therefore exist in close contact with other languages.[114]

When speakers of different languages interact closely, it is typical for their languages to influence each other. Through
sustained language contact over long periods, linguistic traits diffuse between languages, and languages belonging to
different families may converge to become more similar. In areas where many languages are in close contact, this
may lead to the formation of language areas in which unrelated languages share a number of linguistic features. A
number of such language areas have been documented, among them, the Balkan language area, the Mesoamerican
language area, and the Ethiopian language area. Also, larger areas such as South Asia, Europe, and Southeast Asia
have sometimes been considered language areas, because of widespread diffusion of specific areal features.[115][116]

Language contactmay also lead to a variety of other linguistic phenomena, including language convergence, borrowing,
and relexification (replacement of much of the native vocabulary with that of another language). In situations of ex-
treme and sustained language contact, it may lead to the formation of new mixed languages that cannot be considered
to belong to a single language family. One type of mixed language called pidgins occurs when adult speakers of two
different languages interact on a regular basis, but in a situation where neither group learns to speak the language
of the other group fluently. In such a case, they will often construct a communication form that has traits of both
languages, but which has a simplified grammatical and phonological structure. The language comes to contain mostly
the grammatical and phonological categories that exist in both languages. Pidgin languages are defined by not having
any native speakers, but only being spoken by people who have another language as their first language. But if a
Pidgin language becomes the main language of a speech community, then eventually children will grow up learning
the pidgin as their first language. As the generation of child learners grow up, the pidgin will often be seen to change
its structure and acquire a greater degree of complexity. This type of language is generally called a creole language.
An example of such mixed languages is Tok Pisin, the official language of Papua New-Guinea, which originally
arose as a Pidgin based on English and Austronesian languages; others are Kreyòl ayisyen, the French-based creole
language spoken in Haiti, and Michif, a mixed language of Canada, based on the Native American language Cree
and French.[117]

1.1.7 Linguistic diversity

See also: Lists of languages and List of languages by total number of speakers

SIL Ethnologue defines a “living language” as “one that has at least one speaker for whom it is their first language”. The
exact number of known living languages varies from 6,000 to 7,000, depending on the precision of one’s definition
of “language”, and in particular, on how one defines the distinction between languages and dialects. As of 2016,
Ethnologue cataloged 7,097 living human languages.[119] The Ethnologue establishes linguistic groups based on studies
of mutual intelligibility, and therefore often includes more categories than more conservative classifications. For
example, the Danish language that most scholars consider a single language with several dialects is classified as two
distinct languages (Danish and Jutish) by the Ethnologue.[118]

According to the Ethnologue, 389 languages (nearly 6%) have more than a million speakers. These languages together
account for 94% of the world’s population, whereas 94% of the world’s languages account for the remaining 6% of
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the global population. To the right is a table of the world’s 10 most spoken languages with population estimates from
the Ethnologue (2009 figures).[118]

Languages and dialects

Main article: Dialect § Dialect or language
There is no clear distinction between a language and a dialect, notwithstanding a famous aphorism attributed to
linguist Max Weinreich that "a language is a dialect with an army and navy".[120] For example, national boundaries
frequently override linguistic difference in determining whether two linguistic varieties are languages or dialects.
Hakka, Cantonese and Mandarin are, for example, often classified as “dialects” of Chinese, even though they are
more different from each other than Swedish is from Norwegian. Before the Yugoslav civil war, Serbo-Croatian was
considered a single language with two dialects, but now Croatian and Serbian are considered different languages and
employ different writing systems. In other words, the distinction may hinge on political considerations as much as on
cultural differences, distinctive writing systems, or degree of mutual intelligibility.[121]

Language families of the world

Main articles: Language family, Dialectology, Historical linguistics, and List of language families
The world’s languages can be grouped into language families consisting of languages that can be shown to have
common ancestry. Linguists recognize many hundreds of language families, although some of them can possibly be
grouped into larger units as more evidence becomes available and in-depth studies are carried out. At present, there
are also dozens of language isolates: languages that cannot be shown to be related to any other languages in the world.
Among them are Basque, spoken in Europe, Zuni of New Mexico, Purépecha of Mexico, Ainu of Japan, Burushaski
of Pakistan, and many others.[122]

The language family of the world that has the most speakers is the Indo-European languages, spoken by 46% of the
world’s population.[123] This family includes major world languages like English, Spanish, Russian, and Hindustani
(Hindi/Urdu). The Indo-European family achieved prevalence first during the EurasianMigration Period (c. 400–800
AD), and subsequently through the European colonial expansion, which brought the Indo-European languages to a
politically and often numerically dominant position in the Americas and much of Africa. The Sino-Tibetan languages
are spoken by 20%[123] of the world’s population and include many of the languages of East Asia, including Hakka,
Mandarin Chinese, Cantonese, and hundreds of smaller languages.[124]

Africa is home to a large number of language families, the largest of which is the Niger-Congo language family,
which includes such languages as Swahili, Shona, and Yoruba. Speakers of the Niger-Congo languages account for
6.9% of the world’s population.[123] A similar number of people speak the Afroasiatic languages, which include the
populous Semitic languages such as Arabic, Hebrew language, and the languages of the Sahara region, such as the
Berber languages and Hausa.[124]

The Austronesian languages are spoken by 5.5% of the world’s population and stretch from Madagascar to maritime
Southeast Asia all the way to Oceania.[123] It includes such languages as Malagasy, Māori, Samoan, and many of
the indigenous languages of Indonesia and Taiwan. The Austronesian languages are considered to have originated
in Taiwan around 3000 BC and spread through the Oceanic region through island-hopping, based on an advanced
nautical technology. Other populous language families are the Dravidian languages of South Asia (among them
Kannada Tamil and Telugu), the Turkic languages of Central Asia (such as Turkish), the Austroasiatic (among them
Khmer), and Tai–Kadai languages of Southeast Asia (including Thai).[124]

The areas of the world in which there is the greatest linguistic diversity, such as the Americas, Papua New Guinea,
West Africa, and South-Asia, contain hundreds of small language families. These areas together account for the
majority of the world’s languages, though not the majority of speakers. In the Americas, some of the largest language
families include the Quechumaran, Arawak, and Tupi-Guarani families of South America, the Uto-Aztecan, Oto-
Manguean, and Mayan of Mesoamerica, and the Na-Dene and Algonquian language families of North America. In
Australia, most indigenous languages belong to the Pama-Nyungan family, whereas Papua-New Guinea is home to a
large number of small families and isolates, as well as a number of Austronesian languages.[122]

Language endangerment

Main articles: Endangered language, Language loss, Language shift, and Language death
Language endangerment occurs when a language is at risk of falling out of use as its speakers die out or shift to
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speaking another language. Language loss occurs when the language has no more native speakers, and becomes a
dead language. If eventually no one speaks the language at all, it becomes an extinct language. While languages have
always gone extinct throughout human history, they have been disappearing at an accelerated rate in the 20th and
21st centuries due to the processes of globalization and neo-colonialism, where the economically powerful languages
dominate other languages.[125]

The more commonly spoken languages dominate the less commonly spoken languages, so the less commonly spoken
languages eventually disappear from populations. The total number of languages in the world is not known. Estimates
vary depending on many factors. The consensus is that there are between 6,000[126] and 7,000 languages spoken as
of 2010, and that between 50–90% of those will have become extinct by the year 2100.[125] The top 20 languages,
those spoken by more than 50 million speakers each, are spoken by 50% of the world’s population, whereas many of
the other languages are spoken by small communities, most of them with less than 10,000 speakers.[125]

TheUnitedNations Educational, Scientific andCultural Organization (UNESCO) operates with five levels of language
endangerment: “safe”, “vulnerable” (not spoken by children outside the home), “definitely endangered” (not spoken
by children), “severely endangered” (only spoken by the oldest generations), and “critically endangered” (spoken by
few members of the oldest generation, often semi-speakers). Notwithstanding claims that the world would be better
off if most adopted a single common lingua franca, such as English or Esperanto, there is a consensus that the loss of
languages harms the cultural diversity of the world. It is a common belief, going back to the biblical narrative of the
tower of Babel in the Old Testament, that linguistic diversity causes political conflict,[27] but this is contradicted by
the fact that many of the world’s major episodes of violence have taken place in situations with low linguistic diversity,
such as the Yugoslav and American Civil War, or the genocide of Rwanda, whereas many of the most stable political
units have been highly multilingual.[127]

Many projects aim to prevent or slow this loss by revitalizing endangered languages and promoting education and
literacy in minority languages. Across the world, many countries have enacted specific legislation to protect and
stabilize the language of indigenous speech communities. A minority of linguists have argued that language loss
is a natural process that should not be counteracted, and that documenting endangered languages for posterity is
sufficient.[128]

1.1.8 See also

• Category:Lists of languages

• Human communication

• International auxiliary language

• List of language regulators

• List of official languages

• Outline of linguistics

• Problem of religious language

• Psycholinguistics

• Speech-language pathology

• Father Tongue hypothesis

1.1.9 Notes

Commentary notes

[1] The gorilla Koko reportedly uses as many as 1000 words in American Sign Language, and understands 2000 words of
spoken English. There are some doubts about whether her use of signs is based on complex understanding or simple
conditioning; Candland (1993).
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[2] “Functional grammar analyzes grammatical structure, as do formal and structural grammar; but it also analyzes the entire
communicative situation: the purpose of the speech event, its participants, its discourse context. Functionalists maintain
that the communicative situation motivates, constrains, explains, or otherwise determines grammatical structure, and that
a structural or formal approaches not merely limited to an artificially restricted data base, but is inadequate even as a
structural account. Functional grammar, then, differs from formal and structural grammar in that it purports not to model
but to explain; and the explanation is grounded in the communicative situation"; Nichols (1984)

[3] The prefixed asterisk * conventionally indicates that the sentence is ungrammatical, i.e. syntactically incorrect.

[4] Ethnologue’s figure is based on numbers from before 1995. A more recent figure is 420 million; “Primer estudio conjunto
del Instituto Cervantes y el British Council sobre el peso internacional del español y del inglés”. Instituto Cervantes (www.
cervantes.es).
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1.1.11 External links

• World Atlas of Language Structures: a large database of structural (phonological, grammatical, lexical) prop-
erties of languages

• Ethnologue: Languages of the World is a comprehensive catalog of all of the world’s known living languages

• Beth Skwarecki, “Babies Learn to Recognize Words in the Womb”, Science, 26 August 2013

http://wals.info/
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The first page of the poem Beowulf, written in Old English in the early medieval period (800 – 1100 AD). Although Old English is
the direct ancestor of modern English, it is unintelligible to contemporary English speakers.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beowulf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_English
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Multi-lingual sign outside the mayor's office in Novi Sad, written in the four official languages of the city: Serbian, Hungarian,
Slovak, and Pannonian Rusyn.
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Principal language families of the world (and in some cases geographic groups of families). For greater detail, see Distribution of
languages in the world.

Together, the eight countries in red contain more than 50% of the world’s languages. The areas in blue are the most linguistically
diverse in the world, and the locations of most of the world’s endangered languages.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Distribution_of_languages_in_the_world
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Distribution_of_languages_in_the_world
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1.2 Ambiguity

“Ambiguous” redirects here. For the film, see Ambiguous (film).
Ambiguity is a type of uncertainty of meaning in which several interpretations are plausible. It is thus an attribute

Sir John Tenniel's illustration of the Caterpillar for Lewis Carroll's Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is noted for its ambiguous
central figure, whose head can be viewed as being a human male’s face with a pointed nose and pointy chin or being the head end
of an actual caterpillar, with the first two right “true” legs visible.[1]
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of any idea or statement whose intended meaning cannot be definitively resolved according to a rule or process with
a finite number of steps. (The ambi- part of the name reflects an idea of "two" as in two meanings.)
The concept of ambiguity is generally contrasted with vagueness. In ambiguity, specific and distinct interpretations
are permitted (although some may not be immediately obvious), whereas with information that is vague, it is difficult
to form any interpretation at the desired level of specificity.
Context may play a role in resolving ambiguity. For example, the same piece of information may be ambiguous in
one context and unambiguous in another.

1.2.1 Linguistic forms

O

SD SV

Pepe V SP

vio a SN

N SAdj

Pablo enfurecido

Structural analysis of an ambiguous Spanish sentence:
Pepe vio a Pablo enfurecido
Interpretation 1: When Pepe was angry, then he saw Pablo
Interpretation 2: Pepe saw that Pablo was angry.
Here, the syntactic tree in figure represents interpretation 2.

The lexical ambiguity of a word or phrase pertains to its having more than one meaning in the language to which the
word belongs. “Meaning” here refers to whatever should be captured by a good dictionary. For instance, the word
“bank” has several distinct lexical definitions, including "financial institution" and "edge of a river". Another example

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intention
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/ambi-#Prefix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2_(number)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vagueness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polysemy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_(geography)
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is as in "apothecary". One could say “I bought herbs from the apothecary”. This could mean one actually spoke to
the apothecary (pharmacist) or went to the apothecary (pharmacy).
The context in which an ambiguous word is used often makes it evident which of the meanings is intended. If, for
instance, someone says “I buried $100 in the bank”, most people would not think someone used a shovel to dig in the
mud. However, some linguistic contexts do not provide sufficient information to disambiguate a used word.
Lexical ambiguity can be addressed by algorithmic methods that automatically associate the appropriate meaning
with a word in context, a task referred to as word sense disambiguation.
The use ofmulti-defined words requires the author or speaker to clarify their context, and sometimes elaborate on their
specific intended meaning (in which case, a less ambiguous term should have been used). The goal of clear concise
communication is that the receiver(s) have no misunderstanding about what was meant to be conveyed. An exception
to this could include a politician whose "weasel words" and obfuscation are necessary to gain support from multiple
constituents with mutually exclusive conflicting desires from their candidate of choice. Ambiguity is a powerful tool
of political science.
More problematic are words whose senses express closely related concepts. “Good”, for example, can mean “useful”
or “functional” (That’s a good hammer), “exemplary” (She’s a good student), “pleasing” (This is good soup), “moral”
(a good person versus the lesson to be learned from a story), "righteous", etc. " I have a good daughter” is not clear
about which sense is intended. The various ways to apply prefixes and suffixes can also create ambiguity (“unlockable”
can mean “capable of being unlocked” or “impossible to lock”).
Syntactic ambiguity arises when a sentence can have two (or more) different meanings because of the structure of the
sentence—its syntax. This is often due to a modifying expression, such as a prepositional phrase, the application of
which is unclear. “He ate the cookies on the couch”, for example, could mean that he ate those cookies that were on
the couch (as opposed to those that were on the table), or it could mean that he was sitting on the couch when he ate
the cookies. “To get in, you will need an entrance fee of $10 or your voucher and your drivers’ license.” This could
mean that you need EITHER ten dollars OR BOTH your voucher and your license. Or it could mean that you need
your license AND you need EITHER ten dollars OR a voucher. Only rewriting the sentence, or placing appropriate
punctuation can resolve a syntactic ambiguity.[2] For the notion of, and theoretic results about, syntactic ambiguity in
artificial, formal languages (such as computer programming languages), see Ambiguous grammar.
Spoken language can contain many more types of ambiguities which are called phonological ambiguities, where there
is more than oneway to compose a set of sounds into words. For example, “ice cream” and “I scream”. Such ambiguity
is generally resolved according to the context. Amishearing of such, based on incorrectly resolved ambiguity, is called
a mondegreen.
Semantic ambiguity happens when a sentence contains an ambiguous word or phrase—a word or phrase that has more
than one meaning. In “We saw her duck” (example due to Richard Nordquist), the word “duck” can refer either

1. to the person’s bird (the noun “duck”, modified by the possessive pronoun “her”), or

2. to a motion she made (the verb “duck”, the subject of which is the objective pronoun “her”, object of the verb
“saw”).[2]

For example, “You could do with a new automobile. How about a test drive?" The clause “You could do with” presents
a statement with such wide possible interpretation as to be essentially meaningless. Lexical ambiguity is contrasted
with semantic ambiguity. The former represents a choice between a finite number of known and meaningful context-
dependent interpretations. The latter represents a choice between any number of possible interpretations, none of
which may have a standard agreed-upon meaning. This form of ambiguity is closely related to vagueness.
Linguistic ambiguity can be a problem in law, because the interpretation of written documents and oral agreements
is often of paramount importance.
Philosophers (and other users of logic) spend a lot of time and effort searching for and removing (or intentionally
adding) ambiguity in arguments because it can lead to incorrect conclusions and can be used to deliberately conceal
bad arguments. For example, a politician might say “I oppose taxes which hinder economic growth”, an example of
a glittering generality. Some will think he opposes taxes in general because they hinder economic growth. Others
may think he opposes only those taxes that he believes will hinder economic growth. In writing, the sentence can be
rewritten to reduce possible misinterpretation, either by adding a comma after “taxes” (to convey the first sense) or
by changing “which” to “that” (to convey the second sense) or by rewriting it in other ways. The devious politician
hopes that each constituent will interpret the statement in the most desirable way, and think the politician supports
everyone’s opinion. However, the opposite can also be true – An opponent can turn a positive statement into a bad one
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if the speaker uses ambiguity (intentionally or not). The logical fallacies of amphiboly and equivocation rely heavily
on the use of ambiguous words and phrases.
In Continental philosophy (particularly phenomenology and existentialism), there is much greater tolerance of am-
biguity, as it is generally seen as an integral part of the human condition. Martin Heidegger argued that the relation
between the subject and object is ambiguous, as is the relation of mind and body, and part and whole.[3] In Hei-
degger’s phenomenology, Dasein is always in a meaningful world, but there is always an underlying background for
every instance of signification. Thus, although some things may be certain, they have little to do with Dasein’s sense
of care and existential anxiety, e.g., in the face of death. In calling his work Being and Nothingness an “essay in
phenomenological ontology” Jean-Paul Sartre follows Heidegger in defining the human essence as ambiguous, or
relating fundamentally to such ambiguity. Simone de Beauvoir tries to base an ethics on Heidegger’s and Sartre’s
writings (The Ethics of Ambiguity), where she highlights the need to grapple with ambiguity: “as long as philoso-
phers and they [men] have thought, most of them have tried to mask it...And the ethics which they have proposed
to their disciples have always pursued the same goal. It has been a matter of eliminating the ambiguity by making
oneself pure inwardness or pure externality, by escaping from the sensible world or being engulfed by it, by yielding
to eternity or enclosing oneself in the pure moment.”.[4] Ethics cannot be based on the authoritative certainty given
by mathematics and logic, or prescribed directly from the empirical findings of science. She states: “Since we do
not succeed in fleeing it, let us, therefore, try to look the truth in the face. Let us try to assume our fundamental
ambiguity. It is in the knowledge of the genuine conditions of our life that we must draw our strength to live and our
reason for acting”.[5] Other continental philosophers suggest that concepts such as life, nature, and sex are ambigu-
ous.[6] Recently, Corey Anton has argued that we cannot be certain what is separate from or unified with something
else: language, he asserts, divides what is not, in fact, separate.[7] Following Ernest Becker, he argues that the desire
to 'authoritatively disambiguate' the world and existence have led to numerous ideologies and historical events such
as genocide. On this basis, he argues that ethics must focus on 'dialectically integrating opposites’ and balancing
tension, rather than seeking a priori validation or certainty. Like the existentialists and phenomenologists, he sees
the ambiguity of life as the basis of creativity.[8]
In literature and rhetoric, ambiguity can be a useful tool. Groucho Marx’s classic joke depends on a grammatical
ambiguity for its humor, for example: “Last night I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got in my pajamas, I'll
never know”. Songs and poetry often rely on ambiguous words for artistic effect, as in the song title “Don't It Make
My Brown Eyes Blue” (where “blue” can refer to the color, or to sadness).
In narrative, ambiguity can be introduced in several ways: motive, plot, character. F. Scott Fitzgerald uses the latter
type of ambiguity with notable effect in his novel The Great Gatsby.
Christianity and Judaism employ the concept of paradox synonymously with 'ambiguity'. Many Christians and Jews
endorse Rudolf Otto’s description of the sacred as 'mysterium tremendum et fascinans’, the awe-inspiring mystery
which fascinates humans.[dubious – discuss] The orthodox Catholic writer G. K. Chesterton regularly employed
paradox to tease out the meanings in common concepts which he found ambiguous, or to reveal meaning often
overlooked or forgotten in common phrases. (The title of one of his most famous books, Orthodoxy, itself employing
such a paradox.)
Metonymy involves the use of the name of a subcomponent part as an abbreviation, or jargon, for the name of the
whole object (for example “wheels” to refer to a car, or “flowers” to refer to beautiful offspring, an entire plant, or a
collection of blooming plants). In modern vocabulary critical semiotics,[9] metonymy encompasses any potentially
ambiguous word substitution that is based on contextual contiguity (located close together), or a function or process
that an object performs, such as “sweet ride” to refer to a nice car. Metonym miscommunication is considered a
primary mechanism of linguistic humour.[10]

1.2.2 Music

In music, pieces or sections which confound expectations and may be or are interpreted simultaneously in different
ways are ambiguous, such as some polytonality, polymeter, other ambiguous meters or rhythms, and ambiguous
phrasing, or (Stein 2005, p. 79) any aspect of music. The music of Africa is often purposely ambiguous. To quote
Sir Donald Francis Tovey (1935, p. 195), “Theorists are apt to vex themselves with vain efforts to remove uncertainty
just where it has a high aesthetic value.”

1.2.3 Visual art

‹See Tfd›
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The Necker cube, an ambiguous image

In visual art, certain images are visually ambiguous, such as the Necker cube, which can be interpreted in two ways.
Perceptions of such objects remain stable for a time, then may flip, a phenomenon called multistable perception. The
opposite of such ambiguous images are impossible objects.
Pictures or photographs may also be ambiguous at the semantic level: the visual image is unambiguous, but the
meaning and narrative may be ambiguous: is a certain facial expression one of excitement or fear, for instance?

1.2.4 Constructed language

‹See Tfd›
Some languages have been created with the intention of avoiding ambiguity, especially lexical ambiguity. Lojban and
Loglan are two related languages which have been created for this, focusing chiefly on syntactic ambiguity as well. The
languages can be both spoken and written. These languages are intended to provide a greater technical precision over
big natural languages, although historically, such attempts at language improvement have been criticized. Languages
composed from many diverse sources contain much ambiguity and inconsistency. The many exceptions to syntax and
semantic rules are time-consuming and difficult to learn.

1.2.5 Computer science

In computer science, the SI prefixes kilo-, mega- and giga- were historically used in certain contexts to mean either the
first three powers of 1024 (1024, 10242 and 10243) contrary to the metric system in which these units unambiguously
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mean one thousand, one million, and one billion. This usage is particularly prevalent with electronic memory devices
(e.g. DRAM) addressed directly by a binary machine register where a decimal interpretation makes no practical
sense.
Subsequently, the Ki, Mi, and Gi prefixes were introduced so that binary prefixes could be written explicitly, also
rendering k, M, and G unambiguous in texts conforming to the new standard—this lead to a new ambiguity in engi-
neering documents lacking outward trace of the binary prefixes (necessarily indicating the new style) as to whether
the usage of k, M, and G remains ambiguous (old style) or not (new style). Note also that 1 M (where M is ambigu-
ously 1,000,000 or 1,048,576) is less uncertain than the engineering value 1.0e6 (defined to designate the interval
950,000 to 1,050,000), and that as non-volatile storage devices began to commonly exceed 1 GB in capacity (where
the ambiguity begins to routinely impact the second significant digit), GB and TB almost always mean 109 and 1012
bytes.

1.2.6 Mathematical notation

Mathematical notation, widely used in physics and other sciences, avoids many ambiguities compared to expression
in natural language. However, for various reasons, several lexical, syntactic and semantic ambiguities remain.

Names of functions

The ambiguity in the style of writing a function should not be confused with a multivalued function, which can (and
should) be defined in a deterministic and unambiguous way. Several special functions still do not have established
notations. Usually, the conversion to another notation requires to scale the argument or the resulting value; sometimes,
the same name of the function is used, causing confusions. Examples of such underestablished functions:

• Sinc function

• Elliptic integral of the third kind; translating elliptic integral formMAPLE toMathematica, one should replace
the second argument to its square, see Talk:Elliptic integral#List of notations; dealing with complex values,
this may cause problems.

• Exponential integral,[3]

• Hermite polynomial,[3]:775

Expressions

Ambiguous expressions often appear in physical and mathematical texts. It is common practice to omit multiplication
signs in mathematical expressions. Also, it is common to give the same name to a variable and a function, for example,
f = f(x) . Then, if one sees f = f(y + 1) , there is no way to distinguish whether it means f = f(x) multiplied
by (y + 1) , or function f evaluated at argument equal to (y + 1) . In each case of use of such notations, the reader
is supposed to be able to perform the deduction and reveal the true meaning.
Creators of algorithmic languages try to avoid ambiguities. Many algorithmic languages (C++ and Fortran) require
the character * as symbol of multiplication. The Wolfram Language used in Mathematica allows the user to omit
the multiplication symbol, but requires square brackets to indicate the argument of a function; square brackets are
not allowed for grouping of expressions. Fortran, in addition, does not allow use of the same name (identifier) for
different objects, for example, function and variable; in particular, the expression f=f(x) is qualified as an error.
The order of operations may depend on the context. In most programming languages, the operations of division
and multiplication have equal priority and are executed from left to right. Until the last century, many editorials
assumed that multiplication is performed first, for example, a/bc is interpreted as a/(bc) ; in this case, the insertion
of parentheses is required when translating the formulas to an algorithmic language. In addition, it is common to
write an argument of a function without parenthesis, which also may lead to ambiguity. Sometimes, one uses italics
letters to denote elementary functions. In the scientific journal style, the expression sinα means product of variables
s , i , n and α , although in a slideshow, it may mean sin[α] .
A comma in subscripts and superscripts sometimes is omitted; it is also ambiguous notation. If it is written Tmnk ,
the reader should guess from the context, does it mean a single-index object, evaluated while the subscript is equal
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to product of variables m , n and k , or it is indication to a trivalent tensor. The writing of Tmnk instead of Tm,n,k

may mean that the writer either is stretched in space (for example, to reduce the publication fees) or aims to increase
number of publications without considering readers. The same may apply to any other use of ambiguous notations.
Subscripts are also used to denote the argument to a function, as in Fx .

Examples of potentially confusing ambiguous mathematical expressions

sin2 α/2 , which could be understood to mean either (sin(α/2))2 or (sin(α))2/2 . In addition, sin2(x) may mean
sin(sin(x)) , as exp2(x) means exp(exp(x)) (see tetration).
sin−1 α , which by convention means arcsin(α) , though it might be thought to mean (sin(α))−1 , since sinn αmeans
(sin(α))n .
a/2b , which arguably should mean (a/2)b but would commonly be understood to mean a/(2b) .

Notations in quantum optics and quantum mechanics

It is common to define the coherent states in quantum optics with |α⟩ and states with fixed number of photons with
|n⟩ . Then, there is an “unwritten rule": the state is coherent if there are more Greek characters than Latin characters
in the argument, and n photon state if the Latin characters dominate. The ambiguity becomes even worse, if |x⟩ is
used for the states with certain value of the coordinate, and |p⟩ means the state with certain value of the momentum,
which may be used in books on quantum mechanics. Such ambiguities easy lead to confusions, especially if some
normalized adimensional, dimensionless variables are used. Expression |1⟩ may mean a state with single photon, or
the coherent state with mean amplitude equal to 1, or state with momentum equal to unity, and so on. The reader is
supposed to guess from the context.

Ambiguous terms in physics and mathematics

Some physical quantities do not yet have established notations; their value (and sometimes even dimension, as in the
case of the Einstein coefficients), depends on the system of notations. Many terms are ambiguous. Each use of an
ambiguous term should be preceded by the definition, suitable for a specific case. Just like LudwigWittgenstein states
in Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: "... Only in the context of a proposition has a name meaning.”[4]

A highly confusing term is gain. For example, the sentence “the gain of a system should be doubled”, without context,
means close to nothing.
It may mean that the ratio of the output voltage of an electric circuit to the input voltage should be doubled.
It may mean that the ratio of the output power of an electric or optical circuit to the input power should be doubled.
It may mean that the gain of the laser medium should be doubled, for example, doubling the population of the upper
laser level in a quasi-two level system (assuming negligible absorption of the ground-state).
The term intensity is ambiguous when applied to light. The term can refer to any of irradiance, luminous intensity,
radiant intensity, or radiance, depending on the background of the person using the term.
Also, confusions may be related with the use of atomic percent as measure of concentration of a dopant, or resolution
of an imaging system, as measure of the size of the smallest detail which still can be resolved at the background of
statistical noise. See also Accuracy and precision and its talk.
The Berry paradox arises as a result of systematic ambiguity in the meaning of terms such as “definable” or “name-
able”. Terms of this kind give rise to vicious circle fallacies. Other terms with this type of ambiguity are: satisfiable,
true, false, function, property, class, relation, cardinal, and ordinal.[5]

1.2.7 Mathematical interpretation of ambiguity

Inmathematics and logic, ambiguity can be considered to be an instance of the logical concept of underdetermination—
for example, X = Y leaves open what the value of X is—while its opposite is a self-contradiction, also called
inconsistency, paradoxicalness, or oxymoron, or in mathematics an inconsistent system—such as X = 2, X = 3 ,
which has no solution.
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The Necker cube and impossible cube, an underdetermined and overdetermined object, respectively.

Logical ambiguity and self-contradiction is analogous to visual ambiguity and impossible objects, such as the Necker
cube and impossible cube, or many of the drawings of M. C. Escher.[6]

1.2.8 Pedagogic use of ambiguous expressions

Ambiguity can be used as a pedagogical trick, to force students to reproduce the deduction by themselves. Some
textbooks[7] give the same name to the function and to its Fourier transform:

f(ω) =

∫
f(t) exp(iωt)dt

Rigorously speaking, such an expression requires that f = 0 ; even if function f is a self-Fourier function,
the expression should be written as f(ω) = 1√

2π

∫
f(t) exp(iωt)dt ; however, it is assumed that the shape of

the function (and even its norm
∫
|f(x)|2dx ) depend on the character used to denote its argument. If the

Greek letter is used, it is assumed to be a Fourier transform of another function, The first function is assumed, if
the expression in the argument contains more characters t or τ , than characters ω , and the second function is
assumed in the opposite case. Expressions like f(ωt) or f(y) contain symbols t and ω in equal amounts; they
are ambiguous and should be avoided in serious deduction.

1.2.9 See also
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1.2.11 External links

• “Ambiguity”. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

• Ambiguity at the Indiana Philosophy Ontology Project

• Ambiguity at PhilPapers

• Collection of Ambiguous or Inconsistent/Incomplete Statements

• Leaving out ambiguities when writing

1.3 Linguistics

This article is about the field of study. For the journal, see Linguistics (journal).
“Linguist” redirects here. For other uses, see Linguist (disambiguation).

Linguistics is the scientific[1] study of language,[2] and involves an analysis of language form, language meaning, and
language in context.[3] The earliest activities in the documentation and description of language have been attributed
to the 4th century BCE Indian grammarian Pāṇini [4][5] who wrote a formal description of the Sanskrit language in
his Aṣṭādhyāyī.[6]

Linguists traditionally analyse human language by observing an interplay between sound and meaning.[7] Phonetics
is the study of speech and non-speech sounds, and delves into their acoustic and articulatory properties. The study
of language meaning, on the other hand, deals with how languages encode relations between entities, properties, and
other aspects of the world to convey, process, and assign meaning, as well as manage and resolve ambiguity. While
the study of semantics typically concerns itself with truth conditions, pragmatics deals with how situational context
influences the production of meaning.[8]

Grammar is a system of rules which governs the production and use of utterances in a given language. These rules
apply to sound[9] as well as meaning, and include componential sub-sets of rules, such as those pertaining to phonology
(the organisation of phonetic sound systems), morphology (the formation and composition of words), and syntax (the
formation and composition of phrases and sentences).[10] Modern theories that deal with the principles of grammar
are largely based within Noam Chomsky's ideological school of generative grammar.[11]

In the early 20th century, Ferdinand de Saussure distinguished between the notions of langue and parole in his for-
mulation of structural linguistics. According to him, parole is the specific utterance of speech, whereas langue refers
to an abstract phenomenon that theoretically defines the principles and system of rules that govern a language.[12]
This distinction resembles the one made by Noam Chomsky between competence and performance in his theory
of transformative or generative grammar. According to Chomsky, competence is an individual’s innate capacity
and potential for language (like in Saussure’s langue), while performance is the specific way in which it is used by
individuals, groups, and communities (ie, parole, in Saussurean terms).[13]

The study of parole (which manifests through cultural discourses and dialects) is the domain of sociolinguistics, the
sub-discipline that comprises the study of a complex system of linguistic facets within a certain speech community
(governed by its own set of grammatical rules and laws). Discourse analysis further examines the structure of texts
and conversations emerging out of a speech community’s usage of language.[14] This is done through the collection
of linguistic data, or through the formal discipline of corpus linguistics, which takes naturally occurring texts and
studies the variation of grammatical and other features based on such corpora (or corpus data).
Stylistics also involves the study of written, signed, or spoken discourse through varying speech communities, genres,
and editorial or narrative formats in the mass media.[15] In the 1960s, Jacques Derrida, for instance, further dis-
tinguished between speech and writing, by proposing that written language be studied as a linguistic medium of
communication in itself.[16] Palaeography is therefore the discipline that studies the evolution of written scripts (as
signs and symbols) in language. The formal study of language also led to the growth of fields like psycholinguistics,
which explores the representation and function of language in the mind; neurolinguistics, which studies language
processing in the brain; biolinguistics, which studies the biology and evolution of language; and language acquisition,
which investigates on how children and adults acquire the knowledge of one or more languages.
Linguistics also deals with the social, cultural, historical and political factors that influence language, through which
linguistic and language-based context is often determined.[17] Research on language through the sub-branches of
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historical and evolutionary linguistics also focus on how languages change and grow, particularly over an extended
period of time.
Language documentation combines anthropological inquiry (into the history and culture of language) with linguistic
inquiry, in order to describe languages and their grammars. Lexicography involves the documentation of words that
form a vocabulary. Such a documentation of a linguistic vocabulary from a particular language is usually compiled
in a dictionary. Computational linguistics is concerned with the statistical or rule-based modeling of natural language
from a computational perspective. Specific knowledge of language is applied by speakers during the act of translation
and interpretation, as well as in language education – the teaching of a second or foreign language. Policy makers
work with governments to implement new plans in education and teaching which are based on linguistic research.
Related areas of study also includes the disciplines of semiotics (the study of direct and indirect language through signs
and symbols), literary criticism (the historical and ideological analysis of literature, cinema, art, or publishedmaterial),
translation (the conversion and documentation of meaning in written/spoken text from one language or dialect onto
another), and speech-language pathology (a corrective method to cure phonetic disabilities and dis-functions at the
cognitive level).

1.3.1 Nomenclature

Before the 20th century, the term philology, first attested in 1716,[18] was commonly used to refer to the science of
language, which was then predominantly historical in focus.[19][20] Since Ferdinand de Saussure's insistence on the
importance of synchronic analysis, however, this focus has shifted[21] and the term “philology” is now generally used
for the “study of a language’s grammar, history, and literary tradition”, especially in the United States[22] (where
philology has never been very popularly considered as the “science of language”).[23]

Although the term “linguist” in the sense of “a student of language” dates from 1641,[24] the term “linguistics” is first
attested in 1847.[24] It is now the common academic term in English for the scientific study of language.
Today, the term linguist applies to someone who studies language or is a researcher within the field, or to someone
who uses the tools of the discipline to describe and analyse specific languages.[25]

1.3.2 Variation and universality

While some theories on linguistics focus on the different varieties that language produces, among different sections
of society, others focus on the universal properties that are common to all human languages. The theory of variation
therefore would elaborate on the different usages of popular languages like French and English across the globe, as
well as its smaller dialects and regional permutations within their national boundaries. The theory of variation looks
at the cultural stages that a particular language undergoes, and these include the following.

Pidgin

The pidgin stage in a language is a stage when communication occurs through a grammatically simplified means,
developing between two or more groups that do not have a language in common. Typically, it is a mixture of languages
at the stage when there occurs a mixing between a primary language with other language elements.

Creole

A creole stage in language occurs when there is a stable natural language developed from a mixture of different
languages. It is a stage that occurs after a language undergoes its pidgin stage. At the creole stage, a language is a
complete language, used in a community and acquired by children as their native language.

Dialect

A dialect is a variety of language that is characteristic of a particular group among the language speakers.[26] The
group of people who are the speakers of a dialect are usually bound to each other by social identity. This is what
differentiates a dialect from a register or a discourse, where in the latter case, cultural identity does not always play
a role. Dialects are speech varieties that have their own grammatical and phonological rules, linguistic features, and
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stylistic aspects, but have not been given an official status as a language. Dialects often move on to gain the status
of a language due to political and social reasons. Differentiation amongst dialects (and subsequently, languages too)
is based upon the use of grammatical rules, syntactic rules, and stylistic features, though not always on lexical use
or vocabulary. The popular saying that "a language is a dialect with an army and navy" is attributed as a definition
formulated by Max Weinreich.
Universal grammar takes into account general formal structures and features that are common to all dialects and
languages, and the template of which pre-exists in the mind of an infant child. This idea is based on the theory of
generative grammar and the formal school of linguistics, whose proponents include Noam Chomsky and those who
follow his theory and work.

“We may as individuals be rather fond of our own dialect. This should not make us think, though,
that it is actually any better than any other dialect. Dialects are not good or bad, nice or nasty, right or
wrong – they are just different from one another, and it is the mark of a civilised society that it tolerates
different dialects just as it tolerates different races, religions and sexes.” [27]

Discourse

A discourse is a way of speaking that emerges within a certain social setting and is based on a certain subject matter. A
particular discourse becomes a language variety when it is used in this way for a particular purpose, and is referred to
as a register.[28] There may be certain lexical additions (new words) that are brought into play because of the expertise
of the community of people within a certain domain of specialization. Registers and discourses therefore differentiate
themselves through the use of vocabulary, and at times through the use of style too. People in the medical fraternity,
for example, may use some medical terminology in their communication that is specialized to the field of medicine.
This is often referred to as being part of the “medical discourse”, and so on.

Standard Language

When a dialect is documented sufficiently through the linguistic description of its grammar, which has emerged
through the consensual laws fromwithin its community, it gains political and national recognition through a country or
region’s policies. That is the stage when a language is considered a standard variety, one whose grammatical laws have
now stabilised from within the consent of speech community participants, after sufficient evolution, improvisation,
correction, and growth. The English language, besides perhaps the French language, may be examples of languages
that have arrived at a stage where they are said to have become standard varieties.
The study of a language’s universal properties, on the other hand, include some of the following concepts.

The Lexicon

The lexicon is a catalogue of words and terms that are stored in a speaker’s mind. The lexicon consists of words
and bound morphemes, which are parts of words that can't stand alone, like affixes. In some analyses, compound
words and certain classes of idiomatic expressions and other collocations are also considered to be part of the lexicon.
Dictionaries represent attempts at listing, in alphabetical order, the lexicon of a given language; usually, however,
bound morphemes are not included. Lexicography, closely linked with the domain of semantics, is the science of
mapping the words into an encyclopedia or a dictionary. The creation and addition of new words (into the lexicon) is
called coining or neologization,[29] and the new words are called neologisms.
It is often believed that a speaker’s capacity for language lies in the quantity of words stored in the lexicon. However,
this is often considered a myth by linguists. The capacity for the use of language is considered by many linguists to lie
primarily in the domain of grammar, and to be linked with competence, rather than with the growth of vocabulary.
Even a very small lexicon is theoretically capable of producing an infinite number of sentences.

Structures

Linguistic structures are pairings of meaning and form. Any particular pairing of meaning and form is a Saussurean
sign. For instance, the meaning “cat” is represented worldwide with a wide variety of different sound patterns (in oral
languages), movements of the hands and face (in sign languages), and written symbols (in written languages).
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Linguists focusing on structure attempt to understand the rules regarding language use that native speakers know (not
always consciously). All linguistic structures can be broken down into component parts that are combined according
to (sub)conscious rules, over multiple levels of analysis. For instance, consider the structure of the word “tenth” on
two different levels of analysis. On the level of internal word structure (known as morphology), the word “tenth” is
made up of one linguistic form indicating a number and another form indicating ordinality. The rule governing the
combination of these forms ensures that the ordinality marker “th” follows the number “ten.” On the level of sound
structure (known as phonology), structural analysis shows that the “n” sound in “tenth” is made differently from the
“n” sound in “ten” spoken alone. Although most speakers of English are consciously aware of the rules governing
internal structure of the word pieces of “tenth”, they are less often aware of the rule governing its sound structure.
Linguists focused on structure find and analyse rules such as these, which govern how native speakers use language.
Linguistics has many sub-fields concerned with particular aspects of linguistic structure. The theory that elucidates
on these, as propounded by Noam Chomsky, is known as generative theory or universal grammar. These sub-fields
range from those focused primarily on form to those focused primarily on meaning. They also run the gamut of level
of analysis of language, from individual sounds, to words, to phrases, up to cultural discourse.
Sub-fields that focus on a structure-focused study of language:

• Phonetics, the study of the physical properties of speech sound production and perception

• Phonology, the study of sounds as abstract elements in the speaker’s mind that distinguish meaning (phonemes)

• Morphology, the study of morphemes, or the internal structures of words and how they can be modified

• Syntax, the study of how words combine to form grammatical phrases and sentences

• Semantics, the study of the meaning of words (lexical semantics) and fixed word combinations (phraseology),
and how these combine to form the meanings of sentences

• Pragmatics, the study of how utterances are used in communicative acts, and the role played by context and
non-linguistic knowledge in the transmission of meaning

• Discourse analysis, the analysis of language use in texts (spoken, written, or signed)

• Stylistics, the study of linguistic factors (rhetoric, diction, stress) that place a discourse in context

• Semiotics, the study of signs and sign processes (semiosis), indication, designation, likeness, analogy, metaphor,
symbolism, signification, and communication.

Relativity

As constructed popularly through the "Sapir–Whorf Hypothesis", relativists believe that the structure of a particu-
lar language is capable of influencing the cognitive patterns through which a person shapes his or her world view.
Universalists believe that there are commonalities between human perception as there is in the human capacity for
language, while relativists believe that this varies from language to language and person to person. While the Sapir–
Whorf hypothesis is an elaboration of this idea expressed through the writings of American linguists Edward Sapir
and Benjamin Lee Whorf, it was Sapir’s student Harry Hoijer who termed it thus. The 20th century German linguist
Leo Weisgerber also wrote extensively about the theory of relativity. Relativists argue for the case of differentiation
at the level of cognition and in semantic domains. The emergence of cognitive linguistics in the 1980s also revived
an interest in linguistic relativity. Thinkers like George Lakoff have argued that language reflects different cultural
metaphors, while the French philosopher of language Jacques Derrida's writings have been seen to be closely associ-
ated with the relativist movement in linguistics, especially through deconstruction[30] and was even heavily criticized
in the media at the time of his death for his theory of relativism.[31]

Style

Stylistics is the study and interpretation of texts for aspects of their linguistic and tonal style. Stylistic analysis entails
the analysis of description of particular dialects and registers used by speech communities. Stylistic features include
rhetoric,[32] diction, stress, satire, irony, dialogue, and other forms of phonetic variations. Stylistic analysis can also
include the study of language in canonical works of literature, popular fiction, news, advertisements, and other forms
of communication in popular culture as well. It is usually seen as a variation in communication that changes from
speaker to speaker and community to community. In short, Stylistics is the interpretation of text.
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1.3.3 Approach

Generative vs. Functional

Onemajor debate in linguistics concerns how language should be defined and understood. Some linguists use the term
“language” primarily to refer to a hypothesized, innate module in the human brain that allows people to undertake
linguistic behaviour, which is part of the formalist approach. This "universal grammar" is considered to guide children
when they learn languages and to constrain what sentences are considered grammatical in any language. Proponents
of this view, which is predominant in those schools of linguistics that are based on the generative theory of Noam
Chomsky, do not necessarily consider that language evolved for communication in particular. They consider instead
that it has more to do with the process of structuring human thought (see also formal grammar).
Another group of linguists, by contrast, use the term “language” to refer to a communication system that developed
to support cooperative activity and extend cooperative networks. Such theories of grammar, called “functional”, view
language as a tool that emerged and is adapted to the communicative needs of its users, and the role of cultural
evolutionary processes are often emphasized over that of biological evolution.[33]

Methodology

Linguistics is primarily descriptive. Linguists describe and explain features of language without making subjective
judgments onwhether a particular feature or usage is “good” or “bad”. This is analogous to practice in other sciences: a
zoologist studies the animal kingdom without making subjective judgments on whether a particular species is “better”
or “worse” than another.
Prescription, on the other hand, is an attempt to promote particular linguistic usages over others, often favouring a
particular dialect or "acrolect". This may have the aim of establishing a linguistic standard, which can aid commu-
nication over large geographical areas. It may also, however, be an attempt by speakers of one language or dialect
to exert influence over speakers of other languages or dialects (see Linguistic imperialism). An extreme version of
prescriptivism can be found among censors, who attempt to eradicate words and structures that they consider to be
destructive to society. Prescription, however, is practised in the teaching of language, where certain fundamental
grammatical rules and lexical terms need to be introduced to a second-language speaker who is attempting to acquire
the language.

Analysis

Before the 20th century, linguists analysed language on a diachronic plane, which was historical in focus. This
meant that they would compare linguistic features and try to analyse language from the point of view of how it had
changed between then and later. However, with Saussurean linguistics in the 20th century, the focus shifted to a more
synchronic approach, where the study was more geared towards analysis and comparison between different language
variations, which existed at the same given point of time.
At another level, the syntagmatic plane of linguistic analysis entails the comparison between the way words are
sequenced, within the syntax of a sentence. For example, the article “the” is followed by a noun, because of the
syntagmatic relation between the words. The paradigmatic plane on the other hand, focuses on an analysis that is
based on the paradigms or concepts that are embedded in a given text. In this case, words of the same type or class
may be replaced in the text with each other to achieve the same conceptual understanding.

Anthropology

The objective of describing languages is often to uncover cultural knowledge about communities. The use of
anthropological methods of investigation on linguistic sources leads to the discovery of certain cultural traits among
a speech community through its linguistic features. It is also widely used as a tool in language documentation, with
an endeavour to curate endangered languages. However, now, linguistic inquiry uses the anthropological method to
understand cognitive, historical, sociolinguistic and historical processes that languages undergo as they change and
evolve, as well as general anthropological inquiry uses the linguistic method to excavate into culture. In all aspects,
anthropological inquiry usually uncovers the different variations and relativities that underlie the usage of language.
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Sources

Most contemporary linguists work under the assumption that spoken data and signed data is more fundamental than
written data. This is because:

• Speech appears to be universal to all human beings capable of producing and perceiving it, while there have
been many cultures and speech communities that lack written communication;

• Features appear in speech which aren't always recorded in writing, including phonological rules, sound changes,
and speech errors;

• All natural writing systems reflect a spoken language (or potentially a signed one) they are being used to write,
with even pictographic scripts like Dongba writing Naxi homophones with the same pictogram, and text in
writing systems used for two languages changing to fit the spoken language being recorded;

• Speech evolved before human beings invented writing;

• People learnt to speak and process spoken language more easily and earlier than they did with writing.

Nonetheless, linguists agree that the study of written language can be worthwhile and valuable. For research that relies
on corpus linguistics and computational linguistics, written language is often much more convenient for processing
large amounts of linguistic data. Large corpora of spoken language are difficult to create and hard to find, and are
typically transcribed and written. In addition, linguists have turned to text-based discourse occurring in various
formats of computer-mediated communication as a viable site for linguistic inquiry.
The study of writing systems themselves, graphemics, is, in any case, considered a branch of linguistics.

1.3.4 History of linguistic thought

Main article: History of linguistics

Early grammarians

Main articles: Philology and History of English grammars
The formal study of language began in India with Pāṇini, the 5th century BC grammarian who formulated 3,959
rules of Sanskrit morphology. Pāṇini’s systematic classification of the sounds of Sanskrit into consonants and vowels,
and word classes, such as nouns and verbs, was the first known instance of its kind. In the Middle East, Sibawayh,
a non-Arab, made a detailed description of Arabic in 760 AD in his monumental work, Al-kitab fi al-nahw الكتاب)
النحو ,في The Book on Grammar), the first known author to distinguish between sounds and phonemes (sounds as
units of a linguistic system). Western interest in the study of languages began somewhat later than in the East,[34]
but the grammarians of the classical languages did not use the same methods or reach the same conclusions as their
contemporaries in the Indic world. Early interest in language in theWest was a part of philosophy, not of grammatical
description. The first insights into semantic theory were made by Plato in his Cratylus dialogue, where he argues that
words denote concepts that are eternal and exist in the world of ideas. This work is the first to use the word etymology
to describe the history of a word’s meaning. Around 280 BC, one of Alexander the Great's successors founded a
university (see Musaeum) in Alexandria, where a school of philologists studied the ancient texts in and taught Greek
to speakers of other languages. While this school was the first to use the word "grammar" in its modern sense, Plato
had used the word in its original meaning as "téchnē grammatikḗ" (Τέχνη Γραμματική), the “art of writing”, which
is also the title of one of the most important works of the Alexandrine school by Dionysius Thrax.[35] Throughout the
Middle Ages, the study of language was subsumed under the topic of philology, the study of ancient languages and
texts, practised by such educators as Roger Ascham, Wolfgang Ratke, and John Amos Comenius.[36]

Comparative philology

In the 18th century, the first use of the comparative method by William Jones sparked the rise of comparative
linguistics.[37] Bloomfield attributes “the first great scientific linguistic work of the world” to Jacob Grimm, who
wrote Deutsche Grammatik.[38] It was soon followed by other authors writing similar comparative studies on other
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Ancient Tamil inscription at Thanjavur

language groups of Europe. The scientific study of language was broadened from Indo-European to language in
general by Wilhelm von Humboldt, of whom Bloomfield asserts:[38]

This study received its foundation at the hands of the Prussian statesman and scholar Wilhelm von
Humboldt (1767–1835), especially in the first volume of his work on Kavi, the literary language of Java,
entitled Über die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues und ihren Einfluß auf die geistige En-
twickelung des Menschengeschlechts (On the Variety of the Structure of Human Language and its Influence
upon the Mental Development of the Human Race).

Structuralism

Main article: Structuralism (linguistics)

Early in the 20th century, Saussure introduced the idea of language as a static system of interconnected units, defined
through the oppositions between them. By introducing a distinction between diachronic and synchronic analyses
of language, he laid the foundation of the modern discipline of linguistics. Saussure also introduced several basic
dimensions of linguistic analysis that are still foundational in many contemporary linguistic theories, such as the dis-
tinctions between syntagm and paradigm, and the langue- parole distinction, distinguishing language as an abstract
system (langue) from language as a concrete manifestation of this system (parole).[39] Substantial additional contri-
butions following Saussure’s definition of a structural approach to language came from The Prague school, Leonard
Bloomfield, Charles F. Hockett, Louis Hjelmslev, Émile Benveniste and Roman Jakobson.[40][41]

Generativism

Main article: Generative linguistics
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During the last half of the 20th century, following the work of Noam Chomsky, linguistics was dominated by the
generativist school. While formulated by Chomsky in part as a way to explain how human beings acquire language
and the biological constraints on this acquisition, in practice it has largely been concerned with giving formal accounts
of specific phenomena in natural languages. Generative theory is modularist and formalist in character. Chomsky
built on earlier work of Zellig Harris to formulate the generative theory of language. According to this theory the most
basic form of language is a set of syntactic rules universal for all humans and underlying the grammars of all human
languages. This set of rules is called Universal Grammar, and for Chomsky describing it is the primary objective of
the discipline of linguistics. For this reason the grammars of individual languages are of importance to linguistics
only in so far as they allow us to discern the universal underlying rules from which the observable linguistic variability
is generated.
In the classic formalization of generative grammars first proposed by Noam Chomsky in the 1950s,[42][43] a grammar
G consists of the following components:

• A finite set N of nonterminal symbols, none of which appear in strings formed from G.

• A finite set Σ of terminal symbols that is disjoint from N.

• A finite set P of production rules, that map from one string of symbols to another.

A formal description of language attempts to replicate a speaker’s knowledge of the rules of their language, and the
aim is to produce a set of rules that is minimally sufficient to successfully model valid linguistic forms.

Functionalism

Main article: Functional theories of grammar

Functional theories of language propose that since language is fundamentally a tool, it is reasonable to assume that
its structures are best analysed and understood with reference to the functions they carry out. Functional theories of
grammar differ from formal theories of grammar, in that the latter seek to define the different elements of language
and describe the way they relate to each other as systems of formal rules or operations, whereas the former defines
the functions performed by language and then relates these functions to the linguistic elements that carry them out.
This means that functional theories of grammar tend to pay attention to the way language is actually used, and not
just to the formal relations between linguistic elements.[44]

Functional theories describe language in term of the functions existing at all levels of language.

• Phonological function: the function of the phoneme is to distinguish between different lexical material.

• Semantic function: (Agent, Patient, Recipient, etc.), describing the role of participants in states of affairs or
actions expressed.

• Syntactic functions: (e.g. Subject and Object), defining different perspectives in the presentation of a linguistic
expression

• Pragmatic functions: (Theme and Rheme, Topic and Focus, Predicate), defining the informational status of
constituents, determined by the pragmatic context of the verbal interaction. Functional descriptions of grammar
strive to explain how linguistic functions are performed in communication through the use of linguistic forms.

Cognitive linguistics

Main article: Cognitive linguistics

Cognitive linguistics emerged as a reaction to generativist theory in the 1970s and 1980s. Led by theorists like
Ronald Langacker and George Lakoff, cognitive linguists propose that language is an emergent property of basic,
general-purpose cognitive processes. In contrast to the generativist school of linguistics, cognitive linguistics is non-
modularist and functionalist in character. Important developments in cognitive linguistics include cognitive grammar,
frame semantics, and conceptual metaphor, all of which are based on the idea that form–function correspondences
based on representations derived from embodied experience constitute the basic units of language.
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Cognitive linguistics interprets language in terms of concepts (sometimes universal, sometimes specific to a particular
tongue) that underlie its form. It is thus closely associated with semantics but is distinct from psycholinguistics,
which draws upon empirical findings from cognitive psychology in order to explain the mental processes that underlie
the acquisition, storage, production and understanding of speech and writing. Unlike generative theory, cognitive
linguistics denies that there is an autonomous linguistic faculty in the mind; it understands grammar in terms of
conceptualization; and claims that knowledge of language arises out of language use.[45] Because of its conviction
that knowledge of language is learned through use, cognitive linguistics is sometimes considered to be a functional
approach, but it differs from other functional approaches in that it is primarily concerned with how the mind creates
meaning through language, and not with the use of language as a tool of communication.

1.3.5 Areas of research

Historical linguistics

Historical linguists study the history of specific languages as well as general characteristics of language change. The
study of language change is also referred to as “diachronic linguistics” (the study of how one particular language has
changed over time), which can be distinguished from “synchronic linguistics” (the comparative study of more than
one language at a given moment in time without regard to previous stages). Historical linguistics was among the first
sub-disciplines to emerge in linguistics, and was the most widely practised form of linguistics in the late 19th century.
However, there was a shift to the synchronic approach in the early twentieth century with Saussure, and became more
predominant in western linguistics with the work of Noam Chomsky.

Ecolinguistics

Ecolinguistics explores the role of language in the life-sustaining interactions of humans, other species and the physical
environment. The first aim is to develop linguistic theories which see humans not only as part of society, but also as
part of the larger ecosystems that life depends on. The second aim is to show how linguistics can be used to address
key ecological issues, from climate change and biodiversity loss to environmental justice. (Ecolinguistics Association)

Sociolinguistics

Sociolinguistics is the study of how language is shaped by social factors. This sub-discipline focuses on the synchronic
approach of linguistics, and looks at how a language in general, or a set of languages, display variation and varieties at a
given point in time. The study of language variation and the different varieties of language through dialects, registers,
and ideolects can be tackled through a study of style, as well as through analysis of discourse. Sociolinguists research
on both style and discourse in language, and also study the theoretical factors that are at play between language and
society.

Developmental linguistics

Developmental linguistics is the study of the development of linguistic ability in individuals, particularly the acquisition
of language in childhood. Some of the questions that developmental linguistics looks into is how children acquire
language, how adults can acquire a second language, and what the process of language acquisition is.

Neurolinguistics

Neurolinguistics is the study of the structures in the human brain that underlie grammar and communication. Re-
searchers are drawn to the field from a variety of backgrounds, bringing along a variety of experimental tech-
niques as well as widely varying theoretical perspectives. Much work in neurolinguistics is informed by models
in psycholinguistics and theoretical linguistics, and is focused on investigating how the brain can implement the pro-
cesses that theoretical and psycholinguistics propose are necessary in producing and comprehending language. Neu-
rolinguists study the physiological mechanisms by which the brain processes information related to language, and
evaluate linguistic and psycholinguistic theories, using aphasiology, brain imaging, electrophysiology, and computer
modelling.
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1.3.6 Applied linguistics

Main article: Applied linguistics

Linguists are largely concerned with finding and describing the generalities and varieties both within particular lan-
guages and among all languages. Applied linguistics takes the results of those findings and “applies” them to other ar-
eas. Linguistic research is commonly applied to areas such as language education, lexicography, translation, language
planning, which involves governmental policy implementation related to language use, and natural language process-
ing. “Applied linguistics” has been argued to be something of a misnomer.[46] Applied linguists actually focus on
making sense of and engineering solutions for real-world linguistic problems, and not literally “applying” existing
technical knowledge from linguistics. Moreover, they commonly apply technical knowledge from multiple sources,
such as sociology (e.g., conversation analysis) and anthropology. (Constructed language fits under Applied linguis-
tics.)
Today, computers are widely used in many areas of applied linguistics. Speech synthesis and speech recognition use
phonetic and phonemic knowledge to provide voice interfaces to computers. Applications of computational linguistics
in machine translation, computer-assisted translation, and natural language processing are areas of applied linguistics
that have come to the forefront. Their influence has had an effect on theories of syntax and semantics, as modelling
syntactic and semantic theories on computers constraints.
Linguistic analysis is a sub-discipline of applied linguistics used bymany governments to verify the claimed nationality
of people seeking asylum who do not hold the necessary documentation to prove their claim.[47] This often takes
the form of an interview by personnel in an immigration department. Depending on the country, this interview is
conducted either in the asylum seeker’s native language through an interpreter or in an international lingua franca like
English.[47] Australia uses the former method, while Germany employs the latter; the Netherlands uses either method
depending on the languages involved.[47] Tape recordings of the interview then undergo language analysis, which can
be done either by private contractors or within a department of the government. In this analysis, linguistic features of
the asylum seeker are used by analysts to make a determination about the speaker’s nationality. The reported findings
of the linguistic analysis can play a critical role in the government’s decision on the refugee status of the asylum
seeker.[47]

1.3.7 Interdisciplinary fields

Within the broad discipline of linguistics, various emerging sub-disciplines focus on a more detailed description and
analysis of language, and are often organized on the basis of the school of thought and theoretical approach that they
pre-suppose, or the external factors that influence them.

Semiotics

Semiotics is the study of sign processes (semiosis), or signification and communication, signs, and symbols, both
individually and grouped into sign systems, including the study of how meaning is constructed and understood.
Semioticians often do not restrict themselves to linguistic communication when studying the use of signs but ex-
tend the meaning of “sign” to cover all kinds of cultural symbols. Nonetheless, semiotic disciplines closely related
to linguistics are literary studies, discourse analysis, text linguistics, and philosophy of language. Semiotics, within
the linguistics paradigm, is the study of the relationship between language and culture. Historically, Edward Sapir
and Ferdinand De Saussure's structuralist theories influenced the study of signs extensively until the late part of the
20th century, but later, post-modern and post-structural thought, through language philosophers including Jacques
Derrida, Mikhail Bakhtin, Michel Foucault, and others, have also been a considerable influence on the discipline in
the late part of the 20th century and early 21st century.[48] These theories emphasize the role of language variation,
and the idea of subjective usage, depending on external elements like social and cultural factors, rather than merely
on the interplay of formal elements.

Language documentation

Since the inception of the discipline of linguistics, linguists have been concerned with describing and analysing previ-
ously undocumented languages. Starting with Franz Boas in the early 1900s, this became the main focus of American
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linguistics until the rise of formal structural linguistics in the mid-20th century. This focus on language documenta-
tion was partly motivated by a concern to document the rapidly disappearing languages of indigenous peoples. The
ethnographic dimension of the Boasian approach to language description played a role in the development of disci-
plines such as sociolinguistics, anthropological linguistics, and linguistic anthropology, which investigate the relations
between language, culture, and society.
The emphasis on linguistic description and documentation has also gained prominence outside North America, with
the documentation of rapidly dying indigenous languages becoming a primary focus in many university programmes
in linguistics. Language description is a work-intensive endeavour, usually requiring years of field work in the lan-
guage concerned, so as to equip the linguist to write a sufficiently accurate reference grammar. Further, the task of
documentation requires the linguist to collect a substantial corpus in the language in question, consisting of texts and
recordings, both sound and video, which can be stored in an accessible format within open repositories, and used for
further research.[49]

Translation

The sub-field of translation includes the translation of written and spoken texts across mediums, from digital to print
and spoken. To translate literally means to transmute the meaning from one language into another. Translators are
often employed by organizations, such as travel agencies as well as governmental embassies to facilitate communi-
cation between two speakers who do not know each other’s language. Translators are also employed to work within
computational linguistics setups like Google Translate for example, which is an automated, programmed facility to
translate words and phrases between any two or more given languages. Translation is also conducted by publishing
houses, which convert works of writing from one language to another in order to reach varied audiences. Academic
Translators, specialize and semi specialize on various other disciplines such as; Technology, Science, Law, Economics
etc.

Biolinguistics

Biolinguistics is the study of the biology and evolution of language. It is a highly interdisciplinary field, including
linguists, biologists, neuroscientists, psychologists, mathematicians, and others. By shifting the focus of investigation
in linguistics to a comprehensive scheme that embraces natural sciences, it seeks to yield a framework by which we
can understand the fundamentals of the faculty of language.

Clinical linguistics

Clinical linguistics is the application of linguistic theory to the fields of Speech-Language Pathology. Speech language
pathologists work on corrective measures to cure communication disorders and swallowing disorders
Chaika (1990) showed that schizophrenics with speech disorders, like rhyming inappropriately have attentional dys-
function, as when a patient, shown a colour chip and, then asked to identify it, responded “Looks like clay. Sounds
like gray. Take you for a roll in the hay. Heyday, May Day.” The color chip was actually clay-colored, so his first
response was correct.'
However, normals suppress or ignore words which rhyme with what they've said unless they are deliberately producing
a pun, poem or rap. Even then, the speaker shows connection between words chosen for rhyme and an overall meaning
in discourse. schizophrenics with speech dysfunction show no such relation between rhyme and reason. Some even
produce stretches of gibberish combined with recognizable words.
[50] copyright Elaine Ostrach Chaika>

Computational linguistics

Computational linguistics is the study of linguistic issues in a way that is 'computationally responsible', i.e., taking
careful note of computational consideration of algorithmic specification and computational complexity, so that the
linguistic theories devised can be shown to exhibit certain desirable computational properties and their implementa-
tions. Computational linguists also work on computer language and software development.
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Evolutionary linguistics

Evolutionary linguistics is the interdisciplinary study of the emergence of the language faculty through human evolu-
tion, and also the application of evolutionary theory to the study of cultural evolution among different languages. It is
also a study of the dispersal of various languages across the globe, throughmovements among ancient communities.[51]

Forensic linguistics

Forensic linguistics is the application of linguistic analysis to forensics. Forensic analysis investigates on the style,
language, lexical use, and other linguistic and grammatical features used in the legal context to provide evidence in
courts of law. Forensic linguists have also contributed expertise in criminal cases.

1.3.8 See also

Main articles: Outline of linguistics and Index of linguistics articles
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• List of summer schools of linguistics

• Metacommunicative competence

• Microlinguistics

• Onomastics

• Reading

• Rhythm § Linguistics

• Speaker recognition

• Speech processing

• Stratificational linguistics
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1.4 Semantics

Semantics (from Ancient Greek: σημαντικός sēmantikos, “significant”)[1][2] is primarily the linguistic, and also
philosophical study of meaning—in language, programming languages, formal logics, and semiotics. It focuses on the
relationship between signifiers—like words, phrases, signs, and symbols—and what they stand for, their denotation.
In international scientific vocabulary semantics is also called semasiology. The word semantics was first used by
Michel Bréal, a French philologist.[3] It denotes a range of ideas—from the popular to the highly technical. It is often
used in ordinary language for denoting a problem of understanding that comes down to word selection or connotation.
This problem of understanding has been the subject of many formal enquiries, over a long period of time, especially
in the field of formal semantics. In linguistics, it is the study of the interpretation of signs or symbols used in agents
or communities within particular circumstances and contexts.[4] Within this view, sounds, facial expressions, body
language, and proxemics have semantic (meaningful) content, and each comprises several branches of study. In
written language, things like paragraph structure and punctuation bear semantic content; other forms of language
bear other semantic content.[4]

The formal study of semantics intersects with many other fields of inquiry, including lexicology, syntax, pragmatics,
etymology and others. Independently, semantics is also a well-defined field in its own right, often with synthetic
properties.[5] In the philosophy of language, semantics and reference are closely connected. Further related fields
include philology, communication, and semiotics. The formal study of semantics can therefore be manifold and
complex.
Semantics contrasts with syntax, the study of the combinatorics of units of a language (without reference to their
meaning), and pragmatics, the study of the relationships between the symbols of a language, their meaning, and the
users of the language.[6] Semantics as a field of study also has significant ties to various representational theories
of meaning including truth theories of meaning, coherence theories of meaning, and correspondence theories of
meaning. Each of these is related to the general philosophical study of reality and the representation of meaning.
In 1960s psychosemantic studies became popular after Osgood's massive cross-cultural studies using his Semantic
differential (SD) method that used thousands of nouns and adjective bipolar scales. A specific form of the SD,
Projective Semantics method [7] uses only most common and neutral nouns that correspond to the 7 groups (factors)
of adjective-scalesmost consistently found in cross-cultural studies (Evaluation, Potency, Activity as found byOsgood,
and Reality, Organization, Complexity, Limitation as found in other studies). In this method, seven groups of bipolar
adjective scales corresponded to seven types of nouns so the method was thought to have the object-scale symmetry
(OSS) between the scales and nouns for evaluation using these scales. For example, the nouns corresponding to
the listed 7 factors would be: Beauty, Power, Motion, Life, Work, Chaos. Beauty was expected to be assessed
unequivocally as “very good” on adjectives of Evaluation-related scales, Life as “very real” on Reality-related scales,
etc. However, deviations in this symmetric and very basic matrix might show underlying biases of two types: scales-
related bias and objects-related bias. This OSS design meant to increase the sensitivity of the SD method to any
semantic biases in responses of people within the same culture and educational background. [8][9]

1.4.1 Linguistics

In linguistics, semantics is the subfield that is devoted to the study of meaning, as inherent at the levels of words,
phrases, sentences, and larger units of discourse (termed texts, or narratives). The study of semantics is also closely
linked to the subjects of representation, reference and denotation. The basic study of semantics is oriented to the
examination of the meaning of signs, and the study of relations between different linguistic units and compounds:
homonymy, synonymy, antonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, metonymy, holonymy, paronyms. A key con-
cern is how meaning attaches to larger chunks of text, possibly as a result of the composition from smaller units of
meaning. Traditionally, semantics has included the study of sense and denotative reference, truth conditions, argument
structure, thematic roles, discourse analysis, and the linkage of all of these to syntax.

1.4.2 Montague grammar

In the late 1960s, Richard Montague proposed a system for defining semantic entries in the lexicon in terms of the
lambda calculus. In these terms, the syntactic parse of the sentence John ate every bagel would consist of a subject
(John) and a predicate (ate every bagel); Montague demonstrated that the meaning of the sentence altogether could
be decomposed into the meanings of its parts and in relatively few rules of combination. The logical predicate thus
obtained would be elaborated further, e.g. using truth theory models, which ultimately relate meanings to a set of
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Tarskiian universals, which may lie outside the logic. The notion of such meaning atoms or primitives is basic to the
language of thought hypothesis from the 1970s.
Despite its elegance, Montague grammar was limited by the context-dependent variability in word sense, and led to
several attempts at incorporating context, such as:

• Situation semantics (1980s): truth-values are incomplete, they get assigned based on context

• Generative lexicon (1990s): categories (types) are incomplete, and get assigned based on context

1.4.3 Dynamic turn in semantics

In Chomskyan linguistics there was no mechanism for the learning of semantic relations, and the nativist view consid-
ered all semantic notions as inborn. Thus, even novel concepts were proposed to have been dormant in some sense.
This view was also thought unable to address many issues such as metaphor or associative meanings, and semantic
change, where meanings within a linguistic community change over time, and qualia or subjective experience. An-
other issue not addressed by the nativist model was how perceptual cues are combined in thought, e.g. in mental
rotation.[10]

This view of semantics, as an innate finite meaning inherent in a lexical unit that can be composed to generate mean-
ings for larger chunks of discourse, is now being fiercely debated in the emerging domain of cognitive linguistics[11]
and also in the non-Fodorian camp in philosophy of language.[12] The challenge is motivated by:

• factors internal to language, such as the problem of resolving indexical or anaphora (e.g. this x, him, last week).
In these situations context serves as the input, but the interpreted utterance also modifies the context, so it is
also the output. Thus, the interpretation is necessarily dynamic and the meaning of sentences is viewed as
contexts changing potentials instead of propositions.

• factors external to language, i.e. language is not a set of labels stuck on things, but “a toolbox, the importance
of whose elements lie in the way they function rather than their attachments to things.”[12] This view reflects
the position of the later Wittgenstein and his famous game example, and is related to the positions of Quine,
Davidson, and others.

A concrete example of the latter phenomenon is semantic underspecification – meanings are not complete without
some elements of context. To take an example of one word, red, its meaning in a phrase such as red book is similar to
many other usages, and can be viewed as compositional.[13] However, the colours implied in phrases such as red wine
(very dark), and red hair (coppery), or red soil, or red skin are very different. Indeed, these colours by themselves
would not be called red by native speakers. These instances are contrastive, so red wine is so called only in comparison
with the other kind of wine (which also is not white for the same reasons). This view goes back to de Saussure:

Each of a set of synonyms like redouter ('to dread'), craindre ('to fear'), avoir peur ('to be afraid')
has its particular value only because they stand in contrast with one another. No word has a value that
can be identified independently of what else is in its vicinity.[14]

and may go back to earlier Indian views on language, especially the Nyaya view of words as indicators and not carriers
of meaning.[15]

An attempt to defend a system based on propositional meaning for semantic underspecification can be found in the
generative lexicon model of James Pustejovsky, who extends contextual operations (based on type shifting) into the
lexicon. Thus meanings are generated “on the fly” (as you go), based on finite context.

1.4.4 Prototype theory

Another set of concepts related to fuzziness in semantics is based on prototypes. The work of Eleanor Rosch in the
1970s led to a view that natural categories are not characterizable in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions,
but are graded (fuzzy at their boundaries) and inconsistent as to the status of their constituent members. One may
compare it with Jung's archetype, though the concept of archetype sticks to static concept. Some post-structuralists
are against the fixed or static meaning of the words. Derrida, following Nietzsche, talked about slippages in fixed
meanings.
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Systems of categories are not objectively out there in the world but are rooted in people’s experience. These categories
evolve as learned concepts of the world – meaning is not an objective truth, but a subjective construct, learned from
experience, and language arises out of the “grounding of our conceptual systems in shared embodiment and bodily
experience”.[16] A corollary of this is that the conceptual categories (i.e. the lexicon) will not be identical for different
cultures, or indeed, for every individual in the same culture. This leads to another debate (see the Sapir–Whorf
hypothesis or Eskimo words for snow).

1.4.5 Theories in semantics

Model theoretic semantics

Main article: formal semantics (linguistics)

Originates from Montague’s work (see above). A highly formalized theory of natural language semantics in which
expressions are assigned denotations (meanings) such as individuals, truth values, or functions from one of these to
another. The truth of a sentence, and more interestingly, its logical relation to other sentences, is then evaluated
relative to a model.

Formal (or truth-conditional) semantics

Main article: truth-conditional semantics

Pioneered by the philosopher Donald Davidson, another formalized theory, which aims to associate each natural lan-
guage sentence with a meta-language description of the conditions under which it is true, for example: 'Snow is white'
is true if and only if snow is white. The challenge is to arrive at the truth conditions for any sentences from fixed
meanings assigned to the individual words and fixed rules for how to combine them. In practice, truth-conditional
semantics is similar to model-theoretic semantics; conceptually, however, they differ in that truth-conditional seman-
tics seeks to connect language with statements about the real world (in the form of meta-language statements), rather
than with abstract models.

Lexical and conceptual semantics

Main article: conceptual semantics

This theory is an effort to explain properties of argument structure. The assumption behind this theory is that syntactic
properties of phrases reflect the meanings of the words that head them.[17] With this theory, linguists can better deal
with the fact that subtle differences in word meaning correlate with other differences in the syntactic structure that
the word appears in.[17] The way this is gone about is by looking at the internal structure of words.[18] These small
parts that make up the internal structure of words are termed semantic primitives.[18]

Lexical semantics

Main article: lexical semantics

A linguistic theory that investigates word meaning. This theory understands that the meaning of a word is fully
reflected by its context. Here, the meaning of a word is constituted by its contextual relations.[19] Therefore, a dis-
tinction between degrees of participation as well as modes of participation are made.[19] In order to accomplish this
distinction any part of a sentence that bears a meaning and combines with the meanings of other constituents is la-
beled as a semantic constituent. Semantic constituents that cannot be broken down into more elementary constituents
are labeled minimal semantic constituents.[19]
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Computational semantics

Main article: computational semantics

Computational semantics is focused on the processing of linguistic meaning. In order to do this concrete algorithms
and architectures are described. Within this framework the algorithms and architectures are also analyzed in terms
of decidability, time/space complexity, data structures they require and communication protocols.[20]

1.4.6 Computer science

Main article: Semantics (computer science)

In computer science, the term semantics refers to the meaning of languages, as opposed to their form (syntax). Ac-
cording to Euzenat, semantics “provides the rules for interpreting the syntax which do not provide themeaning directly
but constrains the possible interpretations of what is declared.”[21] In other words, semantics is about interpretation
of an expression. Additionally, the term is applied to certain types of data structures specifically designed and used
for representing information content.

Programming languages

The semantics of programming languages and other languages is an important issue and area of study in computer
science. Like the syntax of a language, its semantics can be defined exactly.
For instance, the following statements use different syntaxes, but cause the same instructions to be executed:
Generally these operations would all perform an arithmetical addition of 'y' to 'x' and store the result in a variable
called 'x'.
Various ways have been developed to describe the semantics of programming languages formally, building onmathematical
logic:[22]

• Operational semantics: Themeaning of a construct is specified by the computation it induces when it is executed
on a machine. In particular, it is of interest how the effect of a computation is produced.

• Denotational semantics: Meanings are modelled by mathematical objects that represent the effect of executing
the constructs. Thus only the effect is of interest, not how it is obtained.

• Axiomatic semantics: Specific properties of the effect of executing the constructs are expressed as assertions.
Thus there may be aspects of the executions that are ignored.

Semantic models

Terms such as semantic network and semantic data model are used to describe particular types of data model char-
acterized by the use of directed graphs in which the vertices denote concepts or entities in the world, and the arcs
denote relationships between them.
The Semantic Web refers to the extension of the World Wide Web via embedding added semantic metadata, using
semantic data modelling techniques such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language
(OWL).

1.4.7 Psychology

In psychology, semantic memory is memory formeaning – in other words, the aspect ofmemory that preserves only the
gist, the general significance, of remembered experience – while episodic memory is memory for the ephemeral details
– the individual features, or the unique particulars of experience. The term 'episodic memory' was introduced by
Tulving and Schacter in the context of 'declarative memory' which involved simple association of factual or objective
information concerning its object. Word meaning is measured by the company they keep, i.e. the relationships
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among words themselves in a semantic network. The memories may be transferred intergenerationally or isolated in
one generation due to a cultural disruption. Different generations may have different experiences at similar points in
their own time-lines. This may then create a vertically heterogeneous semantic net for certain words in an otherwise
homogeneous culture.[23] In a network created by people analyzing their understanding of the word (such asWordnet)
the links and decomposition structures of the network are few in number and kind, and include part of, kind of, and
similar links. In automated ontologies the links are computed vectors without explicit meaning. Various automated
technologies are being developed to compute the meaning of words: latent semantic indexing and support vector
machines as well as natural language processing, neural networks and predicate calculus techniques.
Ideasthesia is a psychological phenomenon in which activation of concepts evokes sensory experiences. For example,
in synesthesia, activation of a concept of a letter (e.g., that of the letter A) evokes sensory-like experiences (e.g., of
red color).

1.4.8 See also

Linguistics and semiotics

• Asemic writing

• Cognitive semantics

• Colorless green ideas sleep furiously

• Computational semantics

• Discourse representation theory

• General semantics

• Generative semantics

• Hermeneutics

• Natural semantic metalanguage

• Onomasiology

• Phono-semantic matching

• Pragmatic maxim

• Pragmaticism

• Pragmatism

• Problem of universals

• Semantic change or progression

• Semantic class

• Semantic feature

• Semantic field

• Semantic lexicon

• Semantic primes

• Semantic property

• Sememe

• Semiosis

• Semiotics

• SPL notation
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Logic and mathematics

• Formal logic

• Game semantics

• Model theory

• Gödel’s incompleteness theorems

• Proof-theoretic semantics

• Semantic consequence

• Semantic theory of truth

• Semantics of logic

• Truth-value semantics

Computer science

• Formal semantics of programming languages

• Knowledge representation

• Semantic networks

• Semantic transversal

• Semantic analysis

• Semantic compression

• Semantic HTML

• Semantic integration

• Semantic interpretation

• Semantic link

• Semantic reasoner

• Semantic service oriented architecture

• Semantic spectrum

• Semantic unification

• Semantic Web

Psychology

• Ideasthesia
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1.4.10 External links

• semanticsarchive.net

• Teaching page for A-level semantics

• Chomsky, Noam; On Referring, Harvard University, 30 October 2007 (video)

• Jackendoff, Ray; Conceptual Semantics, Harvard University, 13 November 2007 (video)

• Semantics: an interview with Jerry Fodor (ReVEL, vol. 5, no. 8 (2007))

1.5 Syntax

For other uses, see Syntax (disambiguation).
“Sentence structure” redirects here. For sentence types in traditional grammar, see Sentence clause structure.

In linguistics, syntax (/ˈsɪnˌtæks/[1][2]) is the set of rules, principles, and processes that govern the structure of
sentences in a given language, specifically word order. The term syntax is also used to refer to the study of such
principles and processes.[3] The goal of many syntacticians is to discover the syntactic rules common to all languages.
In mathematics, syntax refers to the rules governing the behavior of mathematical systems, such as formal languages
used in logic. (See logical syntax.)

1.5.1 Etymology

The word syntax comes from Ancient Greek: σύνταξις “coordination”, which consists of σύν syn, “together,” and
τάξις táxis, “an ordering”.

1.5.2 Sequencing of subject, verb, and object

A basic feature of a language’s syntax is the sequence in which the subject (S), verb (V), and object (O) usually appear
in sentences. Over 85% of languages usually place the subject first, either in the sequence SVO or the sequence SOV.
The other possible sequences are VSO, VOS, OVS, and OSV, the last three of which are rare.

1.5.3 Early history

Works on grammar were written long before modern syntax came about; in Ancient India, the Aṣṭādhyāyī of Pāṇini
(c. 4th century BC) is often cited as an example of a premodern work that approaches the sophistication of a modern
syntactic theory.[4] In the West, the school of thought that came to be known as “traditional grammar” began with
the work of Dionysius Thrax.
For centuries, work in syntax was dominated by a framework known as grammaire générale, first expounded in 1660
by Antoine Arnauld in a book of the same title. This system took as its basic premise the assumption that language
is a direct reflection of thought processes and therefore there is a single, most natural way to express a thought.
However, in the 19th century, with the development of historical-comparative linguistics, linguists began to realize the
sheer diversity of human language and to question fundamental assumptions about the relationship between language
and logic. It became apparent that there was no such thing as the most natural way to express a thought, and therefore
logic could no longer be relied upon as a basis for studying the structure of language.
The Port-Royal grammar modeled the study of syntax upon that of logic. (Indeed, large parts of the Port-Royal Logic
were copied or adapted from the Grammaire générale.[5]) Syntactic categories were identified with logical ones, and
all sentences were analyzed in terms of “Subject – Copula – Predicate.” Initially, this view was adopted even by the
early comparative linguists such as Franz Bopp.
The central role of syntax within theoretical linguistics became clear only in the 20th century, which could reasonably
be called the “century of syntactic theory” as far as linguistics is concerned. (For a detailed and critical survey of the
history of syntax in the last two centuries, see the monumental work by Giorgio Graffi (2001).)[6]
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1.5.4 Modern theories

There are a number of theoretical approaches to the discipline of syntax. One school of thought, founded in the
works of Derek Bickerton,[7] sees syntax as a branch of biology, since it conceives of syntax as the study of linguistic
knowledge as embodied in the human mind. Other linguists (e.g., Gerald Gazdar) take a more Platonistic view, since
they regard syntax to be the study of an abstract formal system.[8] Yet others (e.g., Joseph Greenberg) consider syntax
a taxonomical device to reach broad generalizations across languages.

Generative grammar

Main article: Generative grammar

The hypothesis of generative grammar is that language is a structure of the human mind. The goal of generative
grammar is to make a complete model of this inner language (known as i-language). This model could be used to
describe all human language and to predict the grammaticality of any given utterance (that is, to predict whether
the utterance would sound correct to native speakers of the language). This approach to language was pioneered by
Noam Chomsky. Most generative theories (although not all of them) assume that syntax is based upon the constituent
structure of sentences. Generative grammars are among the theories that focus primarily on the form of a sentence,
rather than its communicative function.
Among the many generative theories of linguistics, the Chomskyan theories are:

• Transformational grammar (TG) (Original theory of generative syntax laid out by Chomsky in Syntactic Struc-
tures in 1957)[9]

• Government and binding theory (GB) (revised theory in the tradition of TG developed mainly by Chomsky in
the 1970s and 1980s)[10]

• Minimalist program (MP) (a reworking of the theory out of the GB framework published by Chomsky in
1995)[11]

Other theories that find their origin in the generative paradigm are:

• Arc pair grammar

• Generalized phrase structure grammar (GPSG; now largely out of date)

• Generative semantics (now largely out of date)

• Head-driven phrase structure grammar (HPSG)

• Lexical functional grammar (LFG)

• Nanosyntax

• Relational grammar (RG) (now largely out of date)

Categorial grammar

Main article: Categorial grammar

Categorial grammar is an approach that attributes the syntactic structure not to rules of grammar, but to the properties
of the syntactic categories themselves. For example, rather than asserting that sentences are constructed by a rule
that combines a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP) (e.g., the phrase structure rule S → NP VP), in categorial
grammar, such principles are embedded in the category of the head word itself. So the syntactic category for an
intransitive verb is a complex formula representing the fact that the verb acts as a function word requiring an NP as
an input and produces a sentence level structure as an output. This complex category is notated as (NP\S) instead of
V. NP\S is read as “a category that searches to the left (indicated by \) for an NP (the element on the left) and outputs
a sentence (the element on the right).” The category of transitive verb is defined as an element that requires two NPs
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(its subject and its direct object) to form a sentence. This is notated as (NP/(NP\S)) which means “a category that
searches to the right (indicated by /) for an NP (the object), and generates a function (equivalent to the VP) which is
(NP\S), which in turn represents a function that searches to the left for an NP and produces a sentence.”
Tree-adjoining grammar is a categorial grammar that adds in partial tree structures to the categories.

Dependency grammar

Main article: Dependency grammar
Dependency grammar is an approach to sentence structure where syntactic units are arranged according to the

A syntactic parse of “Alfred spoke” under the dependency formalism

dependency relation, as opposed to the constituency relation of phrase structure grammars. Dependencies are directed
links between words. The (finite) verb is seen as the root of all clause structure and all the other words in the clause
are either directly or indirectly dependent on this root. Some prominent dependency-based theories of syntax are:

• Recursive categorical syntax, or Algebraic syntax
• Functional generative description
• Meaning–text theory
• Operator grammar
• Word grammar

Lucien Tesnière (1893–1954) is widely seen as the father of modern dependency-based theories of syntax and gram-
mar. He argued vehemently against the binary division of the clause into subject and predicate that is associated with
the grammars of his day (S → NP VP) and which remains at the core of most phrase structure grammars. In the
place of this division, he positioned the verb as the root of all clause structure.[12]

Stochastic/probabilistic grammars/network theories

Theoretical approaches to syntax that are based upon probability theory are known as stochastic grammars. One
common implementation of such an approach makes use of a neural network or connectionism.

Functionalist grammars

Main article: Functional theories of grammar

Functionalist theories, although focused upon form, are driven by explanation based upon the function of a sentence
(i.e. its communicative function). Some typical functionalist theories include:
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• Cognitive grammar

• Construction grammar (CxG)

• Emergent grammar

• Functional discourse grammar (Dik)

• Prague linguistic circle

• Role and reference grammar (RRG)

• Systemic functional grammar

1.5.5 See also

Syntactic terms

• Adjective

• Adjective phrase

• Adjunct

• Adpositional phrase

• Adverb

• Anaphora

• Answer ellipsis

• Antecedent

• Antecedent-contained deletion

• Appositive

• Argument

• Article

• Aspect

• Attributive adjective and predicative adjective

• Auxiliary verb

• Binding

• Branching

• c-command

• Case

• Category

• Catena

• Clause

• Closed class word

• Comparative

• Complement

• Compound noun and adjective
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• Conjugation

• Conjunction

• Constituent

• Coordination

• Coreference

• Crossover

• Dangling modifier

• Declension

• Dependency grammar

• Dependent marking

• Determiner

• Discontinuity

• Do-support

• Dual (form for two)

• Ellipsis

• Endocentric

• Exceptional case-marking

• Expletive

• Extraposition

• Finite verb

• Function word

• Gapping

• Gender

• Gerund

• Government

• Head

• Head marking

• Infinitive

• Inverse copular construction

• Inversion

• Lexical item

• m-command

• Measure word (classifier)

• Merge

• Modal particle

• Modal verb
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• Modifier

• Mood

• Movement

• Movement paradox

• Nanosyntax

• Negative inversion

• Non-configurational language

• Non-finite verb

• Noun

• Noun ellipsis

• Noun phrase

• Number

• Object

• Open class word

• Parasitic gap

• Part of speech

• Particle

• Periphrasis

• Person

• Personal pronoun

• Pied-piping

• Phrasal verb

• Phrase

• Phrase structure grammar

• Plural

• Predicate

• Predicative expression

• Preposition and postposition

• Pronoun

• Pseudogapping

• Raising

• Relation (Grammatical relation)

• Restrictiveness

• Right node raising

• Sandhi

• Scrambling
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• Selection

• Sentence

• Separable verb

• Shifting

• Singular

• Sluicing

• Small clause

• Stripping

• Subcategorization

• Subject

• Subject-auxiliary inversion

• Subject-verb inversion

• Subordination

• Superlative

• Tense

• Topicalization

• Tough movement

• Uninflected word

• V2 word order

• Valency

• Verb

• Verb phrase

• Verb phrase ellipsis

• Voice

• Wh-movement

• Word order

• X-bar theory

1.5.6 Notes
[1] “syntax”. Oxford Dictionaries. Oxford University Press. Retrieved 2016-01-22.

[2] “syntax”. Merriam-Webster Dictionary.

[3] Chomsky, Noam (2002) [1957]. Syntactic Structures. p. 11.

[4] Fortson IV, Benjamin W. (2004). Indo-European Language and Culture: An Introduction. Blackwell. p. 186. ISBN
978-1405188968. [The Aṣṭādhyāyī ] is a highly precise and thorough description of the structure of Sanskrit somewhat
resembling modern generative grammar...[it] remained the most advanced linguistic analysis of any kind until the twentieth
century.

[5] Arnauld, Antoine (1683). La logique (5th ed.). Paris: G. Desprez. p. 137. Nous avons emprunté...ce que nous avons
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[6] Giorgio, Graffi (2001). 200 Years of Syntax: A Critical Survey (googlebook preview). John Benjamins Publishing.

[7] See Bickerton, Derek (1990). Language and Species. University of Chicago Press. ISBN 0-226-04610-9. and, for more
recent advances, Derek Bickerton; Eörs Szathmáry, eds. (2009). Biological foundations and origin of syntax. MIT Press.
ISBN 978-0-262-01356-7.
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[9] Chomsky, Noam. 1957. Syntactic Structures. The Hague/Paris: Mouton, p. 15.
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the root of all structure, see Tesnière (1969:103–105).
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1.6 Morphology (linguistics)

Not to be confused with Morphological typology.

In linguistics, morphology (/mɔːrˈfɒlədʒi/[1]) is the study of words, how they are formed, and their relationship to
other words in the same language.[2][3] It analyzes the structure of words and parts of words, such as stems, root
words, prefixes, and suffixes. Morphology also looks at parts of speech, intonation and stress, and the ways context
can change a word’s pronunciation and meaning. Morphology differs from morphological typology, which is the
classification of languages based on their use of words[4] and lexicology, which is the study of words and how they
make up a language’s vocabulary.[5]

While words, along with clitics, are generally accepted as being the smallest units of syntax, in most languages, if
not all, many words can be related to other words by rules that collectively describe the grammar for that language.
For example, English speakers recognize that the words dog and dogs are closely related, differentiated only by the
plurality morpheme "-s”, only found bound to nouns. Speakers of English, a fusional language, recognize these
relations from their tacit knowledge of English’s rules of word formation. They infer intuitively that dog is to dogs as
cat is to cats; and, in similar fashion, dog is to dog catcher as dish is to dishwasher. By contrast, Classical Chinese has
very little morphology, using almost exclusively unbound morphemes (“free” morphemes) and depending on word
order to convey meaning. (Most words in modern Standard Chinese (“Mandarin”), however, are compounds and
most roots are bound.) These are understood as grammars that represent the morphology of the language. The rules
understood by a speaker reflect specific patterns or regularities in the way words are formed from smaller units in
the language they are using and how those smaller units interact in speech. In this way, morphology is the branch of
linguistics that studies patterns of word formation within and across languages and attempts to formulate rules that
model the knowledge of the speakers of those languages.
Polysynthetic languages, such as Chukchi, havewords composed ofmanymorphemes. TheChukchi word “təmeyŋəlevt-
pəγtərkən”, for example, meaning “I have a fierce headache”, is composed of eight morphemes t-ə-meyŋ-ə-levt-pəγt-
ə-rkən that may be glossed. The morphology of such languages allows for each consonant and vowel to be understood
as morphemes, while the grammar of the language indicates the usage and understanding of each morpheme.
The discipline that deals specifically with the sound changes occurring within morphemes is morphophonology.

1.6.1 History

The history of morphological analysis dates back to the ancient Indian linguist Pāṇini, who formulated the 3,959 rules
of Sanskrit morphology in the text Aṣṭādhyāyī by using a constituency grammar. The Greco-Roman grammatical
tradition also engaged in morphological analysis. Studies in Arabic morphology, conducted by Marāḥ al-arwāḥ and
Aḥmad b. ‘alī Mas‘ūd, date back to at least 1200 CE.[6]

The term “morphology” was coined by August Schleicher in 1859.[7]

1.6.2 Fundamental concepts

Lexemes and word forms

The distinction between these two senses of “word” is arguably the most important one in morphology. The first
sense of “word”, the one in which dog and dogs are “the same word”, is called a lexeme. The second sense is called
“word form”. Dog and dogs are thus considered different forms of the same lexeme. Dog and dog catcher, on the
other hand, are different lexemes, as they refer to two different kinds of entities. The form of a word that is chosen
conventionally to represent the canonical form of a word is called a lemma, or citation form.

Prosodic word vs. morphological word Here are examples from other languages of the failure of a single phono-
logical word to coincide with a single morphological word form. In Latin, one way to express the concept of 'NOUN-
PHRASE1 and NOUN-PHRASE2' (as in “apples and oranges”) is to suffix '-que' to the second noun phrase: “apples
oranges-and”, as it were. An extreme level of this theoretical quandary posed by some phonological words is pro-
vided by the Kwak'wala language.[8] In Kwak'wala, as in a great many other languages, meaning relations between
nouns, including possession and “semantic case”, are formulated by affixes instead of by independent “words”. The
three-word English phrase, “with his club”, where 'with' identifies its dependent noun phrase as an instrument and
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'his’ denotes a possession relation, would consist of two words or even just one word in many languages. Unlike most
languages, Kwak'wala semantic affixes phonologically attach not to the lexeme they pertain to semantically, but to
the preceding lexeme. Consider the following example (in Kwak'wala, sentences begin with what corresponds to an
English verb):[9]

kwixʔid-i-da bəgwanəmaᵢ-χ-a q'asa-s-isᵢ t'alwagwayu
Morpheme by morpheme translation:

kwixʔid-i-da = clubbed-PIVOT-DETERMINER

bəgwanəma-χ-a = man-ACCUSATIVE-DETERMINER

q'asa-s-is = otter-INSTRUMENTAL-3SG-POSSESSIVE

t'alwagwayu = club.

“the man clubbed the otter with his club.”

(Notation notes:

1. accusative case marks an entity that something is done to.

2. determiners are words such as “the”, “this”, “that”.

3. the concept of "pivot" is a theoretical construct that is not relevant to this discussion.)

That is, to the speaker of Kwak'wala, the sentence does not contain the “words” 'him-the-otter' or 'with-his-club'
Instead, the markers -i-da (PIVOT-'the'), referring to “man”, attaches not to the noun bəgwanəma (“man”) but to the
verb; the markers -χ-a (ACCUSATIVE-'the'), referring to otter, attach to bəgwanəma instead of to q'asa ('otter'), etc.
In other words, a speaker of Kwak'wala does not perceive the sentence to consist of these phonological words:
kwixʔid i-da-bəgwanəma χ-a-q'asa s-isᵢ-t'alwagwayu
clubbed PIVOT-the-manᵢ hit-the-otter with-hisᵢ-club
A central publication on this topic is the recent volume edited by Dixon and Aikhenvald (2007), examining the
mismatch between prosodic-phonological and grammatical definitions of “word” in various Amazonian, Australian
Aboriginal, Caucasian, Eskimo, Indo-European, Native North American, West African, and sign languages. Appar-
ently, a wide variety of languages make use of the hybrid linguistic unit clitic, possessing the grammatical features
of independent words but the prosodic-phonological lack of freedom of bound morphemes. The intermediate status
of clitics poses a considerable challenge to linguistic theory.

Inflection vs. word formation

Given the notion of a lexeme, it is possible to distinguish two kinds of morphological rules. Some morphological
rules relate to different forms of the same lexeme; while other rules relate to different lexemes. Rules of the first
kind are inflectional rules, while those of the second kind are rules of word formation. The generation of the English
plural dogs from dog is an inflectional rule, while compound phrases and words like dog catcher or dishwasher are
examples of word formation. Informally, word formation rules form “new” words (more accurately, new lexemes),
while inflection rules yield variant forms of the “same” word (lexeme).
The distinction between inflection and word formation is not at all clear cut. There are many examples where lin-
guists fail to agree whether a given rule is inflection or word formation. The next section will attempt to clarify this
distinction.
Word formation is a process, as we have said, where one combines two complete words, whereas with inflection you
can combine a suffix with some verb to change its form to subject of the sentence. For example: in the present indef-
inite, we use ‘go’ with subject I/we/you/they and plural nouns, whereas for third person singular pronouns (he/she/it)
and singular nouns we use ‘goes’. So this ‘-es’ is an inflectional marker and is used to match with its subject. A fur-
ther difference is that in word formation, the resultant word may differ from its source word’s grammatical category
whereas in the process of inflection the word never changes its grammatical category.
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Types of word formation

Main article: Word formation

There is a further distinction between two primary kinds ofmorphological word formation: derivation and compounding.
Compounding is a process of word formation that involves combining complete word forms into a single compound
form. Dog catcher, therefore, is a compound, as both dog and catcher are complete word forms in their own right
but are subsequently treated as parts of one form. Derivation involves affixing bound (i.e. non-independent) forms
to existing lexemes, whereby the addition of the affix derives a new lexeme. The word independent, for example,
is derived from the word dependent by using the prefix in-, while dependent itself is derived from the verb depend.
There is also word formation in the processes of clipping in which a portion of a word is removed to create a new
one, blending in which two parts of different words are blended into one, acronyms in which each letter of the new
word represents a specific word in the representation i.e. NATO for North atlantic Treaty Organization, borrowing
in which words from one language are taken and used in another, and finally coinage in which a new word is created
to represent a new object or concept.[10]

Paradigms and morphosyntax

A linguistic paradigm is the complete set of related word forms associated with a given lexeme. The familiar examples
of paradigms are the conjugations of verbs, and the declensions of nouns. Accordingly, the word forms of a lexeme
may be arranged conveniently into tables, by classifying them according to shared inflectional categories such as
tense, aspect, mood, number, gender or case. For example, the personal pronouns in English can be organized into
tables, using the categories of person (first, second, third); number (singular vs. plural); gender (masculine, feminine,
neuter); and case (nominative, oblique, genitive).
The inflectional categories used to group word forms into paradigms cannot be chosen arbitrarily; they must be cate-
gories that are relevant to stating the syntactic rules of the language. For example, person and number are categories
that can be used to define paradigms in English, because English has grammatical agreement rules that require the
verb in a sentence to appear in an inflectional form that matches the person and number of the subject. In other
words, the syntactic rules of English care about the difference between dog and dogs, because the choice between
these two forms determines which form of the verb is to be used. In contrast, however, no syntactic rule of English
cares about the difference between dog and dog catcher, or dependent and independent. The first two are nouns and
the second two are adjectives – and they generally behave like any other noun or adjective behaves.
An important difference between inflection and word formation is that inflected word forms of lexemes are organized
into paradigms, which are defined by the requirements of syntactic rules, whereas the rules of word formation are
not restricted by any corresponding requirements of syntax. Inflection is therefore said to be relevant to syntax, and
word formation is not. The part of morphology that covers the relationship between syntax and morphology is called
“morphosyntax” and concerns itself with inflection and paradigms but not with word formation or compounding.

Allomorphy

Above, morphological rules are described as analogies between word forms: dog is to dogs as cat is to cats and as
dish is to dishes. In this case, the analogy applies both to the form of the words and to their meaning: in each pair,
the first word means “one of X”, while the second “two or more of X”, and the difference is always the plural form -s
(or -es) affixed to the second word, signaling the key distinction between singular and plural entities.
One of the largest sources of complexity in morphology is that this one-to-one correspondence between meaning and
form scarcely applies to every case in the language. In English, there are word form pairs like ox/oxen, goose/geese,
and sheep/sheep, where the difference between the singular and the plural is signaled in a way that departs from the
regular pattern, or is not signaled at all. Even cases regarded as regular, such as -s, are not so simple; the -s in dogs is
not pronounced the same way as the -s in cats; and, in plurals such as dishes, a vowel is added before the -s. These
cases, where the same distinction is effected by alternative forms of a “word”, constitute allomorphy.
Phonological rules constrain which sounds can appear next to each other in a language, and morphological rules,
when applied blindly, would often violate phonological rules, by resulting in sound sequences that are prohibited in
the language in question. For example, to form the plural of dish by simply appending an -s to the end of the word
would result in the form *[dɪʃs], which is not permitted by the phonotactics of English. In order to “rescue” the
word, a vowel sound is inserted between the root and the plural marker, and [dɪʃɪz] results. Similar rules apply to
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the pronunciation of the -s in dogs and cats: it depends on the quality (voiced vs. unvoiced) of the final preceding
phoneme.

Lexical morphology

Lexical morphology is the branch of morphology that deals with the lexicon, which, morphologically conceived, is
the collection of lexemes in a language. As such, it concerns itself primarily with word formation: derivation and
compounding.

1.6.3 Models

There are three principal approaches to morphology and each tries to capture the distinctions above in different ways:

• Morpheme-based morphology, which makes use of an item-and-arrangement approach.

• Lexeme-based morphology, which normally makes use of an item-and-process approach.

• Word-based morphology, which normally makes use of a word-and-paradigm approach.

While the associations indicated between the concepts in each item in that list are very strong, they are not absolute.

Morpheme-based morphology

In morpheme-based morphology, word forms are analyzed as arrangements of morphemes. A morpheme is defined
as the minimal meaningful unit of a language. In a word such as independently, the morphemes are said to be in-,
depend, -ent, and ly; depend is the root and the other morphemes are, in this case, derivational affixes.[11] In words
such as dogs, dog is the root and the -s is an inflectional morpheme. In its simplest and most naïve form, this way
of analyzing word forms, called “item-and-arrangement”, treats words as if they were made of morphemes put after
each other ("concatenated") like beads on a string. More recent and sophisticated approaches, such as distributed
morphology, seek to maintain the idea of the morpheme while accommodating non-concatenated, analogical, and
other processes that have proven problematic for item-and-arrangement theories and similar approaches.
Morpheme-based morphology presumes three basic axioms:[12]

• Baudoin’s “single morpheme” hypothesis: Roots and affixes have the same status as morphemes.

• Bloomfield’s “sign base” morpheme hypothesis: As morphemes, they are dualistic signs, since they have both
(phonological) form and meaning.

• Bloomfield’s “lexical morpheme” hypothesis: morphemes, affixes and roots alike are stored in the lexicon.

Morpheme-based morphology comes in two flavours, one Bloomfieldian and one Hockettian.[13] For Bloomfield,
the morpheme was the minimal form with meaning, but did not have meaning itself. For Hockett, morphemes are
“meaning elements”, not “form elements”. For him, there is a morpheme plural using allomorphs such as -s, -en and
-ren. Within much morpheme-based morphological theory, the two views are mixed in unsystematic ways so a writer
may refer to “the morpheme plural” and “the morpheme -s" in the same sentence.

Lexeme-based morphology

Lexeme-based morphology usually takes what is called an item-and-process approach. Instead of analyzing a word
form as a set of morphemes arranged in sequence, a word form is said to be the result of applying rules that alter a
word-form or stem in order to produce a new one. An inflectional rule takes a stem, changes it as is required by the
rule, and outputs a word form; a derivational rule takes a stem, changes it as per its own requirements, and outputs a
derived stem; a compounding rule takes word forms, and similarly outputs a compound stem.
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Word-based morphology

Word-based morphology is (usually) a word-and-paradigm approach. The theory takes paradigms as a central notion.
Instead of stating rules to combine morphemes into word forms or to generate word forms from stems, word-based
morphology states generalizations that hold between the forms of inflectional paradigms. The major point behind
this approach is that many such generalizations are hard to state with either of the other approaches. The examples
are usually drawn from fusional languages, where a given “piece” of a word, which a morpheme-based theory would
call an inflectional morpheme, corresponds to a combination of grammatical categories, for example, “third-person
plural”. Morpheme-based theories usually have no problems with this situation since one says that a given morpheme
has two categories. Item-and-process theories, on the other hand, often break down in cases like these because they
all too often assume that there will be two separate rules here, one for third person, and the other for plural, but the
distinction between them turns out to be artificial. The approaches treat these as whole words that are related to each
other by analogical rules. Words can be categorized based on the pattern they fit into. This applies both to existing
words and to new ones. Application of a pattern different from the one that has been used historically can give rise
to a new word, such as older replacing elder (where older follows the normal pattern of adjectival superlatives) and
cows replacing kine (where cows fits the regular pattern of plural formation).

1.6.4 Morphological typology

Main article: Morphological typology

In the 19th century, philologists devised a now classic classification of languages according to their morphology. Some
languages are isolating, and have little to no morphology; others are agglutinative whose words tend to have lots of
easily separable morphemes; others yet are inflectional or fusional because their inflectional morphemes are “fused”
together. That leads to one bound morpheme conveying multiple pieces of information. A standard example of an
isolating language is Chinese. An agglutinative language is Turkish. Latin and Greek are prototypical inflectional or
fusional languages.
It is clear that this classification is not at all clearcut, and many languages (Latin and Greek among them) do not neatly
fit any one of these types, and some fit in more than one way. A continuum of complex morphology of language may
be adopted.
The three models of morphology stem from attempts to analyze languages that more or less match different categories
in this typology. The item-and-arrangement approach fits very naturally with agglutinative languages. The item-and-
process and word-and-paradigm approaches usually address fusional languages.
As there is very little fusion involved in word formation, classical typology mostly applies to inflectional morphology.
Depending on the preferred way of expressing non-inflectional notions, languages may be classified as synthetic (using
word formation) or analytic (using syntactic phrases).
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1.7 Phonology

For the journal, see Phonology (journal).

Phonology is a branch of linguistics concerned with the systematic organization of sounds in languages. It has
traditionally focused largely on the study of the systems of phonemes in particular languages (and therefore used to
be also called phonemics, or phonematics), but it may also cover any linguistic analysis either at a level beneath the
word (including syllable, onset and rime, articulatory gestures, articulatory features, mora, etc.) or at all levels of
language where sound is considered to be structured for conveying linguistic meaning.
Phonology also includes the study of equivalent organizational systems in sign languages.

1.7.1 Terminology

The word phonology (as in the phonology of English) can also refer to the phonological system (sound system) of a
given language. This is one of the fundamental systems which a language is considered to comprise, like its syntax
and its vocabulary.
Phonology is often distinguished from phonetics. While phonetics concerns the physical production, acoustic trans-
mission and perception of the sounds of speech,[1][2] phonology describes the way sounds function within a given
language or across languages to encode meaning. For many linguists, phonetics belongs to descriptive linguistics,
and phonology to theoretical linguistics, although establishing the phonological system of a language is necessarily an
application of theoretical principles to analysis of phonetic evidence. Note that this distinction was not always made,
particularly before the development of the modern concept of the phoneme in the mid 20th century. Some subfields
of modern phonology have a crossover with phonetics in descriptive disciplines such as psycholinguistics and speech
perception, resulting in specific areas like articulatory phonology or laboratory phonology.

1.7.2 Derivation and definitions

The word phonology comes from Ancient Greek φωνή, phōnḗ, “voice, sound,” and the suffix -logy (which is from
Greek λόγος, lógos, “word, speech, subject of discussion”). Definitions of the term vary. Nikolai Trubetzkoy in
Grundzüge der Phonologie (1939) defines phonology as “the study of sound pertaining to the system of language,” as
opposed to phonetics, which is “the study of sound pertaining to the act of speech” (the distinction between language
and speech being basically Saussure's distinction between langue and parole).[3] More recently, Lass (1998) writes
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that phonology refers broadly to the subdiscipline of linguistics concerned with the sounds of language, while in more
narrow terms, “phonology proper is concerned with the function, behavior and organization of sounds as linguistic
items.”[1] According to Clark et al. (2007), it means the systematic use of sound to encode meaning in any spoken
human language, or the field of linguistics studying this use.[4]

1.7.3 History

The history of phonology may be traced back to the Ashtadhyayi, the Sanskrit grammar composed by Pāṇini in the
4th century BC. In particular the Shiva Sutras, an auxiliary text to the Ashtadhyayi, introduces what can be considered
a list of the phonemes of the Sanskrit language, with a notational system for them that is used throughout the main
text, which deals with matters of morphology, syntax and semantics.
The Polish scholar Jan Baudouin de Courtenay (together with his students, Mikołaj Kruszewski and Lev Shcherba)
shaped the modern usage of the term phoneme in 1876–7,[5] which had been coined in 1873 by the French linguist
A. Dufriche-Desgenettes[6] who proposed it as a one-word equivalent for the German Sprachlaut.[7] Baudouin de
Courtenay’s work, though often unacknowledged, is considered to be the starting point of modern phonology. He
also worked on the theory of phonetic alternations (what is now called allophony and morphophonology), and may
have had an influence on the work of Saussure according to E. F. K. Koerner.[8]

An influential school of phonology in the interwar period was the Prague school. One of its leading members was
Prince Nikolai Trubetzkoy, whoseGrundzüge der Phonologie (Principles of Phonology),[3] published posthumously in
1939, is among the most important works in the field from this period. Directly influenced by Baudouin de Courtenay,
Trubetzkoy is considered the founder of morphophonology, although this concept had also been recognized by de
Courtenay. Trubetzkoy also developed the concept of the archiphoneme. Another important figure in the Prague
school was Roman Jakobson, who was one of the most prominent linguists of the 20th century.
In 1968 Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle published The Sound Pattern of English (SPE), the basis for generative
phonology. In this view, phonological representations are sequences of segments made up of distinctive features.
These features were an expansion of earlier work by Roman Jakobson, Gunnar Fant, and Morris Halle. The features
describe aspects of articulation and perception, are from a universally fixed set, and have the binary values + or −.
There are at least two levels of representation: underlying representation and surface phonetic representation. Ordered
phonological rules govern how underlying representation is transformed into the actual pronunciation (the so-called
surface form). An important consequence of the influence SPE had on phonological theory was the downplaying of
the syllable and the emphasis on segments. Furthermore, the generativists folded morphophonology into phonology,
which both solved and created problems.
Natural phonology is a theory based on the publications of its proponent David Stampe in 1969 and (more explicitly)
in 1979. In this view, phonology is based on a set of universal phonological processes that interact with one another;
which ones are active and which are suppressed is language-specific. Rather than acting on segments, phonological
processes act on distinctive features within prosodic groups. Prosodic groups can be as small as a part of a syllable or as
large as an entire utterance. Phonological processes are unordered with respect to each other and apply simultaneously
(though the output of one process may be the input to another). The second most prominent natural phonologist is
Patricia Donegan (Stampe’s wife); there are many natural phonologists in Europe, and a few in the U.S., such as
Geoffrey Nathan. The principles of natural phonology were extended to morphology by Wolfgang U. Dressler, who
founded natural morphology.
In 1976 John Goldsmith introduced autosegmental phonology. Phonological phenomena are no longer seen as op-
erating on one linear sequence of segments, called phonemes or feature combinations, but rather as involving some
parallel sequences of features which reside on multiple tiers. Autosegmental phonology later evolved into feature ge-
ometry, which became the standard theory of representation for theories of the organization of phonology as different
as lexical phonology and optimality theory.
Government phonology, which originated in the early 1980s as an attempt to unify theoretical notions of syntactic and
phonological structures, is based on the notion that all languages necessarily follow a small set of principles and vary
according to their selection of certain binary parameters. That is, all languages’ phonological structures are essentially
the same, but there is restricted variation that accounts for differences in surface realizations. Principles are held to
be inviolable, though parameters may sometimes come into conflict. Prominent figures in this field include Jonathan
Kaye, Jean Lowenstamm, Jean-Roger Vergnaud, Monik Charette, and John Harris.
In a course at the LSA summer institute in 1991, Alan Prince and Paul Smolensky developed optimality theory—an
overall architecture for phonology according to which languages choose a pronunciation of a word that best satisfies
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Nikolai Trubetzkoy, 1920s

a list of constraints ordered by importance; a lower-ranked constraint can be violated when the violation is necessary
in order to obey a higher-ranked constraint. The approach was soon extended to morphology by John McCarthy and
Alan Prince, and has become a dominant trend in phonology. The appeal to phonetic grounding of constraints and
representational elements (e.g. features) in various approaches has been criticized by proponents of 'substance-free
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phonology', especially Mark Hale and Charles Reiss.[9][10]

Broadly speaking, government phonology (or its descendant, strict-CV phonology) has a greater following in the
United Kingdom, whereas optimality theory is predominant in the United States.
An integrated approach to phonological theory that combines synchronic and diachronic accounts to sound patterns
was initiated with Evolutionary Phonology in recent years.[11]

1.7.4 Analysis of phonemes

An important part of traditional, pre-generative schools of phonology is studying which sounds can be grouped into
distinctive units within a language; these units are known as phonemes. For example, in English, the “p” sound in
pot is aspirated (pronounced [pʰ]) while that in spot is not aspirated (pronounced [p]). However, English speakers
intuitively treat both sounds as variations (allophones) of the same phonological category, that is of the phoneme /p/.
(Traditionally, it would be argued that if an aspirated [pʰ] were interchanged with the unaspirated [p] in spot, native
speakers of English would still hear the same words; that is, the two sounds are perceived as “the same” /p/.) In some
other languages, however, these two sounds are perceived as different, and they are consequently assigned to different
phonemes. For example, in Thai, Hindi, and Quechua, there are minimal pairs of words for which aspiration is the
only contrasting feature (two words can have different meanings but with the only difference in pronunciation being
that one has an aspirated sound where the other has an unaspirated one).

The vowels of modern (Standard) Arabic and (Israeli) Hebrew from the phonemic point of view. Note the intersection of the two
circles—the distinction between short a, i and u is made by both speakers, but Arabic lacks the mid articulation of short vowels,
while Hebrew lacks the distinction of vowel length.

Part of the phonological study of a language therefore involves looking at data (phonetic transcriptions of the speech of
native speakers) and trying to deduce what the underlying phonemes are and what the sound inventory of the language
is. The presence or absence of minimal pairs, as mentioned above, is a frequently used criterion for deciding whether
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The vowels of modern (Standard) Arabic and (Israeli) Hebrew from the phonetic point of view. Note that the two circles are totally
separate—none of the vowel-sounds made by speakers of one language is made by speakers of the other.

two sounds should be assigned to the same phoneme. However, other considerations often need to be taken into
account as well.
The particular contrasts which are phonemic in a language can change over time. At one time, [f] and [v], two sounds
that have the same place and manner of articulation and differ in voicing only, were allophones of the same phoneme
in English, but later came to belong to separate phonemes. This is one of the main factors of historical change of
languages as described in historical linguistics.
The findings and insights of speech perception and articulation research complicate the traditional and somewhat
intuitive idea of interchangeable allophones being perceived as the same phoneme. First, interchanged allophones
of the same phoneme can result in unrecognizable words. Second, actual speech, even at a word level, is highly
co-articulated, so it is problematic to expect to be able to splice words into simple segments without affecting speech
perception.
Different linguists therefore take different approaches to the problem of assigning sounds to phonemes. For example,
they differ in the extent to which they require allophones to be phonetically similar. There are also differing ideas as
to whether this grouping of sounds is purely a tool for linguistic analysis, or reflects an actual process in the way the
human brain processes a language.
Since the early 1960s, theoretical linguists have moved away from the traditional concept of a phoneme, preferring
to consider basic units at a more abstract level, as a component of morphemes; these units can be called morpho-
phonemes, and analysis using this approach is called morphophonology.

1.7.5 Other topics in phonology

In addition to the minimal units that can serve the purpose of differentiating meaning (the phonemes), phonology
studies how sounds alternate, i.e. replace one another in different forms of the same morpheme (allomorphs), as well
as, for example, syllable structure, stress, feature geometry, accent, and intonation.
Phonology also includes topics such as phonotactics (the phonological constraints on what sounds can appear in what
positions in a given language) and phonological alternation (how the pronunciation of a sound changes through the
application of phonological rules, sometimes in a given order which can be feeding or bleeding,[12]) as well as prosody,
the study of suprasegmentals and topics such as stress and intonation.
The principles of phonological analysis can be applied independently of modality because they are designed to serve
as general analytical tools, not language-specific ones. The same principles have been applied to the analysis of sign
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languages (see Phonemes in sign languages), even though the sub-lexical units are not instantiated as speech sounds.

1.7.6 See also

• Absolute neutralisation

• Cherology

• English phonology

• List of phonologists (also Category: Phonologists)

• Morphophonology

• Phoneme

• Phonological development

• Phonological hierarchy

• Prosody (linguistics)

• Phonotactics

• Second language phonology

• Phonological rule
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For other uses, see Phonetic (disambiguation).

Phonetics (pronounced /fəˈnɛtɪks/, from the Greek: φωνή, phōnē, 'sound, voice') is a branch of linguistics that
comprises the study of the sounds of human speech, or—in the case of sign languages—the equivalent aspects of
sign.[1] It is concerned with the physical properties of speech sounds or signs (phones): their physiological production,
acoustic properties, auditory perception, and neurophysiological status. Phonology, on the other hand, is concerned
with the abstract, grammatical characterization of systems of sounds or signs.
The field of phonetics is a multilayered subject of linguistics that focuses on speech. In the case of oral languages
there are three basic areas of study:

• Articulatory phonetics: the study of the production of speech sounds by the articulatory and vocal tract by the
speaker.

• Acoustic phonetics: the study of the physical transmission of speech sounds from the speaker to the listener.
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• Auditory phonetics: the study of the reception and perception of speech sounds by the listener.

These areas are inter-connected through the common mechanism of sound, such as wavelength (pitch), amplitude,
and harmonics.

1.8.1 History

Phonetics was studied by 4th century BCE, and possibly as early as the 6th century BCE, in the Indian subcontinent,
with Pāṇini's account of the place and manner of articulation of consonants in his treatise on Sanskrit. The major
Indic alphabets today order their consonants according to Pāṇini’s classification.
Modern phonetics begins with attempts—such as those of Joshua Steele (in Prosodia Rationalis, 1779) and Alexander
Melville Bell (in Visible Speech, 1867)—to introduce systems of precise notation for speech sounds.[2][3]

The study of phonetics grew quickly in the late 19th century partly due to the invention of the phonograph, which
allowed the speech signal to be recorded. Phoneticians were able to replay the speech signal several times and apply
acoustic filters to the signal. By doing so, they were able to more carefully deduce the acoustic nature of the speech
signal.
Using an Edison phonograph, Ludimar Hermann investigated the spectral properties of vowels and consonants. It
was in these papers that the term formant was first introduced. Hermann also played vowel recordings made with the
Edison phonograph at different speeds in order to test Willis’, and Wheatstone’s theories of vowel production.

1.8.2 Relation to phonology

In contrast to phonetics, phonology is the study of how sounds and gestures pattern in and across languages, relating
such concerns with other levels and aspects of language. Phonetics deals with the articulatory and acoustic properties
of speech sounds, how they are produced, and how they are perceived. As part of this investigation, phoneticians may
concern themselves with the physical properties of meaningful sound contrasts or the social meaning encoded in the
speech signal (socio-phonetics) (e.g. gender, sexuality, ethnicity, etc.). However, a substantial portion of research in
phonetics is not concerned with the meaningful elements in the speech signal.
While it is widely agreed that phonology is grounded in phonetics, phonology is a distinct branch of linguistics,
concerned with sounds and gestures as abstract units (e.g., distinctive features, phonemes, morae, syllables, etc.)
and their conditioned variation (via, e.g., allophonic rules, constraints, or derivational rules).[4] Phonology relates to
phonetics via the set of distinctive features, which map the abstract representations of speech units to articulatory
gestures, acoustic signals, and/or perceptual representations.[5][6][7]

1.8.3 Subfields

‹See Tfd›
Phonetics as a research discipline has three main branches:

• Articulatory phonetics is concerned with the articulation of speech: The position, shape, and movement of
articulators or speech organs, such as the lips, tongue, and vocal folds.

• Acoustic phonetics is concerned with acoustics of speech: The spectro-temporal properties of the sound waves
produced by speech, such as their frequency, amplitude, and harmonic structure.

• Auditory phonetics is concerned with speech perception: the perception, categorization, and recognition of
speech sounds and the role of the auditory system and the brain in the same.

1.8.4 Transcription

Main article: Phonetic transcription
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Phonetic transcription is a system for transcribing sounds that occur in a language, whether oral or sign. The most
widely known system of phonetic transcription, the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), provides a standardized
set of symbols for oral phones.[8][9] The standardized nature of the IPA enables its users to transcribe accurately and
consistently the phones of different languages, dialects, and idiolects.[8][10][11] The IPA is a useful tool not only for
the study of phonetics, but also for language teaching, professional acting, and speech pathology.[10]

1.8.5 Applications

Applications of phonetics include:

• Forensic phonetics: the use of phonetics (the science of speech) for forensic (legal) purposes.

• Speech recognition: the analysis and transcription of recorded speech by a computer system.

• Speech synthesis: the production of human speech by a computer system.

• Pronunciation: to learn actual pronunciation of words of various languages.

1.8.6 Practical phonetic training

Studying phonetics involves not only learning theoretical material but also undergoing training in the production and
perception of speech sounds.[12] The latter is often known as ear-training. Students must learn control of articulatory
variables and develop their ability to recognize fine differences between different vowels and consonants.[13][14] As
part of the training, they must become expert in using phonetic symbols, usually those of the International Phonetic
Alphabet.[15]

1.8.7 See also

• Experimental phonetics

• Index of phonetics articles

• International Phonetic Alphabet

• Speech processing

• Acoustics

• Biometric word list

• Phonetics departments at universities

• X-SAMPA

• ICAO spelling alphabet

• Buckeye Corpus

• SaypU (Spell As You Pronounce Universally)

1.8.8 Notes

[1] O'Grady (2005) p.15

[2] T.V.F. Brogan: English Versification, 1570–1980. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981. E394.

[3] Alexander Melville Bell 1819-1905 . University at Buffalo, The State University of New York.

[4] Kingston, John. 2007. The Phonetics-Phonology Interface, in The Cambridge Handbook of Phonology (ed. Paul DeLacy),
Cambridge University Press.
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[5] Halle, Morris. 1983. On Distinctive Features and their articulatory implementation, Natural Language and Linguistic
Theory, p. 91 - 105
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Clayworth, Markhurd, Tpbradbury, Maximus Rex, Furrykef, Hyacinth, Morwen, Itai, VeryVerily, Head, Traroth, AnonMoos, Wetman,
Secretlondon, Jusjih, Malcs64, Hoss, Donarreiskoffer, Robbot, Jotomicron, Goethean, Altenmann, Kowey, Romanm, Mathieugp, Low-
ellian, Gandalf61, P0lyglut, PedroPVZ, Rursus, Rhombus, Hippietrail, Grrrubber~enwiki, CdaMVvWgS, Jondel, Bkell, Hadal, Saforrest,
Borislav, Stay cool~enwiki, Roozbeh, Ruakh, Lupo, Lemiroir, Wayland, Dina, Ancheta Wis, Matthew Stannard, Crculver, Marnanel, Ian
Maxwell, Haeleth, Ævar Arnfjörð Bjarmason, Lupin, Monedula, Hli11, Everyking, Jfdwolff, Mboverload, Eequor, Rparle, Deus Ex, Tag-
ishsimon, Raphink, Utcursch, Andycjp, Gulercan, Sonjaaa, Quadell, Ran, Antandrus, Beland, J3ff, Bongbang, Rdsmith4, OwenBlacker,
Qurgh, Icairns, Sam Hocevar, Gscshoyru, Beginning, Neutrality, Burschik, Quota, Jbinder, Adashiel, Trevor MacInnis, Babelfisch, Lac-
rimosus, Grstain, Gabriel vii, Venu62, MichaelMcGuffin, Archer3, Imroy, EugeneZelenko, Imaglang, Alexrexpvt, Discospinster, Ajar,
Rich Farmbrough, Pak21, Rspeer, Spundun, Iswm, Florian Blaschke, HeikoEvermann, Saintswithin, Dbachmann, Mani1, Paul August,
SpookyMulder, Stbalbach, Bender235, ESkog, Mpnolan, Jjaquinta, Ben Standeven, Neko-chan, Kharhaz, Brian0918, GabrielAPetrie,
RJHall, Mr. Billion, Kwamikagami, Marcok, Shanes, Art LaPella, RoyBoy, Mairi, Jonah.ru, Fufthmin, Bobo192, Maurreen, Ejrrjs,
DaveGorman, Man vyi, WikiLeon, Saluyot, Minghong, Firespeaker, Nsaa, Espoo, Ranveig, Storm Rider, Stephen G. Brown, Alansohn,
Enirac Sum, MrTree, ChristopherWillis, Rand~enwiki, Free Bear, Keenan Pepper, Carbon Caryatid, Andrewpmk, Hoary, Lightdarkness,
El Chemaniaco, Bart133, Snowolf, Velella, Ish ishwar, Yuckfoo, Suruena, Garzo, Sudachi, Woodstone, N0thingness, Zntrip, FrancisTy-
ers, Angr, Velho, Mel Etitis, Woohookitty, Huphos, Brunnock, Before My Ken, Ruud Koot, Dodiad, JeremyA, Eleassar777, Tabletop,
Kelisi, Dolfrog, Damicatz, GregorB, Harac, Sdelat, Wayward, Dysepsion, Tslocum, Graham87, TaivoLinguist, Magister Mathemati-
cae, Trachys, CivilCasualty, JamesBurns, Edison, Rjwilmsi, Mayumashu, Koavf, Astropithicus, Adjusting, Tangotango, Harro5, Feydey,
SMC, Nneonneo, XLerate, Martin-C, LjL, MarnetteD, Sango123, Dionyseus, Titoxd, Cjpuffin, Wragge, Figs, RobertG, Ground Zero,
Musical Linguist, GnuDoyng, Hottentot, RexNL, Gurch, Otets, Mark J, Fresheneesz, TeaDrinker, Codex Sinaiticus, Tedder, BMF81,
Jmorgan, CJLL Wright, Chobot, DVdm, Mhking, Gdrbot, 334a, Bgwhite, Burnte, Dúnadan, Albrozdude, Roboto de Ajvol, Wavelength,
TexasAndroid, JWB, Sceptre, Caiverzi, RussBot, Jwbillharvey, Weltall99, Conscious, Lexi Marie, Pigman, Sasuke Sarutobi, Lexpression,
Stephenb, Mithridates, Eleassar, Muchosucko, Rsrikanth05, EngineerScotty, NawlinWiki, Muntuwandi, A314268, Teb728, SEWilcoBot,
Son of Paddy’s Ego, Dysmorodrepanis~enwiki, Wiki alf, Aeusoes1, Grafen, Julian Grybowski, Cquan, Killham, BlackAndy, Irishguy,
Anetode, Jpbowen, Dputig07, GHcool, Moe Epsilon, Mikeblas, Iancarter, David Pierce, Tbook~enwiki, Iamnotanorange~enwiki, Mind
Surfer, PS2pcGAMER, Stellis, Petr.adamek, Botteville, Maunus, Ali1986, Pooryorick~enwiki, Googl, Www.wikinerds.org, Emijrp,
K.Nevelsteen, Phgao, Zzuuzz, PTSE, Andrew Lancaster, Thnidu, Nikkimaria, Theda, Closedmouth, Pb30, KGasso, Cobblet, BorgQueen,
GraemeL, JoanneB, Keeno, Shawnc, Bentong Isles, Stopherchris, Garion96, MagneticFlux, Katieh5584, Paul Erik, Jade Knight, DVD R
W, Bibliomaniac15, PCode, Crazy monkey84, Torgo, Chicocvenancio, SmackBot, MattieTK, Imz, MARussellPESE, Zerida, Lagalag,
Pgk, Felix Dance, Jagged 85, AndreasJS, Brick Thrower, Bernard Vanderydt, EncycloPetey, Jrockley, Delldot, Cla68, Adammathias,
Mdd4696, Edgar181, Malecasta, Srkris, Peter Isotalo, Gilliam, Skizzik, Chaojoker, Desiphral, Andy M. Wang, Chris the speller, Master
Jay, Endroit, LinguistAtLarge, Rex Germanus, Dr bab, RobinDuff, Fplay, SchfiftyThree, Tetraglot, Donnie Love, Akanemoto, Baronnet,
Paula Clare, Darth Panda, A. B., Scwlong, VikSol, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, MyNameIsVlad, Mulder416, Ioscius, RedHillian,
Cameron Nedland, Khoikhoi, PiMaster3, Cybercobra, EPM, Nakon, Jiddisch~enwiki, Clean Copy, Just plain Bill, Evlekis, Suidafrikaan,
Cookie90, The undertow, Lambiam, Vildricianus, ArglebargleIV, Hanasato, Autoterm, SS2005, John, CharlesDexterWard, Unlocked,
J 1982, Gobonobo, Apollotiger, JoshuaZ, JorisvS, Antonielly, Nellis, Physis, Deviathan~enwiki, Ckatz, 16@r, Beetstra, Yvesnimmo,
SQGibbon, Mr Stephen, Vaniba12, Achilleshart, Gizmo II, The Beagle, Ryulong, Sannab, Halaqah, RichardF, Peter Horn, Jose77,
Ginkgo100, Hetar, Iridescent, Joseph Solis in Australia, Imsosexy, Lenoxus, Tawkerbot2, Dlohcierekim, Filelakeshoe, Ghaly, Aris-
totle1990, JForget, 850 C, Ale jrb, Wafulz, Olaf Davis, Makeemlighter, No-Name, AshLin, Pasqual, Neelix, Abdurahman49, Greg-
bard, Icarus of old, Hardys, FilipeS, Dandellion, Tumulus, Slazenger, Cydebot, Mike2000~enwiki, Future Perfect at Sunrise, Kanags,
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A D 13, Xemoi, Gogo Dodo, Zginder, 01011000, Dantiston, J. Martin, Eu.stefan, Karafias, DumbBOT, Swooningdisaster, Garik, John
Lake, Woland37, UberScienceNerd, Jabir99, Epbr123, Sisalto, Coelacan, Ante Aikio, James C. March, N5iln, Andyjsmith, Headbomb,
Marek69, John254, Cool Blue, Joymmart, Dmitri Lytov, Leon7, Dfrg.msc, Nick Number, NickRinger, Dawnseeker2000, Natalie Erin,
Escarbot, Aadal, AntiVandalBot, Yupik, Macmanui, Amcguinn, Gioto, Seaphoto, G Purevdorj, Oodelsofned, TimVickers, Modernist,
Dylan Lake, Danger, Zero g, Spartaz, David Shankbone, Osx85, Sluzzelin, Deadbeef, JAnDbot, MER-C, Alpinu, Andonic, Martinkunev,
Dmacw6, Wasell, Nitricoxide, Magioladitis, Pedro, Bongwarrior, VoABot II, HobbyManiac, Professor marginalia, Wikidudeman, JNW,
Praveenp, Bwhack, Hypergeek14, Mathatalist, Recurring dreams, Firealwaysworks, SwiftBot, Catgut, Theroadislong, Animum, John-
Lai, 28421u2232nfenfcenc, LookingGlass, Cpl Syx, DerHexer, Edward321, Jahangard, JdeJ, WLU, Patstuart, Thompson.matthew,
MartinBot, Intesvensk, Minorcorrections, R'n'B, CommonsDelinker, Nono64, Darth Galper, Bdubay, Tgeairn, Jira123, Vanwhistler,
Ved036, J.delanoy, Pharaoh of the Wizards, Uncle Dick, MistyMorn, Usaartstore, Dhawal1, Bobster1961, Ian.thomson, Tiop~enwiki,
FruitMonkey, Crackaonrice, Boznia, DarylNickerson, Chiswick Chap, NewEnglandYankee, Malerin, Olegwiki, KylieTastic, Entropy,
Cometstyles, Rebent, Andy Marchbanks, JavierMC, S (usurped also), Dummyface, TheNewPhobia, Halmstad, Xiahou, CardinalDan,
Idioma-bot, Andrew41052, Cal Evans, VolkovBot, Andrea moro, Semmelweiss, Ematch1, Jeff G., Stagyar Zil Doggo, Philip Trueman,
RPlunk2853, TXiKiBoT, Oshwah, Hasatalubunum, Hunahpu, Landroving Linguist, ElinorD, AudiblySilenced, Vexperiential, WwMal-
ibu, Badly Bradley, LeaveSleaves, Odwalla drinker, Indududududududunesia, Aphilo, Oddtruth, Finngall, Lova Falk, Tomaxer, Enviroboy,
Cnilep, Doc James, Jarodtang, Nagy, Symane, Logan, Sfmammamia, Newbyguesses, SieBot, Alessgrimal, Tresiden, Nihil novi, Euryalus,
Jauerback, Krawi, Theopapada, Dawn Bard, Caltas, Matthew Yeager, Yintan, Woodrrg, Pmjjj, Numbersinstitute, Djayjp, Davpar1, Hap-
pysailor, Yerpo, Antonio Lopez, AnonGuy, Helikophis, Jrfartfanatik, Funkimon, Dr drsh, Rowdymiriam, Afernand74, Mr. Stradivarius,
Felizdenovo, Denisarona, Tgpqaz, Floorwalker, WikipedianMarlith, Ratemonth, B J Bradford, ClueBot, Robbiemuffin, Stancy.abraham,
GorillaWarfare, The Thing That Should Not Be, Alksentrs, WMCEREBELLUM, Derekorah, Gaia Octavia Agrippa, Arakunem, Mild
Bill Hiccup, Uncle Milty, Pete unseth, Xander990, SuperHamster, Regibox, Niceguyedc, Neverquick, Ronkenator, Johnstar3345, Den-
stet, Excirial, Jusdafax, Ziko, Polaron Language Services, Jordans92, Jayantanth, Mary96, Arjayay, Fullmoon7722, Tnxman307, Tah-
masp, Royalmate1, Soccerguy7735, Jimanderson123, Aleksd, Calor, Jakedasnakerules, Thingg, Sxbrown, Aitias, 7, Versus22, Tezero,
SoxBot III, Abusharjeel, Bücherwürmlein, Heironymous Rowe, XLinkBot, Olvegg, Snowmonster, Eliyahoa, LogisticsMarmoset1729,
Galzigler, Alexius08, Dubmill, Ejosse1, Substitutesc, HexaChord, Chinese language is the bubonic plague, M4390116, Ramesses191,
Kamicase, Arwas, Danielaustinhall12, AVand, TheFlyingApe, Non-dropframe, Captain-tucker, Bc2d00, Fgnievinski, Shillog, Fieldday-
sunday, Parrama, Fluffernutter, Cazwilson, CarsracBot, Ccacsmss, Glane23, FCSundae, Ehrenkater, Supriyya, Ely ely82, Erutuon, Hay-
denjrules, Tide rolls, Lightbot, Llakais, Teles, Jarble, LuK3, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, BillGates12345, BillGates1234, Fraggle81,
Sparkspill, Amirobot, Mensfortis, Pcap, THEN WHO WAS PHONE?, Nallimbot, Rogerb67, KamikazeBot, Universal Life, TestEdit-
Bot, AnomieBOT, Rjanag, IRP, Galoubet, LlywelynII, Aeortiz, Ulric1313, Materialscientist, RobertEves92, Citation bot, Taeshadow,
Amit6, Maxis ftw, Kaoruchan21, Twri, ArthurBot, Colorsontrial, Gsmgm, Kyshakk, MauritsBot, Xqbot, Atoall, Dwyermas214, Jeffrey
Mall, Vidshow, Jmundo, Locos epraix, Maddie!, Qwenty345, Fotisaros, Dr Oldekop, GrouchoBot, Nayvik, Frosted14, , Kang1164,
Frankie0607, Instantramen92, RibotBOT, Basharh, Dragon Slayer c.aily, The Wiki ghost, Trafford09, GhalyBot, Shadowjams, Eugene-
elgato, Novem Linguae, Cj.currie007, Ahmed Nisar, Frozenevolution, FrescoBot, LoveYourLanguage, Srini au eee, Hmisland, Tobby72,
Altg20April2nd, Hobsonlane, BDFD2, JS950910, Peza92, Jamesooders, Mathushan09, Airborne84, Pathwrote, Cannolis, Citation bot 1,
A818, Pekayer11, Pinethicket, ShadowRangerRIT, I dream of horses, Dwendedwende, HRoestBot, Cafe288, LittleWink, Nigtv, SynCon-
langer, Brightkingdom, Impala2009, Kaiyr, Σ, Tunisia360tunisia, Rajsamb, Koakhtzvigad, Lucole, FoxBot, TobeBot, Trappist the monk,
HelenOnline, Sulhan, Suffusion of Yellow, A193280, Tbhotch, Reach Out to the Truth, Reubenator18, 7kingis, Kelsie006, Rjwilm-
siBot, TjBot, Alph Bot, Ebones, Touch, Peel and Stand, Batistontain, Salvio giuliano, Alison22, Nyxaus, Caleb999999999, DASH-
Bot, Frhdkazan, EmausBot, John of Reading, WikitanvirBot, Elusker, Allformweek, MrRandomPerson, Gcastellanos, Montgolfière, Al-
phaGamma1991, Dewritech, Faolin42, GoingBatty, RA0808, Cammc007, Winner 42, K6ka, Pigs677, Shanamifsudzelbst, ZéroBot, Fæ,
Josve05a, Chunky7, Gene Fox P2, Blue.man.blue, Henry Gray, 123abc432def, Petralpa, Averaver, Neddy1234, Znth, Pokemon1234321,
Mahdi.sm.k, Jay-Sebastos, Jesanj, Brandmeister, Iqbalselvan, Donner60, Wikiloop, ChuispastonBot, Dinesh Chander Kapoor, Ownervi-
tal, Mjbmrbot, ClueBot NG, Gareth Griffith-Jones, CocuBot, LogX, A520, Tim PF, Movses-bot, Vacation9, Jgships, Flifffluff, Slave
of Truth, Bastianperrot, Frietjes, Moneya, Chavrusah, Widr, Cognate247, Salie34, North Atlanticist Usonian, Oblomov2, Gzx0000,
Ramaksoud2000, Denovoid, BG19bot, Pine, TheTrainEnthusiast, RoughOutline, Keraka, Bismaydash, Gomada, Sumnahh, Eia95, Ph-
nomPencil, MusikAnimal, Stalve, Jhn735, Noel 105, Cgx8253, DPL bot, The Savagedry, Willow1718, Minsbot, Rhinopias, BattyBot,
WiXWiXTM, Scott Delaney, Ling.Nut3, Stausifr, Cyberbot II, Gansam12, Lonewarrior12, IceBrotherhood, JYBot, The User 567, Lilap-
ple234, Dexbot, FoCuSandLeArN, SLFAW, Inayity, Reformationisnotenough, Zaldax, Frosty, Daugvapils, Tim dorf, MrsCaptcha, Jack-
thepriest, Auditus~enwiki, Emaregretable, Cathry, Heatherj16, Reatlas, Yorubatashi, Easton4516, DahTroll123432213134597657, Epic-
genius, , JohnTrollMan, Lfdder, Abrahamic Faiths, Taniquab2014, DFilia, Sol1, JoshuaKGarner, PeterChildress, Ravidiwaker,
NottNott, Matroc, Finnusertop, Danachos, Gloriousglib, Ilmir89, StevenD99, Luke778902, Crow, Bluethailand, Allthekidsinthestreet,
Theparties, FelixRosch, Fluent.dysphasia, Dxtron, JujitsuJohn, Crossswords, WikiNonBoffin, Monkbot, Patient Zero, Filedelinkerbot,
John Santana, Hedieh Taraghi, Coolman333, Titsarosal, LawrencePrincipe, DaviFN, Yousuck908, R88D88, Mythicfridge, BAHufford,
Rockandblues15, ChamithN, James343e, Jxhst130, KcBessy, Tralala0, GeneralizationsAreBad, KasparBot, Language-Lover1, Polkadot-
Mustache869, Joel San George, Superman12345676765, Destroyer806, Gillianrhys, Eldizzino, BU Rob13, Spiral knights is the best game
ever, Ein69stein, CRHeck, Ermahgerd9, Satti361, CLCStudent, Jleal67, Jarellf, GodenDaeg, Kmalhotra612, Lemurshea, GreenC bot,
Editor Zero 999, John “Hannibal” Smith, Fahbah, Bisyr8p, A6gjbptxq4, Seba5tien, Unknown gender, Backthrow, Amitsalyan44, EngvarO
consistency, God’s Godzilla, Bullaful, Linguist91, N1H40M4, Hkbee1984, Sahshi, JoyceWood, Mariappan Murugan and Anonymous:
1273

• Ambiguity Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambiguity?oldid=758409430 Contributors: Lee Daniel Crocker, The Anome, Koy-
aanis Qatsi, -- April, Andre Engels, William Avery, SimonP, Ryguasu, Stevertigo, Edward, Michael Hardy, Jahsonic, Dwo, Charles
Matthews, Markhurd, Hyacinth, Robbot, Peak, Wereon, Ruakh, MSGJ, Jason Quinn, Gracefool, Andycjp, Quadell, Antandrus, Piotrus,
Pgreenfinch, Guppyfinsoup, Eep², Panq, Rich Farmbrough, Guanabot, EurekaLott, Causa sui, Bobo192, Nsaa, Mrzaius, Walter Görlitz,
Logologist, Viridian, Galaxiaad, Jtauber, Graham87, BD2412, Kbdank71, Mendaliv, Dwarf Kirlston, Rjwilmsi, Bruce1ee, Salix alba,
Ligulem, NeonMerlin, Malathos, Srleffler, Wavelength, RobotE, Kinneyboy90, Eraserhead1, Pip2andahalf, Pseudomonas, Terra Green,
Brbigam, Mishalak, Scope creep, Thnidu, Arthur Rubin, DVD RW, Wizofaus, SmackBot, InverseHypercube, PJM, IstvanWolf, Ohnoit-
sjamie, Andy M.Wang, Chris the speller, MalafayaBot, Timneu22, Matt9090, Nbarth, Antonrojo, MaxSem, George Ho, Shalom Yechiel,
JREL, PiPhD, Ultraexactzz, Kalathalan, Andeggs, Vina-iwbot~enwiki, Lambiam, ArglebargleIV, Nick Green, Ocee, Antonielly, 16@r,
Grumpyyoungman01, Mikem1234, Levineps, Iridescent, Dreftymac, Domitori, KenWalker, Tawkerbot2, DBooth, JForget, Wolfdog,
CRGreathouse, CmdrObot, Nunquam Dormio, MaxEnt, Gregbard, Mike2000~enwiki, Shamesspwns, Doomed Rasher, Keithmahoney,
Khatru2, Ebyabe, Omicronpersei8, Lindsay658, Epbr123, Platothefish, JSmith60, Navigatr85, Rotareneg, Escarbot, Clarenceville Tro-
jan, Dylan Lake, BaxterG4, Myanw, Olaf, .anacondabot, Magioladitis, Bongwarrior, 2206, JaGa, Smartings, MartinBot, RockMFR,
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Maurice Carbonaro, Nigholith, Trumpet marietta 45750, Ilikerps, Erik the guy, KylieTastic, Uhai, Tiggerjay, Gambole, Burzmali,
Soshial, Kevinkor2, Bovineboy2008, TXiKiBoT, Koopa turtle, Clarince63, Martin451, Neoonyxalchemist, Bearian, Natg 19, Jor344,
Eve Teschlemacher, Ron Cameron, Cnilep, Why Not A Duck, Alongori, Nihil novi, Idling, Fradubio, Mangostar, Duplicity, Flyer22
Reborn, Jasonfward, One.guardian.angel, Ctxppc, DRTllbrg, Asher196, Atif.t2, ClueBot, Binksternet, Rwashi, Mild Bill Hiccup, Pas-
sargea, Stepshep, 7&6=thirteen, Frozen4322, JDPhD, DumZiBoT, Gnowor, WikHead, JoshValov, Cloudruns~enwiki, Good Olfactory,
Michaelm 22, I142857, LaaknorBot, Bassbonerocks, AndersBot, Quercus solaris, Peridon, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, II MusLiM
HyBRiD II, AdvCentral, AnomieBOT, Hairhorn, Kig108222, JackieBot, Citation bot, Drilnoth, Poo120, Gilo1969, Zarnith, Grou-
choBot, Shadowjams, Fixentries, Robykiwi~enwiki, Ace of Spades, Recognizance, Citation bot 1, Pinethicket, SpaceFlight89, Lotje,
Miracle Pen, Zink Dawg, Mean as custard, RjwilmsiBot, Jmannc3, Aubrey09, Slon02, EmausBot, WikitanvirBot, Solomonfromfinland,
PBS-AWB, Dondervogel 2, Isarra, Agenzen, ClueBot NG, Tanbircdq, Chester Markel, Augustinestudent, Voidtalkin, Wbm1058, Ra-
maksoud2000, Ljettinger, Northamerica1000, Fishballs90, Pasticciopuro, Desmoderek, WoogieMonster, ChrisGualtieri, Tanookiinashu,
Mkoeberl, Ornsld, Tyler.william.roach, Jochen Burghardt, Me, Myself, and I are Here, Jamesmcmahon0, The Sackinator, Pwyrob, Trol-
lishTackyBling, Ashorocetus, Sam Sailor, Highway 231, Alex1238904, Vinethemonkey, The actual egg, Loraof, CV9933, Amirhossein-
mzk and Anonymous: 209

• Linguistics Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics?oldid=760324268 Contributors: AxelBoldt, Lee Daniel Crocker, Brion
VIBBER, Devotchka, Mav, Uriyan, The Anome, Tbackstr, Taw, Slrubenstein, RoseParks, Ap, DanKeshet, Css, LA2, Eob, Jkominek,
XJaM, Vaganyik, SolKarma, Hannes Hirzel, Boleslav Bobcik, Ellmist, Graft, Sara Parks Ricker, Ryguasu, Hirzel, Hephaestos, Stever-
tigo, DennisDaniels, Quintessent, JohnOwens, Michael Hardy, Tim Starling, Two halves, Lexor, AdamRaizen, Liftarn, Menchi, Wap-
caplet, Nine Tail Fox, Paul A, Poitypoity, Alfio, Looxix~enwiki, Ahoerstemeier, Nanshu, Docu, Snoyes, LittleDan, Glenn, Bogdangiusca,
Poor Yorick, Nikai, Cadr, Rotem Dan, Jacquerie27, Hectorthebat, Mxn, BRG, Coren, Crusadeonilliteracy, Alex S, Charles Matthews,
Guaka, Nohat, Ike9898, Fuzheado, Wik, Mahaabaala, DJ Clayworth, Furrykef, Buridan, Topbanana, Nickshanks, Pakaran, Hoss, Puz-
zletChung, Zeke (usurped), Branddobbe, Robbot, Altenmann, Kowey, Kagredon, Hadal, Borislav, Benc, Davidjobson, ElBenevolente,
Tappel, Giftlite, Marnanel, Barbara Shack, Sj, Sinuhe, Netoholic, Aphaia, Ich, GregLee, Maarten van Vliet, Aalahazrat~enwiki, Jorge
Stolfi, Macrakis, Python eggs, James Crippen, Andycjp, Wleman, Knutux, Quadell, Ran, Antandrus, Beland, Jossi, Hazchem, Supadawg,
Icairns, Ramendra, Andreas Kaufmann, HamYoyo, Pinnerup, Random account 47, Moxfyre, Lacrimosus, Valmi, Bluemask, Grstain,
Freakofnurture, Venu62, Mindspillage, EugeneZelenko, Discospinster, Zaheen, Rich Farmbrough, Dbachmann, Mani1, Gronky, Ben-
der235, Kbh3rd, Livajo, El C, Szyslak, Szquirrel, Kwamikagami, QuartierLatin1968, Matve, Sietse Snel, Dennis Brown, Bastique, Grick,
Bobo192, Func, Polocrunch, Ziggurat, Giraffedata, Man vyi, Photonique, Thewayforward, Rje, Mdd, Passw0rd, Jumbuck, Alansohn,
Mark Dingemanse, Thebeginning, Cromwellt, Ish ishwar, Suruena, BDD, MIT Trekkie, Gigacannon, Voxadam, Jane Santos~enwiki,
Newnoise~enwiki, JALockhart, FrancisTyers, Angr, Velho, Woohookitty, Mindmatrix, Vaiyach, Wdkaye, Cbdorsett, Dolfrog, Yury
Tarasievich, Karmosin, Doric Loon, Ashmoo, Graham87, TaivoLinguist, Chun-hian, Island, Joelemaltais, Sjö, Squideshi, Ej, Rjwilmsi,
Mayumashu, Quiddity, Vegaswikian, Kalogeropoulos, Trwier, FlaBot, Naraht, Musical Linguist, RexNL, Gurch, Pete.Hurd, Chobot,
Metropolitan90, Bgwhite, UkPaolo, YurikBot, Wavelength, RobotE, Deeptrivia, Jlittlet, Alt-o, RussBot, Phantomtiger, Notyourbroom,
Gaius Cornelius, Pseudomonas, NawlinWiki, Fwc, AdiJapan, Aaron Schulz, Botteville, Maunus, Wknight94, Googl, Lt-wiki-bot, Ninly,
Mike Dillon, Thnidu, Closedmouth, Donald Albury, Pb30, Feedmymind, Tevildo, Fram, Bentong Isles, Jonathan.s.kt, Purple Sheep, Grin-
Bot~enwiki, DVD R W, Torgo, Sintonak.X, SmackBot, Bomac, Jagged 85, Iph, Sebesta, Gilliam, Skizzik, Desiphral, Chris the speller,
TimBentley, Imiraven, Fplay, Ehrbar, MalafayaBot, Akanemoto, J. Spencer, DHN-bot~enwiki, Colonies Chris, Chlewbot, Yidisheryid,
Zalmoxe, Stevenmitchell, Khoikhoi, Cybercobra, Infovoria, Daykart, Clean Copy, Drphilharmonic, DMacks, Just plain Bill, Kendrick7,
Mitsuki152, Nasz, Byelf2007, SashatoBot, ArglebargleIV, John, Ergative rlt, Almkglor, Pfold, J Crow, Astuishin, Cjholula, Ferhengvan,
Jose77, Kvng, Norm mit, DDD DDD~enwiki, KisstheGEEK, Jrw7, Scarlet Lioness, Dlohcierekim, George100, CRGreathouse, Kylu,
Richaraj, Brandon.macuser, MarsRover, WeggeBot, Neelix, Alton, Innoak, Paul500, Gregbard, FilipeS, Cydebot, Mike2000~enwiki,
Xemoi, Gogo Dodo, Indeterminate, Corpx, Aintsemic, Ludling, Asenine, Garik, Jsteph, Mattisse, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Ante Aikio,
Jobber, Raymond Feilner, Headbomb, Sobreira, Marek69, Picus viridis, Dezidor, Natalie Erin, Escarbot, Mandyvigilante, Pprabhakar-
rao, Weaponbb7, Hires an editor, AntiVandalBot, Majorly, Gioto, Widefox, Caledones, Dbrodbeck, Svenonius, 2bornot2b, JMStewart,
Comhreir, TuvicBot, JAnDbot, Vanya, Kaobear, The Transhumanist, Shermanmonroe, Mindstore, LittleOldMe, .anacondabot, Ophion,
FaerieInGrey, Connormah, Puellanivis, Bongwarrior, VoABot II, Askari Mark, MastCell, Prof. Sergei Grinev-Griniewicz, Ling.Nut,
Ecksemmess, Artegis, Bookuser, Objectivesea, Ninabeck~enwiki, VegKilla, FatsoGSD, Nposs, Cooper-42, Emw, User A1, JoergenB,
E104421, Esanchez7587, WLU, JNF Tveit, Gun Powder Ma, MartinBot, Graphitus, Himatsu Bushi, R'n'B, Ewan dunbar, Francis Ty-
ers, Filll, Andjor, Trusilver, Maurice Carbonaro, Nigholith, Bot-Schafter, NaomiRG, The Transhumanist (AWB), Richard Brooks MK,
Headfacemouth, NewEnglandYankee, Trilobitealive, Touch Of Light, Flatterworld, ThinkBlue, Christopher Kraus, AlanBarnet, Joshua
Issac, Brianwhalley, Emil Perder, Treisijs, Avitohol, Greg-si, Squids and Chips, Idioma-bot, Glossologist, VolkovBot, Andrea moro,
Macedonian, Ematch1, Jeff G., LokiClock, Powered, TXiKiBoT, Deleet, Jalwikip, Technopat, Noticket, JhsBot, Jackfork, Akerbeltz,
Rumiton, Lecorbeau5, Synthebot, Lova Falk, Cnilep, Monty845, HiDrNick, AlleborgoBot, Logan, Newbyguesses, Tcamps42, SieBot,
YonaBot, Nihil novi, Krawi, Smsarmad, LeadSongDog, Firstwingman, Oda Mari, Antonio Lopez, Steven Crossin, Rosiestep, Spit-
fire19, CharlesGillingham, Rick richards, Mr. Stradivarius, Susan118, Efe, Mx. Granger, KBYU, Ricklaman, Pedrodius, ClueBot,
Robbiemuffin, PipepBot, WinedAndDined, Foxj, Ufotrain, DionysosProteus, Michaelrayw2, Apmab1, DragonBot, Alexbot, Rhododen-
drites, Emufreak2, Jotterbot, Hans Adler, Puceron, SchreiberBike, Elatb, Languageleon, DumZiBoT, Muspilli, Aaron north, Miles-
barger, GordonUS, Libcub, Jelly Roal, Jbeans, AkselGerner, Tayste, Addbot, Crazycrazycrazycrazy, WmGB, SunDragon34, Ronhjones,
CarsracBot, Joycloete, Glane23, Debresser, Favonian, ChenzwBot, SpBot, Tabitha2000, SamatBot, LinkFA-Bot, Tassedethe, Denicho,
Numbo3-bot, Supriyya, Erutuon, Tide rolls, Lightbot, OlEnglish, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Ptbotgourou, Rogerb67, KamikazeBot, Univer-
sal Life, Alvinpoe, Synchronism, AnomieBOT, Rubinbot, Rjanag, Galoubet, LMBM2012, Jo3sampl, Materialscientist, Citation bot,
Bobelvis, Quebec99, MauritsBot, Xqbot, TheAMmollusc, TinucherianBot II, Capricorn42, Poetaris, Jmundo, Petropoxy (Lithoderm
Proxy), GrouchoBot, Lilfireball05, Ute in DC, RibotBOT, SassoBot, Macbookair3140, Kirin13, GhalyBot, Tech408, Eugene-elgato,
Kompar~enwiki, Reinhard Hartmann, Knightingail, Tobby72, Pepper, The Nerd from Earth, Osmòtic, Dolmagray, Jadoogiri, Stin-
guist, Citation bot 1, Mundart, Scholar1982, SuperJew, Wikispan, TroubledTraveler, Pinethicket, Wesn, Jonesey95, Hoo man, SynCon-
langer, Piandcompany, Orenburg1, FoxBot, TobeBot, Trappist the monk, Darigan, Lam Kin Keung, Alinovic, Jan.Keromnes, Kajervi,
Ashot Gabrielyan, Tbhotch, TheMesquito, Ulgen, Hermitstudy, Tartarus21, EmausBot, John of Reading, WikitanvirBot, Allformweek,
RA0808, ZxxZxxZ, Fellowscientist, Wikipelli, Dcirovic, Lucas Thoms, ZéroBot, Fæ, Midas02, Jt6195, Caiomarinho, GrindtXX, Wayne
Slam, Znth, Akshatrathi, Jj98, Philafrenzy, Gem131, Hm423, Tijfo098, ChuispastonBot, Gum375, NTox, ResidentAnthropologist,
Reynoldst, DASHBotAV, Jeliot, Eshleyy, Mjbmrbot, ClueBot NG, Squarrels, AK IMOP, Kalomfa, Jones Malcolm, Triggerzeal13, Widr,
LiliCharlie, Ncapriola, Xagg, Linguaua, Helpful Pixie Bot, MIRACLE ONOCHIE, Mr. Stradivarius on tour, BG19bot, Skifunkster2011,
Rulevoider, Amirke5585, Graham11, Mathematicmajic, AvocatoBot, Marcocapelle, Solomon7968, Jobin RV, ElbowingYouOut, Aranea
Mortem, Tamara Ustinova, Vanberg, Brad7777, Husseinjacob75, Aisteco, BattyBot, HueSatLum, Nawafpower, Theoretick, VinTing, Os-
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kar.shura.too.cool.101, Gansam12, Depthgr8, JYBot, Dexbot, Mogism, AMMeier, Lugia2453, Dirtclustit, MrsCaptcha, Malaysiaboy, Cs-
Dix, BreakfastJr, Eajohnson09, Jorge el Greco, PsicoFS, Hollymcwane2, Nigellwh, Laurie Sanderz, My-2-bits, Befneyvarley, JaconaFrere,
MarthaStew, Monkbot, Loyalismus, Linda.lulu88, Alliberry, Hellangels1234, Klib.so, Heartily, Lklinguist, Loraof, Ryanhw, Jimmykier,
Pplautomi, Adam31415926535, Vshea22, Vnhb57, SamantaUdarata, ArkansaFresco, Mustapha Mourchid, Karl-Theater, KasparBot,
Sdemos, Echaika, Dot1978, Dlawoff, Élysée Retrouvé, Wwhhllrr, Rfamc, Bender the Bot, LeonidaBishop1, Acopyeditor, Cmthomas16,
Ompetroccia, Linguist91, Hollikill and Anonymous: 586

• Semantics Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantics?oldid=758815884 Contributors: The Anome, Youssefsan, Vaganyik, Or-
tolan88, Ben-Zin~enwiki, HannesHirzel, Heron, Ryguasu, Netesq, Stevertigo,Michael Hardy, Pit~enwiki, Gdarin, Rp, Kku, Looxix~enwiki,
Glenn, Rossami, Andres, Hectorthebat, Jitse Niesen, Mjklin, Haukurth, Shizhao, Fvw, Jens Meiert, Jon Roland, Seriv, Robbot, Lambda,
Pigsonthewing, Jakohn, Kiwibird, Sverdrup, Rursus, Moink, Spellbinder, Marc Venot, Gwalla, Markus Krötzsch, Jpta~enwiki, HHirzel,
Everyking, Zhen Lin, Eequor, Khalid hassani, Jackol, Javier Carro, JoJan, Mukerjee, Augur, Kntg, Bornslippy, Urhixidur, Yuriz, Lucidish,
Rich Farmbrough, Cacycle, Rama, Slipstream, Kzzl, Dbachmann, Paul August, Jaberwocky6669, Evice, El C, Chalst, Joanjoc~enwiki,
Linkoman, Stesmo, Enric Naval, Nortexoid, Jonsafari, Jooyoonchung, Helix84, Anthony Appleyard, Mark Dingemanse, Sligocki, Cdc,
Sabrebattletank, Ish ishwar, Tycho, EvenT, Jason L. Gohlke, Redvers, Simlorie, Galaxiaad, Ott, Jtauber, Velho, Woohookitty, Mindma-
trix, Kokoriko, Kelisi, Analogisub, SDC, Mandarax, Graham87, Imersion, Rjwilmsi, Mayumashu, Koavf, Jivecat, Dmccreary, Brighteror-
ange, Mlinar~enwiki, NeoAmsterdam, FlaBot, Sinatra, Nihiltres, Isotope23, Ben Babcock, Vonkje, Comiscuous, Lambyuk, Chobot,
DVdm, Sonic Mew, Roboto de Ajvol, YurikBot, Wavelength, Hairy Dude, Retodon8, Stephenb, Anomalocaris, NawlinWiki, Maunus,
MarkBrooks, JECompton, WAS 4.250, Light current, G. Lakoff, Lt-wiki-bot, Donald Albury, SMcCandlish, JuJube, Pred, AGToth,
NickelShoe, Sardanaphalus, SmackBot, Zerida, Unyoyega, Shamalyguy, Gilliam, Lindosland, Chris the speller, MasterofUnvrs314, MK8,
MalafayaBot, Droll, Jerome Charles Potts, A. B., Scwlong, Zsinj, Frap, Ioscius, Chlewbot, SundarBot, Khoikhoi, Cybercobra, Iblardi,
Battamer, Jon Awbrey, Byelf2007, SashatoBot, 16@r, Hvn0413, Nabeth, Kvng, Hu12, Gandalf1491, J Di, DEddy, Ziusudra, George100,
Stifynsemons, Wolfdog, Sir Vicious, Kensall, Gregbard, FilipeS, Cydebot, Warhorus, ST47, Quibik, Nickleus, Gimmetrow, Thijs!bot,
Wikid77, Runch, Mbell, Dalahäst, Azymuthca, X201, Nick Number, Mentifisto, AntiVandalBot, Shawn wiki, Gioto, Widefox, TimVick-
ers, Dylan Lake, Danny lost, JAnDbot, MER-C, Shermanmonroe, Jmchambers90, Dcooper, .anacondabot, Daveh1, AndriesVanRenssen,
Tmusgrove, Nicodemus13, Mahitgar, Revery~enwiki, Mechanismic, Ekotkie, MartinBot, J.delanoy, Cyborg Ninja, Piercetheorganist,
Dbiel, Rod57, AKAMBG, Lygophile, Erick.Antezana, Lrunge, RasputinJSvengali, Macedonian, LokiClock, Philip Trueman, Amos Han,
TXiKiBoT, Purpose Observatory, Aaeamdar, Goberiko~enwiki, HillarySco, Merijn2, Synthebot, Lova Falk, Cnilep, Jimbo2222, Logan,
Botev, SieBot, Nubiatech, Kgoarany, Asderff, PaulColby, Jerryobject, Yerpo, ScAvenger lv, Strife911, Bguest, MiNombreDeGuerra,
Doc honcho, CharlesGillingham, Emptymountains, Martarius, ClueBot, Bbadree, Tanglewood4, Eklir, Niceguyedc, DragonBot, Awi007,
PixelBot, Vanisheduser12345, Rhododendrites, MacedonianBoy, Cenarium, Aleksd, Micmachete, MystBot, Alanthehat, Addbot, Rdan-
neskjold, The singapore ministry of education sucks, AVand, Guoguo12, Landon1980, Friginator, K1US, Aboctok, Ayatniazi, Cana-
dianLinuxUser, Pirtskhalava, CarsracBot, Numbo3-bot, Erutuon, Tide rolls, JAHendler, Krixou, Legobot, Luckas-bot, TaBOT-zerem,
Vanished user rt41as76lk, AnakngAraw, 8ung3st, Molewood6, Rockypedia, Rjanag, Govindmaheswaran, Jim1138, Materialscientist,
Citation bot, LilHelpa, Xqbot, Hyggelig, Lynch9000s, Aenioc, JustinCope82, Omnipaedista, Benjamin Dominic, FrescoBot, Levalley,
Citation bot 1, Mundart, Smithonian, Harold Philby, Pinethicket, Joost.b, RedBot, MastiBot, Nora lives, FoxBot, ,کاشفعقیل Jonkerz,
Lotje, Theyetiman12345, RobotQuistnix, 2bluey, Mchcopl, Zegarad, EmausBot, Jefffi, Active Banana, Hpvpp, Dcirovic, Alexey.kudinkin,
Llamas4drama'10, Unreal7, SporkBot, Gabnh, Eric Biggs, Edunoramus, Kgsbot, Ready, Odysseus1479, Tijfo098, Manytexts, ClueBot
NG, Squarrels, Aniketdalal, Movses-bot, Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, BenSmak, Boblibr, KateWishing, Lawandeconomics1, MusikAn-
imal, Davidiad, Tom Pippens, Semantia, UnconsciousInferno, Darylgolden, Suraduttashandilya, Dave5702, Kevin12xd, Faizan, Bien-
manchot, Ahernandez33, Didigodot, Noizy Boy, Sarahjane212013, Pavel Stankov, Seagull123, Csusarah, FelixRosch, Good afternoon,
Nøkkenbuer, Spyker247, KasparBot, Vjpand, George Bakouropoulos, Sykonos, Jman2324, Wilhelm Turing, Actmscskapdsingg and
Anonymous: 293

• Syntax Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syntax?oldid=750009961Contributors: Mav, RoseParks, Andre Engels, Karl E. V. Palmen,
Youssefsan, Vaganyik,WilliamAvery, Ben-Zin~enwiki, Hannes Hirzel, Hirzel, Stevertigo, K.lee, Michael Hardy, Kwertii, Looxix~enwiki,
Ahoerstemeier, Darkwind, Glenn, Cadr, Hectorthebat, Chronotox, Charles Matthews, Haukurth, Hyacinth, Ed g2s, PuzzletChung, Rob-
bot, RedWolf, Altenmann, Dittaeva, Sverdrup, Academic Challenger, Rursus, Ojigiri~enwiki, Hippietrail, Hadal, Spellbinder, Rik G.,
Giftlite, Marnanel, Raymond Meredith, Linguizic, Jdavidb, Neilc, Physicist, Andycjp, J. 'mach' wust, Sonjaaa, Beland, OverlordQ, Mark-
Sweep, Mukerjee, Oneiros, Karl-Henner, Tooki, Robin klein, N-k, D6, Poccil, Haggen Kennedy, Skal, Discospinster, Rich Farmbrough,
Bender235, El C, Cherry blossom tree, Joanjoc~enwiki, Sietse Snel, Bobo192, Beige Tangerine, Viriditas, Dungodung, Kappa, Joe Jarvis,
Kjkolb, Morganiq, Jonsafari, Anthony Appleyard, Mark Dingemanse, Atlant, CR7, Ciceronl, Cromwellt, Ish ishwar, RJFJR, Mikeo,
Axeman89, Stemonitis, Nuno Tavares, Angr, Simetrical, Woohookitty, Mindmatrix, Bellenion, Kokoriko, JeremyA, Keta, Eilthireach,
Pasta Salad, Palica, Mrcool1122, Graham87, FreplySpang, Mayumashu, NatusRoma, TheRingess, Wooddoo-eng, Krash, Nguyen Thanh
Quang, Whimemsz, Malhonen, CJLL Wright, Chobot, DVdm, Martin Hinks, KEJ, YurikBot, Wavelength, RobotE, RussBot, Hyad,
Pigman, Polyvios, Anomalocaris, Cquan, Zarel, Bayle Shanks, Pdblues, Action potential, Maunus, Wknight94, Zzuuzz, Donald Albury,
Miguelmrm~enwiki, JoanneB, CWenger, Thomas Blomberg, TuukkaH, Torgo, SmackBot, David Kernow, Jasy jatere, KnowledgeOfSelf,
Zerida, David.Mestel, Unyoyega, Aurista25, C.Fred, Mgreenbe, Neutral-en, BiT, Niro5, Jwestbrook, Gilliam, Jcarroll, Rmosler2100,
Bluebot, Mazeface, Thom2002, MalafayaBot, J. Spencer, Rlevse, Can't sleep, clown will eat me, Mr.Z-man, Allan McInnes, Sundar-
Bot, Stevenmitchell, Ghiraddje, RandomP, Jon Awbrey, Fuzzypeg, FlyHigh, Byelf2007, SashatoBot, Derek farn, Rijkbenik, Tim Q.
Wells, Minna Sora no Shita, 16@r, J Crow, Slakr, Novangelis, Kvng, Joseph Solis in Australia, Joshuagross, Stifynsemons, Macetw,
Thomasmeeks, Gregbard, FilipeS, Icek~enwiki, Cydebot, Kallerdis, Robzy213, Thijs!bot, Epbr123, Jobber, ClosedEyesSeeing, John254,
Adw2000, Nick Number, Angryafghan, Pprabhakarrao, KrakatoaKatie, AntiVandalBot, Luna Santin, Prabhakar P Rao, Comhreir,
Wayiran, Bogger, JAnDbot, Leuko, FromFoamsToWaves, MER-C, Rollred15, Freedomlinux, VoABot II, Pleckaitis, Rivertorch, El-
dumpo, Yaxu, Glen, DerHexer, CapnPrep, Kornfan71, Anaxial, R'n'B, Dwspig2, Smokizzy, J.delanoy, Hippasus, EscapingLife, Bogey97,
Numbo3, Jerry, McSly, Rwessel, SJP, Hulten, Idioma-bot, VolkovBot, Semmelweiss, Johan1298~enwiki, Jeff G., Gbouzon, TXiKiBoT,
Oshwah, Guillaume2303, PaulTanenbaum, ^demonBot2, Natg 19, Yannis1962, Synthebot, Cnilep, Wiredrabbit, Jimbo2222, SieBot,
Mycomp, Nihil novi, Flyer22 Reborn, Space Dracula, Sky1er, Yerpo, Hexham, Oxymoron83, Tautologist, ClueBot, JonnybrotherJr, Pi
zero, Mike Klaassen, CyrilThePig4, Wutsje, ChandlerMapBot, Zack wadghiri, Rhododendrites, Divespluto, Fattyjwoods, SchreiberBike,
Acabashi, Aitias, Versus22, Will Hen, Cc116, XLinkBot, Jbeans, Starfire777, Nyoro n, Addbot, Xp54321, ConCompS, Willking1979,
Rmalouf, Vishnava, Coffeeassured, Numbo3-bot, Lpjurca, Erutuon, Tide rolls, OlEnglish, Jarble, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Yobot, Ptbot-
gourou, Denispir, Raimundo Pastor, AnomieBOT, Quangbao, Rjanag, Springindd, IRP, JackieBot, Glenfarclas, Materialscientist, Cita-
tion bot, ArthurBot, TwigsCogito, Jchthys, Xqbot, Triplejo2, Dr Oldekop, Omnipaedista, RibotBOT, MarkkuP, Acb4341, LucienBOT,
Krj373, Airborne84, Mundart, Sopher99, Pinethicket, Jonesey95, Full-date unlinking bot, Dude1818, Jauhienij, Æk, Lotje, Tjo3ya,
Reaper Eternal, Kajervi, Brian the Editor, Tbhotch, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, 2bluey, Mean as custard, Ripchip Bot, Uanfala, Jmonk95,
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EmausBot, GoingBatty, RA0808, Dcirovic, K6ka, Mainstreet27, Goudron, Neddy1234, Tijfo098, ClueBot NG, AK IM OP, Iloveandrea,
Helpful Pixie Bot, BG19bot, CityOfSilver, Solomon7968, AdventurousSquirrel, CitationCleanerBot, Qetuth, Nuyhij, ChrisGualtieri, Gra-
has02, ComfyKem, BigBangTheoryLad, Kevin12xd, Beatrice57, BreakfastJr, JKJasmineWongLaiKwan, Cmckain14, Wikiuser13, Werd-
demer, ANALYN AYCOCHO, Monkbot, Boblamus, Qwertyxp2000, Crystallizedcarbon, Loraof, YeOldeGentleman, Faze4life2k16 and
Anonymous: 316

• Morphology (linguistics) Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morphology_(linguistics)?oldid=754232954 Contributors: Bryan Derk-
sen, Andre Engels, Gritchka, Hannes Hirzel, Ryguasu, Hirzel, Montrealais, KF, Stevertigo, Gdarin, Tregoweth, Ahoerstemeier, Jpatokal,
Suisui, LittleDan, Nohat, Pedant17, Tpbradbury, Furrykef, Gutsul, Nickshanks, Robbot, Astronautics~enwiki, Jmabel, Babbage, Sver-
drup, Wikibot, Spellbinder, Ruakh, Rik G., Pablo-flores, Marnanel, Pandammonium, Laudaka, Linguizic, Binadot, Jorend, Jorge Stolfi,
Sundar, Eequor, J. 'mach' wust, Wleman, Beland, Auf, Kusunose, Sirnickdon, Zeman, Vivacissamamente, Grstain, Twenex, Arnol-
dReinhold, Dbachmann, Corvun, Jaberwocky6669, Violetriga, CanisRufus, El C, Kwamikagami, RoyBoy, La goutte de pluie, MPerel,
Jumbuck, Alansohn, Rbeard, Arthena, Hoary, Ross Burgess, KingTT, Ish ishwar, Elduderino, MIT Trekkie, Galaxiaad, Joriki, Mind-
matrix, Eclecticos, Caoimhin, Atatncnu~enwiki, MC MasterChef, Loudenvier, Wragge, Trio, Whimemsz, Gurch, Malhonen, Chobot,
YurikBot, RussBot, Trondtr, TimNelson, Wiki alf, Yahya Abdal-Aziz, Sacundim, Wiggin15, Maunus, Brianfedirko, Poppy, Mike Dil-
lon, Tvarnoe~enwiki, Anclation~enwiki, Pádraic MacUidhir, Trickstar, SmackBot, InverseHypercube, David.Mestel, Jagged 85, Ce-
sine, Grey Shadow, Eskimbot, Silverhand, Gilliam, Folajimi, Bluebot, LinguistAtLarge, MalafayaBot, J. Spencer, Can't sleep, clown
will eat me, Tamfang, JesseRafe, Megalophias, SashatoBot, Joelmills, Hvn0413, Pjrm, BrainMagMo, Laurens-af, Ko'oy, Stifynsemons,
Wolfdog, WeggeBot, Neelix, FilipeS, Cydebot, Pascal.Tesson, Skittleys, Chrislk02, Bookgrrl, Garik, Dale Gerdemann, Thijs!bot, Bar-
ticus88, Jobber, Kevoconnor, Odoncaoa, Big Bird, AntiVandalBot, Joehall45, TuvicBot, Deadbeef, JAnDbot, Scalise, Cynwolfe, .ana-
condabot, Hurmata, VoABot II, JamesBWatson, Nyttend, Rorrenigol, Emw, Glen, SRAnderson, Ekotkie, Magnus Bakken, MartinBot,
Keith D, Azalea pomp, R'n'B, Adavidb, LordAnubisBOT, Mrg3105, Toon05, Lukedpotter, Spellcast, VolkovBot, Shinju, TXiKiBoT,
Mdoff, Bdb484, Abrasha~enwiki, Patche99z, Brunton, Don4of4, Andrewaskew, Synthebot, Cnilep, Rcj007, EmxBot, Koty1905, SieBot,
Cwkmail, Flyer22 Reborn, Antonio Lopez, Bagatelle, OKBot, Svick, TFCforever, Mx. Granger, ClueBot, Pi zero, Tkeu, Estevoaei,
AnatNinio, Universityuser, Alexbot, MacedonianBoy, Morta0918, Emjaybee, BOTarate, Amaling, Versus22, Francopoulo, DumZiBoT,
Mr. Gerbear, Gonzonoir, Rror, WikHead, Addbot, Ed menendez, BabelStone, CarsracBot, Waverley2000, SamatBot, Democracy to
information, Rajiv.linguistics, Numbo3-bot, Tide rolls, Lightbot, Legobot, Luckas-bot, Jamacfarlane, Nallimbot, AnomieBOT, Hen-
rik.petaisto, Rjanag, JackieBot, Jo3sampl, Ulric1313, Sólyomszem, Materialscientist, Belkovich, Obersachsebot, Xqbot, TinucherianBot
II, DSisyphBot, Omnipaedista, RibotBOT, Shadowjams, RavShimon, Jburr1985, JLC2, SynConlanger, RedBot, Just a guy from the
KP, Zerunagerous, Orenburg1, Lam Kin Keung, Tbhotch, DARTH SIDIOUS 2, Alph Bot, Deagle AP, EmausBot, Nadia007ss, K6ka,
Greysonyakabooty, Gabnh, Quntilian, L Kensington, Zuky79, ClueBot NG, AK IM OP, Widr, Helpful Pixie Bot, MusikAnimal, Mr-
Bill3, Aisteco, BattyBot, Lophotrochozoa, Hergilei, Victor Yus, Cyberbot II, Andrewnevins42, Zeiimer, KasparBot, Srednuas Lenoroc,
Catromain, Permstrump, Bender the Bot, Celtic Chef and Anonymous: 192

• Phonology Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonology?oldid=738814514 Contributors: Damian Yerrick, Lee Daniel Crocker, An-
dre Engels, Setok, Scipius, Hannes Hirzel, Ryguasu, Hirzel, Stevertigo, Rosanne~enwiki, Edward, Kku, Bobby D. Bryant, Zanimum,
SebastianHelm, LittleDan, Nikai, Cadr, Jonik, Mxn, Dwo, Charles Matthews, N-true, Furrykef, Bevo, PuzzletChung, Robbot, Ben-
wing, Altenmann, Phil webster, Spellbinder, Rik G., Giftlite, Djinn112, Bradeos Graphon, CyborgTosser, GregLee, Jrdioko, Andycjp,
J. 'mach' wust, Mingwangx, Onco p53, Mzajac, Thincat, D6, Poccil, DanielCD, Rich Farmbrough, Gjm, Bender235, Bayang, Livajo,
Diego UFCG~enwiki, El C, Kwamikagami, Shlomital, Obradovic Goran, Haham hanuka, Friviere, Andrewpmk, Brevam, Velella, Ish
ishwar, Oghmoir, Ghirlandajo, Richwales, Angr, Velho, Mindmatrix, Squidley, Flamingspinach, Karmosin, Jonnabuz, Rjwilmsi, Mayu-
mashu, Wooddoo-eng, Tom Hope, Cassowary, FlaBot, Chobot, YurikBot, Wavelength, RobotE, Jlittlet, SpuriousQ, Eleassar, Aeusoes1,
PeepP, Denihilonihil, BOT-Superzerocool, Ninly, Thnidu, Fon, MagneticFlux, Junglecat, Sardanaphalus, SmackBot, Zerida, Gailtb, Un-
yoyega, Jagged 85, Paxse, IstvanWolf, Anarkisto, Bluebot, LaggedOnUser, Ioscius, Khoikhoi, SashatoBot, Atkinson 291, Tim Q. Wells,
Jkodner05, J Crow, Freethinker77, Hvn0413, Makyen, Godfrey Daniel, Gandalf1491, Grblomerth, Freelance Intellectual, Stifynsemons,
John Riemann Soong, JohnCD, WeggeBot, Kronecker, Cydebot, Gogo Dodo, Indeterminate, Swooningdisaster, Sirmylesnagopaleen-
theda, InfoCan, Jsteph, Thijs!bot, Wikiwow, Mack2, Kevin.cohen, JAnDbot, Kaobear, MER-C, Xact, ΚΕΚΡΩΨ, Merfster, Magioladitis,
Avjoska, KConWiki, EagleFan, Cpl Syx, JdeJ, CapnPrep, Bissinger, R'n'B, J.delanoy, Trusilver, Mrg3105, Miskwito, Burzmali, Kak-
istocraticLaw, VolkovBot, Saterry, LokiClock, TXiKiBoT, Kevin Steinhardt, Msanford, CCLS, Honeybop, AlleborgoBot, Pauldelacy,
EmxBot, SieBot, Calliopejen1, Gerakibot, Happysailor, Lightmouse, Anchor Link Bot, Denisarona, Mx. Granger, KBYU, ClueBot, Alin-
guist, Alipir, ChandlerMapBot, Zack wadghiri, Sumgirl, Doprendek, Kikos, Tdslk, WikHead, Felix Folio Secundus, Addbot, WmGB,
SuperlativeHors, Pirtskhalava, Cervello84, Ks 7508, Tassedethe, Numbo3-bot, Erutuon, Wikipeditor40, Lightbot, Luckas-bot, Yobot,
AnomieBOT, Rjanag, Galoubet, Ulric1313, Materialscientist, Citation bot, ArthurBot, Xqbot, DSisyphBot, Omnipaedista, The Wiki
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